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PREFACE

The Pre\’enrKMi Trainin« in the Drutt Field (PTl^F) package is tlte culmination of tiw years of research aird

effort by the National Planninft Committee on Training in the Addictions Field (NPC), a Wi^rkinjj; Group of

the Federal Provincial Sub-Committee on Alcohol and Other Dru” Problems.

Prevention became a national priority as a result of a survey conducted by the NPC during the summer of

ld79. The idea of producint; trainin” materials for prevention workers in the dru^ held was then launched fol-

lowing a discussion paper on prevention presented to the NPC in Ottawa, April 1981. A Ttsk Group, com-

posed of representatives from the federal, provincial and territorial governments, was est.ihlished to identify

major areas of concern m the pre\’entioir held, the purpose and goals of the project as well as a model for the

development of this project.

Six reports and working papers were developed at various stages of the project and presented to the Federal

Provincial Sub-Committee on .Alcohol and Other Drug Problems and the National Planning Committee for

information purposes and appro\al of future steps in the decelopment of the training document.

The package was tested at a workshop for community prevention workers and trainers (from 9 prox'inces

and 2 territories) held in Edmonton, October 22-26, 1984. Critique was also .sought from experts in the area

of prevention and curriculum design. The gathered information was used in the preparation of this hnal ver-

sion of the package.

The PTDF package provides a basic level of training developed primarily for trainers htir may also he useful

to community workers who have responsibilities for prevention acti\’ities. It has been prepared and written so

that it can he used by many workers in the drug held.

The Task Group is proud to offer this training resource to the drug held. We hope the document will

enhance the competence of those working in the drug prevention held.

The Task Group:

Tariq Bhatti, Chairman

Wayne Weagle

Lavada Pinder

Rctss Ramsey/Val Paape

Claude Roy
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throughout. We wtrrked closely with the writer, Sherri Trrjman (on contract to the Health Promotion Direc-

torate), providing support and advice during the various stages ot the project. Very special thanks are due to
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the Government of Canada, the provinces and territories.

Tr all ot the above, we express sincere appreciation.

The Task Group.
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PURPOSE

The purpose ot this training prcigram is:

• to provide participants with the knowledge they tequite to iindettake a prevention prt)gtam in the drug

held;

• to equip patticipants with the skills they require to undertake a ptevention program in the drug held;

• to ptomote the attitudes that are appropriate tc^ the implementation ot a prevention progtam in this held.
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PROGRAM SPONSORSHIP

This training program has been developed tor use by the alcohol and drug commissions and foundations throughout

Canada. Each jurisdiction will he responsible for selecting a program instructor. The individual selected should have

experience in training and in leading small groups. He or she may or may not have had any experience in prevention

hut should he thoroughly familiar with the commission’s or foundation’s policies and activities in this field.

In some jurisdictions, it may he necessary to bring in other resources such as group workers from community agen-

cies to help lead some of the sessions. This is entirely acceptable and should, in fact, be encouraged when it is felt

that such resources might enhance the session.

It also may he necessary in some jurisdictions to have more than one instructor if there are individuals in the

organization who are strong in different areas. For example, an individual who has extensive experience in the field of

prevention may be asked to help provide the instruction for the first Unit. When more than one person is involved as

instructor, however, it is important for these individuals to work closely together to ensure that their methods of pre-

sentation and style are not too divergent. Such inconsistencies may interfere with participants’ learning.



SELECTION OF PARTICIPANTS

While this training program is intended primarily tor the workers employed by alcohol and drug commissions and

toundations, it may be used by any community vs'orker interested in the held ot prevention. Feu example, public

health nurses, social workers, teachers, or community recreation workers are potential candidates. The training pro-

gram would he appropriate tor individuals already employed in the held ot prevention as well as tor those individuals

about to embark upon a project in this area.

There are no educational prereqtiisites tot this training program. It is desirable, however, that participants have

some basic communication .skills, such as meeting with individuals on a one-to-one basis (interviewing skills),

which they may have acquired through their educational background or work experience. A supervi.sor may wish to

provide some individtialized training to help acquaint individuals who lack basic communication skills. Potential

candidates should be genuinely interested in the held ot prevention. Instructors who are not acejuainted with potential

candidates should meet with them in advance to learn more about their educational background, work experience,

and their expectations regarding the training program.



FORMAT

This training program consists of three major Units, each of which considers a different aspect of prevention (see dis-

cussion on Content). Each Unit, in turn, is divided into modules on specific aspects of the larger subject area. Each

module is supplemented by a reading which can he found in the accompanying monograph (see discussion on Teach-

ing Aids). The major components of this training program are outlined below:

UNIT MODULE MONOGRAPH

A: Essential Concepts 6 modules 1

and Strategies

B: Change Agent Skills 8 modules 2

C: Program Planning

and Implementation

4 modules 3

The modular format allows jurisdictions to select the Units or individual modules that would he most appropriate

U) the learning needs of the participants. Some jurisdictions may want to include all three Units as part of their train-

ing program in prevention. Other jurisdictions may wish to exclude certain modules because their staff members have

basic skills in certain areas.

While this training program fits together as an entire package, its modular format allows for flexibility. Jurisdictions

can:

• select certain Units;

• select certain modules;

• select particular components of certain modules;

• mix and match particular crimponents of different modules;

• use the monographs only;

• use the monographs to review certain subjects and use the modules for other subjects.

It should he noted as well that this training program does not have to he employed only as a course or as a training

institute. Its components also can he used selectively for workshops, group meetings and individualized instruction.

(
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CONTENT

This training program is divided into three major Units: Essential Concepts and Strategies, Change Agent Skills,

Program Planning and Implementation. Each is described more tiillv below.

UNIT A: ESSENTIAL CONCEPTS AND STRATEGIES

This Unit tociises primarily on the knowledge that participants require to undertake preventkm programs in their

communities. The Unit is divided into the tollowing six modules:

Module 1: Historical Perspectives

Module 2: Drug Use: An Overview

Module 3: Prevention

Module 4: Prevention Strategies

Module 5: Contextual Factors

Module 6: Prevention Issues

UNIT B: CHANGE AGENT SKILLS

This Unit focuses t)n the key skills that prevention workers must master m order U) undertake a preventit)n program

effectively. The Unit consists of the following eight modules:

Module 1 : The Change Process

Module 2: Volunteers

Module 3: Using the Media

Module 4: Presentations

Module 5: Networking

Module 6: Meetings

Module 7: Lobbying

Module 8: Community Mobilization

UNIT C: PROGRAM PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION

The final Unit of this training program is concerned with the actual implementation of the preventive effort. Four

major topics are considered in the kdlowing modules:

Module 1: Program Planning

Module 2: Program Management

Module 3: Personnel Management

Module 4: Evaluation

9



TEACHING METHODOLOGIES

The content ot this training program is imparted through a variety ot teaching methodologies. While there is a great

deal of information presented, the training program is largely experiential in nature. That is, it attempts to involve

participants directly in learning the various concepts and skills. For example, participants develop plans for a media

campaign; prepare and present verbal reports; engage in lobbying activity. The experiential method of learning has

been shown to be a highly successful teaching methodology with adults who can bring their own knowledge and

experience to the situation.

These direct learning experiences are accompanied and reinforced by verbal presentations and reading materials.

The instructor should encourage maximum participation by all members by asking for their comments, questions and

concerns. Throughout the training program, the instructor should inquire as to whether participants fully under-

stand the concepts presented or skills to he mastered. Instructors who do not feel that they have sufficient skills to

lead certain sessions should seek outside assistance from colleagues, from group leaders in community organizations

such as family service centres, or from staff of community college and social work programs.

It should he noted that instructors should feel free to change the examples provided in order to make the exercise or

discussion more relevant to the local “scene”. For example, there may he a piece of recently introduced provincial

legislation or a prevention program that has been set up in the jurisdiction. Instructors are strongly encouraged to

adapt the content U) take into account pertinent developments in their respective jurisdictions.

The teaching methodologies empk)yed arc outlined below:

Presentatk)n: Instructors are required to present material on specific areas of content. Participants should he

informed that they may take notes if they choose, they can simply listen, or they can bring in a tape recorder (if the

instructor feels this will not he disruptive).

Large Group Discussion: The instructor is expected to lead discussions focused on a particular subject area or a

certain set of questions. Often the use of a flipchart (or blackboard) is recommended to help identify the key points

arising out of the discussion.

Small Group Discussions: On several occasions throughout the training program, participants are asked to discuss

certain subjects or issues in small groups. Four to five individuals is a good size unless otherwise indicated in the

Instructor Guidelines.

The instructor has several options regarding the way in which groups are formed. First, participants can he asked

to turn to their “neighbours” and to meet with the group members who are sitting next to them. The disadvantage of

this method of group formation is that some participants may sit next to their friends and the composition of the

small groups would remain the same throughout the training program. Instructors may randomly form groups (for

example, by drawing names from a hat) or may decide in advance which individuals will participate in which group.

The decision regarding group formation is left to the discretion of the instructor and depends largely upon the

dynamics of the group. In general, there should he a good mix of more active and less active participants in each

group.

In addition, group composition should he varied frequently so as to give different participants an opportunity to

work with each other. In some cases, groups are asked to designate one member of the group as a recorder. That indi-

vidual is expected to make a presentation to the other members about the group’s discussions and decisions.

Recorders should he encouraged to make their presentations as brief and as clear as possible.

Simulatkm: Much of the content in this training program is taught through participants actively working with the

concepts being presented. The simulations range from groups of two (dyads) to the entire membership of the group.

In the case of dyads, the instructor once again can decide whether participants can choose their own partner or

should be assigned a partner to play particular roles. Again, there may he a tendency for dyads who feel comfortable

with each other to remain together throughout the training prcigram and gain no exposure to other participants. This

situation should he avoided through instructor selection of the dyad membership. When there is an uneven number

of participants, the instrucU)r may he required Ui play one of the roles in order to complete a dyad.

It is highly desirable k)r instructors U) demonstrate some of the skills prior to participants playing the assigned roles.

Instructors may feel it necessary to involve an outside resource to help demonstrate these skills. Additional time may

he allocated for this demonstration. It is essential for instructors to priwide a great eleal of support and reinforcement

A
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throughout all simulations. While simulations are a highly ehective teaching methodology, they can he also difficult

and stressful for participants if ongoing support is not provided.

In some cases, participants will not have had a great deal of experience with large group simulations. Instructors

may wish to drop some of the roles from these simulations and have more observers. Another option is to define the

role more narrowly (i.e. tell the participants how to act in playing out that role). A third option is to bring in some

resource people from inside or outside the alcohtd and drug ctimmission or foundation to take active roles and “move

the simulation along”.

Individual Learning Activity: On occasion, participants are expected to carry out an activity on their own. In

most cases, they are asked to complete a learning activity (described below). The instructor should present the

instructions and should ensure that all participants understand what is expected and the time parameters k)r comple-

tion of the activity. The instructor should remain available throughout to resptind m any qtiestions.



TEACHING AIDS

The training program consists of two major packages of material: the instructor Manual and a set of three mono-

graphs which accompany the Manual. Ft)r each module, the Instructor Manual contains a list of instructions as to

how the content is to he presented, what materials will he required for each methodology, and the time that particu-

lar activity should take. It should he stressed that the instructions are meant to he guidelines only. Instructors may

want to present some of the material hy employing different teaching methodologies. For example, the instructor may

choose to delete certain activities if other activities have been expanded heyond the time limitations. (See discussion

t)n “Time” helow.

)

Each module is prefaced hy an introduction which outlines the purpose, rationale, learning objectives, time

requirements, materials/equipment, and follow-up assignments for that nu^dule. Additional preparation which may

have U) he done hy instructors or participants is also indicated where appropriate. Included as well in the preface to

each module is an instructional plan which outlines the schedule for presentation of the content.

The teaching aids contained in this Instructor Manual include handouts, learning activities and visuals. These

can he found in the “Materials” section of this Instructor Manual.

Handouts: Handouts are printed material in which information or concepts are presented. These handouts are dis-

tributed during err after the concepts have been discussed in class. After participants complete the training program,

they will he able to keep the handouts as reference material tor their work in the prevention held. It is the responsibil-

ity of the sponsoring organization to make arrangements for reproduction of the material from the master copies prov-

ided in the Instructor Manual. A list of handouts is provided helow.

Handout # 1

:

Handout #2:

Handout #3:

Handout #4;

Handout #5:

Handout #6:

Handout #7:

Handout #8:

Handout #9:

Handout #10

Handout #11

Handout #12

Handout # 13

Handout # 14

Handout #15

Handout # 16

Handout # 17

Handout # 18

Handout #19

Handout #20
Handout #21

Handout #22

Handout #23
Handout #24
Handout #25

“Outline of Program Content”

“Learning Objectives: Unit A, Module 1”

“Learning Objectives: Unit A, Module 2”

“Correlates of Drug Use”

“Learning Objectives: Unit A, Module 3”

“Learning Objectives:

“Ads on Alcohol”

Unit A, Module 4”

“Learning Objectives: Unit A, Module 5”

“Learning Objectives: Unit A, Module 6”

“Learning Objectives:

“Five-Phase Model”

Unit B, Module 1”

“Learning Objectives: Unit B, Module 2”

“Learning Objectives:

“Sample Press Release”

Unit B, Module 3”

“Learning Objectives: Unit B, Module 4”

“Learning Objectives: Unit B, Module 5”

“Learning Objectives: Unit B, Module 6”

“Learning Objectives:

“Rules for Lobbying”

Unit B, Module 7”

“Learning Objectives: Unit B, Module 8”

“Learning Objectives: Unit C, Module 1”

“Checklist for Objectives”

“Learning Objectives: Unit C, Module 2”

“Learning Objectives: Unit C, Module 3”

“Learning Objectives: Unit C, Module 4”

Learning Activities: These are the exercises that participants are expected to complete to help them understand or

work with various concepts. These must he reproduced for distribution to participants. A list of learning activities is

prrwided helow.

Learning Activity # 1 : “Alcohol Perspectives”

Learning Activity #2; “Alcohol Policy”

Learning Activity #2a: “Answers to ‘Alcohol Policy’”

Learning Activity #3; “Drug-Related Problems”

(
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Learning Activity #3a; “Sample Completed Worksheet”

Learning Activity #4: “Correlates ot Drug Use”

Learning Activity #5: “Memorandum to Honoraty Ministers”

Learning Activity #6: “Reasons tor Drinking”

Learning Activity #7; “Skit on ‘Booze’”

Learning Activity #8: “Employing Controls”

Learning Activity #9: “Barriers to Communication”

Learning Activity # 10: “Pumpkin’s Problem”

Learning Activity #11: “En\ ironmental Design”

Learning Activity # 12: “Organizational Characteristics”

Learning Activity #13: “Alcoholism Questionnaire”

Learning Activity #13a: “Scoring the ‘Alcoholism Questionnaire’”

Learning Activity # 14: “Mandate”

Learning Acti\'ity #15: “Change Agent Roles”

Learning Activity #16: “Volunteer Job Description”

Learning Activity #17: “Networks”

Learning Activity #18: “Planning Meetings”

Learning Activity #19: “Community Assessment”

Learning Activity #20: “Obtaining Resources”

Learning Activity #21 : “Recruiting Personnel”

Learning Activity #22: “Supervision”

Visuals: These are intended U) be shown as transparencies on an overhead projector. The purpose ot these visuals is to

present a visual depictkm of various concepts. It a projector is not available, the visuals can be shown on a flipchart

or can be reproduced as a handout. A list ot visuals is provided below.

Visual # 1

:

Visual #2:

Visual #3:

Visual #4:

Visual #5:

Visual #6:

Visual #7:

Visual #8:

Visual #9:

Visual #10

Visual # 11

Visual #12

Visual #13

Visual #14

Visual #15

Visual #16

Visual # 17

Visual #18

Visual # 19

Visual #20
Visual #21

Visual #22
Visual #23

Visual #24

“The Ctdonial Perspective”

“The Temperance Perspective”

“The Medical Perspective”

“The Sociocultural Perspective”

“The Distribution of Consumption Perspective”

“Drug'Related Problems”

“Prevention Tirgets”

“Target Components”

“Prevention Strategies”

“A Conceptual Eramework for Preventive Action”

“Eive Phases of Change”

“Engaging Volunteers in Prevention”

“Using the Media”

“Preparing a Report”

“Preparing a Verbal Presentation”

“Maintaining Networks”

“Mobilizing a Community”

“Program Planning”

“Program Management”

“Supervision”

“Evaluation Eocus”

“Case Design”

“Time Series Design”

“Comparison Group Design”

Films: Films on certain subjects have been incorporated into the training program. The address of the distributor is

included in the relevant modules. Instructors are encouraged to screen the him in advance so that they can anticipate

any questions participants might have and so will be better prepared to lead a discussion. Instructors may wish to

13



include a film on a particular subject area if they have seen one that they feel would enhance the content. They
would then have to modify the time allocations accordingly.

Other Materials: Other materials that are required on occasion include felt pens (blackboard and chalk can he substi-

tuted), large sheets of paper, masking tape, hie cards, and small coloured circles of paper (chips). Even where not

indicated, the instructors should feel free to use a blackboard or flipchart to highlight certain points from a presenta-

tion or from group discussion. When using a flipchart, different ct)k)ured felt pens can be used to categorize different

concepts.

Equipment: Equipment requirements include an overhead projector for visuals; a 16 mm projector and screen for

films; flipcharts; tables and chairs. The Instructor Guidelines indicate exactly what materials and equipment are

required.

Monographs: There are three monographs which accompany the Instructot Manual. Tigether these monographs

comprise a comprehensive set of readings in the held of prevention. The monographs contain the following material:

Monograph 1 : ESSENTIAL CONCEPTS AND STRATEGIES

“Historical Perspectives”

“Drug Use: An Overview”

“Prevention”

“Prevention Strategies”

“Contextual Factors”

“Prevention Issues”

Monograph 2: CHANGE AGENT SKILLS

“The Change Proce.ss”

“Volunteers”

“Using the Media”

“Presentations”

“Networking”

“Meetings”

“Lobbying”

“Community Mobilization”

Monograph 5: PROGRAM PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION

“Program Planning”

“Program Management”

“Personnel Management”

“Evaluation”

Instructors are expected to become thotoughly familiar with the readings in these monographs prior to the presen-

tation of the material in the classroom. The correspondence between the Units and Monographs is as follows:

Unit A: Monograph 1

Unit B: Monograph 2

Unit C: Monograph 3

In most cases, participants are expected to read the material in these monographs after it has been presented in

class. If funds allow, it is strongly recommended that all participants be given a copy of these monographs. One

option is to make two or three copies of these monographs available for the participants to borrow. For some modules,

participants are expected to have completed the reading prior to the actual workshop. In this case, they should be

given plenty of notice sc» that they will have adequate time to obtain and read the material. It is also important to

emphasize to participants that they complete the readings in Monograph 1 prior to Day Four as it is on this day that a

short qtiiz will be given to test their understanding cT the material presented in this monograph.



Each reading in the monograph is accompanied hy a selt-test which participants should he enct)uraged U) try after

they complete the reading. The purpose of the self-test is to help patticipants identify for themselves the areas where

they may require some further explanation or assistance.

Included in each reading is a selected bibliography to which participants can refer if they would like additional

information on a particular subject area. Most of these references can be obtained in university and college libraties.

The alcohol or drug commission or foundation also may have some of the references cited. Instructors are encouraged

to make a list of where the various references might be obtained in their community. This list can be distributed to

participants or used as a reference to respond to individual requests.

IS



REPRODUCTION OF MATERIALS

The instructor is responsible for the reproduction of the following materials:

• Handouts: All the handouts (#1-25) are to he distributed to participants.

• Learning Activities: All the learning activities (#1-22) are to be distributed to participants.

• Visiuils: Overhead transparencies must be produced from the visuals (#1-24) included in the materials sec-

tion. These are not intended to he distributed to participants.

• Evaluation: Skills Assessment Forms, Quiz on Unit A and Program Evaluation Form are to be copied. (See

Evaluation)
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TIME GUIDELINES

Training Program

The entire training program requires 12 lull days to complete. Because ot the tlexible, modular tormat ot the pro-

gram, it is possible tor jurisdictions to present one Unit or even tine module at a time. The overall time requirements

tor each Lb it are;

Unit .A 4 days

Unit B 5 days

Unit C 3 days

lurisdictions may wish to stretch out the time allocations. For example, they may want to add some content ot

learning activity on a particular area and choose to spend ti\'e days on LJnit A alone.

Modules

Outlined below are the time requirements tor each module:

UNIT A: ESSENTIAL CONCEPTS AND STRATEGIES

Module 1 H istor ic a 1 Perspec t i ves 3 1/2 hours

Module 2 Drug Use: An Overview 4 1/2 hours

Module 3 Prevention 6 hours

Module 4 Prevention Strategies 7 hours

Module 5 Contextual Factors 3 hours

Module 6 Prevention Issties 4 hours

TOTAL; 28 hours

UNIT B: CHANGE AGENT SKILLS

Module 1 The Change Process 3 1/2 hours

Module 2 Volunteers 3 1/2 hours

Module 3 Using the Media 3 1/2 hours

Module 4 Presentations 5 hours 55 minutes

Module 5 Networking 4 hours 35 minutes

Module 6 Meetings 3 1/2 hours

Mcidule 7 Lobbying 3 1/2 hours

Module 8 Community Mobiliza- 7 hours

tion

TOTAL; 3S hours

UNIT C: PROGRAM PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION

Module 1 Program Planning 6 hours 10 minutes

Module 2 Program Management 2 hours 50 minutes

Module 3 Personnel Management 5 hours

Module 4 Evaluation 7 hours

TOTAL: 21 hours

Each section ot each module has assigned to it a suggested time-frame. It canimt he emphasized enough that these

are intended as guidelines only. For example, it participants do not fully understand a concept or need more time to

finish properly a certain activity, more rime should he allowed. The instructor wtiuld then have to reduce the amount

ot time allocated to other areas or may want U) add some extra time in the evening.

It instructors complete a sectkin early and are looking ttir content to fill the time, questions can always he asked

about how the content presented might apply to individuals’ own work situation. The material should he made as rel-

evant as possible to participants’ experience.

Because there are several ditterent types ot topics and tormats presented in a short period of time, it is imperative

that instructors he thoroughly familiar with the content and tormat so that each .session proceeds smoothly.



INSTRUCTOR PREPARATION

The following guidelines are intended to assist the instructor prepare to teach this training program. These points can

he a checklist for the instructor to ensure that he or she has made adequate arrangements for the task ahead.

1 . the first and most important task is to read the Instructor Manual and the teaching materials thoroughly, and to

become familiar with all the areas of knowledge and skills. He or she should have a good understanding of every

aspect of the program content and should feel comfortable in relaying this material to others.

2. prior to the session, the instructor should review the content and format of the particular module(s) to he taught

so that the class can he conducted snuiothly and there is no need for constant “checking back" with the hook.

3. the instructor should ensure that the room assigned to the program is large enough to allow for small group meet-

ings and for meetings of dyads. That is, there should he enough space so that participants can carry on discussions

and simulations without being distracted by another group. The instructor may choose to have an adjacent room for

the simulations. For the purposes of large group discussion, participants should he seated comfortably in a circle or

horseshoe arrangement as opposed to rows one behind the other.

4- the instructor .should reserve all the equipment (overhead projector, him projector and screen, flipchart) required

h)r a particular sesskm well in advance of the class and .should test out the equipment to ensure that it is in working

order. If a him is to he shown, the him itself .should also he hooked well ahead of time so that it is available for that

particular class. The Instructor Manual provides information as to where the specihc hlms included in the program

can he obtained.

It is strongly recommended that the instructor screen all the hlms which are to be used in the course. Because of

rental arrangements, this may mean that the instructor can view the him only a day or two in advance of the class.

Despite such a shrtrt preparation time, it is important for the instructor to he familiar with the content of the him, to

anticipate any qLiestit)ns that students might have and to prepare some thoughts and ideas to stimulate discussion.

5. all the material required for a particular imidule should he prepared well in advance. In several instances, the

instructor will have U) do more extensive preparation. In Module 7 of Unit B on DTbying, for example, instructors

have to review the instructions carefully; determine how many participants will he a.ssigned to the various roles; pre-

pare colour-coded badges and the “chips” which represent strategic resources.

6. the instructor should ensure that participants have access to the references cited in the selected bibliographies in

the monographs. This entails determining where these references are available and whether certain hooks or articles

should be purchased or pluitocopied for participants to borrow.

7. It is the responsibility of the instructor to ensure that participants clearly understand the learning objectives of

the training program as well as the purpose of the evaluation instruments that have been included.

8. the instructor must he aware of and responsive to the needs of the individual participant. In particular, the partic-

ipant needs to feel; (a) accepted and liked by other participants; (h) that his or her contributions are worthwhile; (c)

comkirtahle enough to take part actively in the learning activities and discussion; d) challenged and stimulated by

the program content; (e) free to express an opinion or idea without fearing criticism.

r
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EVALUATION

PARTICIPANT EVALUATION
There are two major types ot evaluation included in the traininp program. The hrst is an objective evaluation; it is a

quiz worth 25 points and is intended to test individuals’ understanding cit the material contained in the first tour

modules. It is given on Day 4. This test is optional.

Instructors should emphasize that the primary purpose ot this test is to ensure that participants undetstand the core

material and essential concepts in the field ot prevention. Individuals who do not do well on this test (tewer than 17

points) should receive individualized attention to help them grasp the concepts with which they are having ditficulty.

The an.swers to this quiz .should he pre.sented immediately alter its completion. Participants are to grade their own

papers. The instrtictor should collect these and review them to get an idea as to whether any subject areas appear to

require turther clarification.

The second or subjective type ot evaluation is a Skills Asse.ssment Form. It is employed in the tollowing module

when participants are practising .skills:

UnitC, Module 3: Personnel Management

The Skills Assessment Form has a short list ot questions which require “yes" or “no” an.swers. Both the individual

practising the skill and the participant observing the simulation or observing the pertormance are required to fill in

the torm right atter the skill has been practised. Participants are then allowed a hriet time to discuss how well they

think the .skill was pertormed.

It should he stressed that the purpose ot this Form is not so much to grade participants as it is to help individuals

identity where they themselves may need more assistance or practice. The instructor .should collect these Forms and

review them to deternrine whether any indi\’idual is having ditficulty with a particular .skill. Those individuals should

receive individualized attention. For example, the instrticurr may help them by practising the simulation with them

at a private session. The instructor also can play the role with a third party .so that the participant requiring assist-

ance can act as an observer. Those individuals who require additional instruction .should receive a lot of support and

reinforcement in their efforts to improve their skills.

PROGRAM EVALUATION
At the end of each Unit, participants are asked to complete a written Program Evaluation Form in which they are

asked various questions about the content and format of that Unit. The instructor is expected to collect these, review

them and, when possible, make adjustments to the training program. For example, instructors are not in a position to

rewrite the readings contained in the monographs if participants find that these are too complicated. Instructors can

use this comment, however, by taking time to review the readings with the entire group or with the individuals who

may he experiencing difficulty with them.

In addition to these end-of-Unit evaluations, there are some open feedback sessions throughout the training pro-

gram which allow participants to make comments and suggestions about any aspect of the program. Instructors

should encourage participants to make comments and should involve them in determining what modifications can he

made.



ICEBREAKER ACTIVITY

The success of a highly experiential training program such as this one is dependent largely upon the quality of group

interaction. One of the ways of enhancing this group interaction is through an”icehreaker” activity at the beginning

of the program.

Because of the heavy content in the first Unit of the program, only 30 minutes was allowed for icebreaker activity.

Instructors may wish (and are indeed encouraged) to add more time to this activity, especially if participants have div-

erse backgrounds and have never met before. For example, the instructor may wish to have an evening session before

the actual training program to allow participants to get to know each other.

There are a great variety of possible icebreaker activities, including self-introduction and informal mingling. A
group also can split up into dyads and members are asked to hold a brief discussion with their partners about their

work experience, educational background, or personal interests. After the discussion period, the members of the

dyads then introduce their partners to the rest of the group.

Ideas for icebreaker activities can he found in the series by J. William Pfeiffer and John E. Jones (eds. ) A Hand-

book of Structured Experiences for Human Relations Training. Volumes 1-6. This series is published in La Jolla, Cal-

ifornia, by University Associates, Incorporated.
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UNIT A: ESSENTIAL CONCEPTS AND STRATEGIES

Module 1: Historical Perspectives

PURPOSE

The purpose ot exploring historical perspectives on alcoht)! is to provide participants with an understanding ot how

definitions ot and solutions to alcohol problems have evolved over the years and how these perspectives have influ-

enced present-day thinking repardinp these ptohlems.

RATIONALE

Knowled,!4e of the historical perspectives on alcohol helps promote our understanding of the myriad ot policies and

proprams concerninp alctihol and other drups.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, participants should he able to:

1 . identity the five major perspectives on alcohol;

2. state how each perspective would explain alcohol-related problems;

L state the solution to these problems proptised by each perspective;

4- explain how present-day policies and proptams on alcohol have been influenced by these perspectives.

TIME

Day One A.M. — 3 1/2 hours

MATERIALS/EQUIPMENT

“Historical Perspectives”, Monopraph 1

Handout # 1 ; “Outline of Propram Content”

Handout #2: “Learninp Objectives; Unit A, Module 1”

Learninp Activity #1 : “Alcohol Perspectives”

Learninp Activity #2 : “Alcohol Policy”

Learninp Activity #2a: “Answers to ‘Alcohol Policy’”

Visual #1; “The Colonial Perspective”

Visual #2; “The Temperance Perspective”

Visual #3; “The Medical Perspective”

Visual #4: “The Sociocultural Perspective”

Visual #5: “The Distribution of Consumption Perspective”

Overhead projector

PREPARATION

Participants are expected to have read “Historical Perspectives”, Monopraph 1, prior to the presentation of this mate-

rial.

EOLLOW-UP ASSIGNMENT

Review “Historical Perspectives”, Monopraph 1.

Day One
30 minutes
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1. Icebreaker Activity

• Welcome participants and make opening remarks. Introduce yourself and briefly describe your background

and work experience.

• Handle administrative matters-conhtm participant list; clarify dates and times; explain how to obtain the

reading materials referred to in the selected hibliography.

• As a means of acquainting patticipants with each other, it may be necessary to conduct some “icebreaker”

activities. See di.scussion of Icebteaker Activity in the Introduction.

30 minutes

2. Introductory Presentation

• Explain to participants that the overall purpose of this training program on Prevention in the Drug Field is

to provide them with the knowledge and skills required to develop and implement prevention programs

directed toward drug-related problems and to help them develop the attitudes appropriate to carrying out

this work.

• Briefly describe the content and format of the training program. Explain that the ptogram itself is divided

into thtee major Units, each of which deals with a unique and essential component of prevention training.

• Explain that Unit A is entitled “Essential Concepts and Strategies”. It focuses ptimarily on the knowledge

that prevention workets require in this held. The Unit itself is divided into six major modules, each of

which deals with a different core knowledge area. Unit B focuses primarily on the skills required hy a

change agent. These include using the media, conducting effective meetings, and making presentations

and community mobilization. Unit C deals with the knowledge and skills required to plan and implement

a ptevention program.

Handout # 1 : “Outline of Ptogtam Content”

• IDisttibute Hand(.>ut # 1 which outlines the content of this training program.

• Indicate that this program is based largely on participant involvement. Participants are encouraged to ask

questions and to express their ideas. In order to promote such involvement, much of the material will be

taught hy means of small group activities in which participants have an opportunity to explore concepts

and share their views. This means that throughout the training program, the group will he divided into

smaller groups and into dyads (two’s) and triads (three’s).

• Indicate that follow-up work will be assigned after each module. Participants are expected to complete

these assignments as soon as possible after the matetial has been presented. In some cases, patticipants will

be required to do some wotk in preparation for the next module.

• Explain that follow-up assignments will consist primarily of reading the material in the three monographs

which accompany this training program. In addition, participants will be expected to work on their own or

in groups to complete cettain learning activities.

• Point out that at the end of each reading in the monographs is a self-rest which participants are expected to

complete on their own. These tests are intended to provide them with an indication of their comprehen-

sion of the material.

• Indicate that participants’ performance will be monitored throughout the training program. This monitor-

ing will include an objective test as well as subjective ratings of participants’ performance. The objective

test will be in the form of a quiz which will he given on the afternoon of Day 4. The quiz will be based on

the material included in the first four modules of Unit A. Questions on the quiz will require short answers

only. It is imperative that participants read the material in Monograph 1 immediately after it is presented

in the workshop. (Nt)te: This test is optional. See discussion on Evaluation in the Introduction to this

manual.

)
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DAY ONE

Instructional Plan: A.M.

Table 1

HOUR TIME FORMAT MATERIALS

9:00-9:30 30 minutes Icebreaker Activity

9:30-10:00 30 minutes Introductory Presentation Handouts #1-2

10:00-10:30 30 minutes Small Group Discussion

on Perspectives

Learning Activity #1

10:30-10:50 20 minutes Summary Presentation Visuals #1-5
Overhead projector

10:50-11:05 15 minutes Break

11:05-11:35 30 minutes Small Group Learning

Activity on Perspectives

11:35-11:50 15 minutes Groups Share Answers

11:50-12:30 40 minutes Individual Learning

Activity on Policy

Learning Activity #2 - 2a

12:30 Follow-up Assignment Review "Historical

Perspectives on Alcohol”,

Monograph 1

TOTAL 210 minutes

(3 1/2 hours)





• Explain chat parncipancs’ pertormance in certain skill areas alsn will he assessed. In two Jitterent modules,

there are Skills Assessment Forms which help euide them in the pertormance ot certain skills. These torms

are to he completed by the participant who pertormed the skill as well as by the individual(s) who took part

in the simulation or who ohserwd the participant. These torms have several questions and require a “yes or

no” answer only. The instrtictor will collect these torms upon the completion t)t the module during which

they were used. The purpose ot the.se torms is not so much to prade participants as it is to help them iden-

tity the areas in which they may require more practice or more indi\ idualized attention.

• Point out that participants, also will he asked to ewiluate the training program itselt. Some time has been

put aside throughout the propram tor teedhack sessions in which participants are tree to make comments

about any aspect ot the format and content. LJpon the completion ot each LTit, participants, akso will he

asked to till in a Propram Exaluation Form which will be collected by the instructor. Where feasible, modi-

hcations can be made to the traininp propram on the basis ot participants’ answers.

• Explain that the purpose ot the hrst nmdule in Llnit A is to acquaint participants with the \'arious perspec-

ti\'es that have been pre\a!ent with respect to the use ot alcohol. Five major perspectives or conceptualiza-

tions about alcohol u.se v' lll be explored. These are: the colonial, temperance, medical, .sociocultural, and

distribution ot consumption perspecti\’es.

• Ask participants why they think it is important to have an understandinp ot this material.

• Point out that each ot these perspectives has had a sipnihcant impact tipon our rhinkinp and has played an

important role in intluencinp present-day policies with respect to alcohol and other druqs.

Handout #2: “Learnin” Objectives: Unit A, Module 1”

• Plistribute Handout #2 which outlines the learning iibjectives tor this module. Read aloud each objective.

30 minutes

3. Small Group Discussion on Perspectives

• Explain that the key concepts in the reading “Historical Perspectives”, Monograph 1 will be reviewed by

means ot the tollowinp learnin” activity.

Learning Activity #1: “Alcohol Perspectives”

• Divide participants into small croups. Distribute Learning Actnaty # 1. Explain to participants that they

should discuss each question as a proup. They should try to arrive at a consensus with respect to each cd

the answers. Answers should be brief. Inform participants that they have approximately 30 minutes to

complete this learnintt activity.

20 minutes

4. Summary Presentation

• Briefly review the answers to these questicms. (This review will also serve as a means ot summarizing the

material on this subject.

1 . Alcohol was viewed as an important commodity durinq colonial times. It was used as a beveraqe to substi-

tute tor a contaminated water supply; as a substance with curative and preventive powers; as a .source ot food

enerqy; as an important .source ot revenue. The key alcohol problem was considered to be public drunkenness.

Drinkinq itselt was tine; drinkinq in excess was unacceptable. The cause ot the problem was not the alcohol

but the detective moral character ot tho.se who were unable to control their drinkinq. Exce.ssive indulqence in

alcohol was punished throuqh public humiliation such as spendinq time in the “stocks”, whippinq, or beinq

chided in the church sermon.

Visual #1: “The Colonial Perspective”, overhead projector

• Show Visual # 1 which depicts the key theme of the colonial perspectiw.



2. A complex interplay of religious, moral, social, scientihc, and economic forces led to the development of

the temperance movement. The expansion of the domestic liquor industry saw a dramatic increase in produc-

tion and consumption of alcohol. The social control which had moderated drinking practices was breaking

down. There were tremendous social changes, including industrialization, massive immigration, and a move-

ment to urban areas. These changes were uprooting traditional values and threatening to lead to social chaos.

Excessive drinking came to be seen not as a result of individual weakness hut as a result of environmental dis-

equilibrium. Scientific findings were exploding widely-held myths about the positive health effects of alcohol.

The new industrialism required workers who were absolutely sober to ensure the safe and efficient use of auto-

mated machinery and equipment.

3. Supporters t)f temperance viewed alcohol as the primary cause of vice, crime, and family breakdown. The
idea of temperate or mtiderate drinking first advocated by the temperance movement gradually changed to one

of total abstinence and then to ct)mplete legal prohibition of the manufacture and sale of alcoholic beverages.

Visual #2: “The Temperance Perspective”, overhead projector

• Show Visual #2 which depicts the key theme of the temperance perspective.

4. While Prohibition did curb drinking to a certain extent, it did not succeed in totally preventing alcohol-

related problems. Prtihihition began to he questioned as a solution. At the same time, cosmopolitan thinking

was beginning to emerge in which the “liberated individual” was a key concept. Such “liberation” involved

the enjoyment of life’s pleasures. Alcohol was included in these pleasures. A “rational” solution to the alco-

hol question was being sought.

5. Because most people are able to drink with few problems, an explanation was sought for why a minority

drinks too heavily. The problem drinker was seen to lack some key attribute or capacity that the majority pos-

sessed. Problem drinkers or alcoholics experienced a powerlessness or loss of control over alcohol. Loss of con-

trol was due to individual weakness which had its source in some biological or psychological disorder that '

made those petsons different from others.

Visual #3: “The Medical Perspective”, overhead projector

• Show Visual #3 which depicts the theme of the medical perspective.

6. Advocates of the socit)cultural perspective felt that the medical model did not place sufficient emphasis on

the role played by cultural factors in the etiology of alcohol-related problems. Neither had any of the other

perspectives taken into consideration factors such as norms, societal ambivalence, and cultural attitudes

toward alcohol.

Visual #4: “The Sociocultural Perspective”, overhead projector

• Show Visual #4 which depicts the theme of the sociocultural perspective.

7. The sociocultural perspective proposes the integration of alcohol in daily life situations in order to reduce

its “forbidden fruit” quality. This would, in turn, help reduce the problem use of alcohol. Integration can

take place, for example, by encouraging the use of alcohol with meals and by lowering the legal minimum

drinking age.

8. The distribution of consumption perspective is based upon studies of the statistical distribution of con-

sumption within a population. The major concept put forth is that the level of alcohol consumption within a

population is positively related to the prevalence of alcohol problems found within that population. The solu-

tion proposed by advocates of the distribution of consumption perspective is to reduce the overall consump-

tion of alcohol within a population by restricting the availability of this substance. Availability can he

restricted through the use of control measures such as increasing prices and taxes; limiting the hours of sale;

raising the minimum legal age for drinking; reducing the number of outlets which sell alcohol.
(

Visual #5; “The Distribution of Consumption Perspective”, overhead projector
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• Show Visual #5 which depicts the theme ot the distribution ot consumption perspective.

15 minutes

BREAK
50 minutes

6. Small Group Learninf^ Activity on Perspectives

• Explain to participants that they will now have an opportunity to examine these perspectives from a prac-

tical \iewpoint.

• Dix’ide participants into hve small itroups and designate each proup to represent one ot the rive major per-

spectives t)n alcohol-related problems. Indicate that each proup is to act as a body ot elected municipal otri-

cials. The .itroup is to identity a solution to the Kdlowintt problem trout the perspectite they represent.

Point out that participants need not worry abctut the real powers tit municipal versus provincial/tederal otri-

cials. They can tindertake any action they deent appropriate.

Every Friday atternoon a ^roup ot the "hoys” trom the otrice “hit” the local pub titr a tew drinks. By the

time they are ready to leave, se\’eral hours and many beers later, they are usually tairlv rttwdy. They otten dis-

turb passershy on the street. Local merchants with stores beside the pub are inturiated hecatise customers now

stay away trom the area on Friday nights to avt)id possible trotihle. Last week, while drivin” home trom the

pub, one ot the “htiys” who was visibly intoxicated just barely missed hittinq a yountt ^irl who was ridinp her

bicycle (.)n the street. The community is outraged and is demanding that local politicians take immediate

action. What is to he done?

15 minutes

7. Groups Share Answers

• Allow ttroups approximately 5 minutes U) share their answers on this .scenario.

• Summarize the discu.ssion:

- The colonial perspective would call tor humiliation ot the individuals invrdved through some torm ot pub-

lic punishment. In this day and a^e, whipping and tlop'j^inji; would obviously he out ot the question. Some

other torm ot humiliation “marking” these individuals wotild he appropriate. An example mif>ht he a tront-

paf^e headline story about the “local drunk-a would-he killer!” Stitt tines also miji;ht he imposed upon them

all.

- A municipal council with a temperance bias mif2;ht call tor a reterendum ot its constituents on local option

which would prohibit the sale ot alcoholic heverat’es in all establishments within the juri.sdiction of that f’ov-

ernment.

- A ttroLip ot elected otricials intluenced by the thinking ot the medical model mi»ht demand immediate

treatment tor the drunk driver.

- Politicians tavorin" the sociocultural perspective may call for a community education projiram to inform

the public about appropriate and hazarc5ous uses of alcohol. Elected officials also may consider sponsoring a

program in the local community which would encourage the responsible use of alcohol (prescriptive norms).

Such a program may include guidelines on how many drinks are acceptable for a “TGIF” celebration. Penal-

ties for impaired driving might he increased (proscriptive norms). Another proscriptive norm to promote

might he bartenders’ responsibility not to serve alcohol to intoxicated persons.

- Elected municipal otricials supporting the distribution of consumption perspective would define the inci-

dent as a community problem. They would likely enforce a number ot measures to control the availability ot

alcohol in that community. Such measures might include limiting the hours that taverns, lounges, and bars

might remain ripen; requiring that food be served in conjunction with all alcoholic beverages; restricting the

ntimber ot drinks which could be purchased by one customer within a particular period ot time; limiting the

amount ot time that a customer could legally spend in a licensed establishment; prohibiting bartenders trom

selling liquor to an intoxicated customer.

40 minutes
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8. Individual Learning Activity on Policy

• Indicate that participants will now be asked to complete an activity on their own which helps demonstrate

the links between the various perspectives on alcohol and present-day policies and programs.

Learning Activity #2: “Alcohol Policy”

• Distribute Learning Activity #2. Ask participants to complete this chart to the best ot their ability using

the material presented earlier. E.xplain that in this Learning Activity, “Causes of Alcohol Problems" refers

to the way in which particular perspectives have defined the nature of the problem. “Solutions” are the

methods which have been proposed in order to deal with the problem. “Policy Implications” means what

type of general policies would he proposed by each perspective. In “Present-day Examples”, participants

are asked to think of any program or piece of legislation of which they are aware that would he linked to

each particular perspective. Indicate that participants have approximately 40 minutes to complete this

learning activity. (The instructor may wish to complete the first column with the group as a whole to illus-

trate how the chart should he completed).

Learning Activity #2a; “Answers to ‘Alcohol Policy’”

Distribute Learning Activity #2a and review this material.

• Inquire as to whether there are any questions about the material presented in this module.

9. Follow-Up Assignment

Monograph 1

• Review “Historical Perspectives”, Monograph 1.

f

f
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Module 2: Drug Use: An Over\ ie\v

PURPOSE

The purpose ot this module is to acquaint participants with various aspects ot drug use: trends, prohlems, causes and

correlates.

RATIONALE

Knowledge ot trends helps clarity why pre\ention is important. This intormation can he used as evidence it preven-

tion workers need to seek tunds, resources, or other supports. An understanding ot prohlems, causes, and correlates

will help prevention workers determine in a systematic way the tactors toward which they should direct their preven-

tion ettorts within any given community.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Upon completion ot this module, participants sluiuld he able to:

1 . name several ways in which the use ot drugs has spread;

2. identity at least hve major categories ot drug-related prohlems and provide an example ot each type;

3. identity the three major types t)t theory attempting to explain drug use and provide example ot each type;

4. provide at least three examples ot tactors that are positively correlated with drug u.se and at least three

examples ot tactors that are negatively correlated with drug use.

TIME
Day One EM. - 3 i/2 hours

Day Tv\'o A.M. - I hour

TOTAL — 4 1/2 hours

MATERIALS/EQUIPMENT

“Drug Use: An Overview”, Monograph 1

Handout #3: “Learning Objectives: Unit A, Module 2”

Handout #4: “Correlates ot Drug Use”

Learning Activity #3 : “Drug-Related Problems”

Learning Acti\'ity #3a: “Sample Completed Worksheet”

Learning Activity #4 : “Correlates ot Drug Use”

Visual #6: “Drug-Related Prohlems”

Overhead projector

Flipchart

Felt pen

FOLLOW-UP ASSIGNMENT

Read “Drug Use: An Overview”, Monograph 1.

30 minutes
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1. Small Group Discussion on Trends in the Drug Field

• Explain to participants that the purpose of Module 2 is to explore various aspects of drug use, including

trends, problems, causes and correlates.

Handout #3 “Learning Objectives; Unit A, Module 2”

• Distribute Handout #3 which outlines the learning objectives of this module. Read aloud each objective.

• Indicate that the subject of trends in the drug field will now be discussed.

• Ask participants why they think it is important to understand trends in the drug field. Explain that such an

understanding provides some answers as to why prevention is important. Such information can he used as

evidence if prevention workers try to obtain support or resources for their efforts. Second, an understand-

ing of societal trends may influence the prevention effort. For example, there is growing public concern

about the problem of impaired driving. It may he timely for prevention workers to direct their attention to

this problem. The “pump may already he primed” in certain communities; that is, there may he a signifi-

cant amount of support for preventive action in that area. Indeed, if public concern is great enough, an

alcohol and drug commission may receive government instruction to concentrate on that particular prob-

lem.

• Divide participants into small groups. Ask them to discuss what, in their opinion, are the major trends

with respect to drug use in their community (or in the country as a whole). In addition, what drug-related

issues appear to he receiving a lot of media coverage?

• Allow groups approximately 45 minutes for this discussion.

“Drug Use: An Overview”, Monograph I

• Ask selected participants for their ideas. Summarize the discussion by presenting the material on pages 18

to 25 of “Drug Use: An Overview”, Monograph 1.

• Inquire as to how participants might determine what the local trends and issues are in their own communi-

ties. Explain that there are several ways to do this including analyzing media reports; holding interviews

with relevant persons such as social service agency directors; reviewing data including changes in admis-

sions to hospitals for alcohol and drug-related problems, increases in arrests for impaired driving, caseloads

of alcohol counselling centres, changes in numbers of licensed outlets in the community, extensions in

hours of sale of alcohol, and increases in numbers of establishments offering a “happy hour”.

45 minutes

2. Individual Learning Activity on Drug-Related Problems

• Explain that participants will be asked to identify what the problem(s) might be in the following learning

activity and what the possible causes might he.

“Drug Use: An Overview”, Monograph 1

• Present the material on pages 28 to 33 of “Drug Use; An Overview”, Monograph 1 about the six major

categories of drug-related problems.

Visual #6 “Drug-Related Problems”, overhead projector

• Show Visual #6 which outlines the six major types of drug-related problems.

Learning Activity #3 “Drug-Related Problems”, flipchart, felt pen

• Distribute Learning Activity #3 which describes 8 different situations involving problems related to drug

use. On a flipchart, make a chart with two columns and the headings “Type of Problem” and “Possible

Causes”. Instruct participants to read each situation and to fill in the first column only. In this column,

they are to indicate whether the problem is primarily of a physical t)r mental health nature. Is the physical
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DAY ONE

Instructional Plan: P.M.

Table 2

HOUR TIME FORMAT MATERIALS

1:30-2:30 60 minutes Small Group Discussion

on Trends in the

Drug Field

Handout #3

Monograph 1

2:30-3:15 45 minutes Individual Learning

Activity on Drug-

Related Problems

Monograph 1

Visual //6

Overhead projector

Learning Activity #3

Flip chart

Felt pen3:15-3:30 15 minutes Break

3:30-4:30 60 minutes Individual Learning

Activity on Causes

Learning Activity #3-3a

Flip chart

Felt pen

4:30-5:00 30 minutes Presentation on Causes Monograph 1

5:00 Follow-up Assignment Read "Drug Use: An Overview”

TOTAL 210 minutes

(3 1/2 hours)



DAY TWO

Instructional Plan: A.M.

Table 3

HOUR TIME FORMAT MATERIALS

9:00-9:20 20 minutes Presentation on Correlates

9:20-10:00 40 minutes Individual Learning

Activity on Correlates

Learning Activity #4

Handout #4

10:00-12:30 150 minutes Module 3

TOTAL 210 minutes

(3 1/2 hours)



health puiblem acute or chronic? Ls the indi\'iduars or group’s social tunctionin” adversely attected by the

use ot drills? Is the problem a beha\'ioural one-that ot poor conduct? Dttes the situation involve an acci-

dent or casualty?

• Indicate that participants ha\'e approximately 25 minutes to complete this part rd the learning actix ity.

• Lead a discusskm (approximately 15 minutes) about the answers to this learning activity. Ji.)t dtwn partici-

pants’ answers on the llipchatt.

15. minutes

3. BREAK

60 minutes

4. Individual Learning Activity on Causes

Learning .Activity #5: “Drug-Related Problems’’

• Indicate that participants will miw be a.sked to complete the next part ot Learning Activity #5. Explain

that participants are to complete the second column entitled “Possible Causes” by listing at least three pos-

sible causes ot the situation. Explain that there is no “right” answer. Rather, the purpose ot this learning

activity is to expkite the wide range ot possible cau.ses. Intorm participants that they have approximately 40

minutes to complete this part ot Learning Activity #3.

Elipchart, telt pen

• In the remaining rime, hll in the .second column on the tlipchart by asking participants U) name the three

po.ssible cau.ses they had indicated on Learning Actix'ity #3. See Learning Activity #3a which provides

examples td po.ssible answers.

Learning Activity #3a; “Sample Completed Worksheet”

5. Presentation on Causes

30 Minutes

“Drug Use: An Overview”, Monograph 1

• Present the material on pages 25 to 27 td “Drug Use: An Overview”, Mtmograph 1 about the possible

causes ot drug-related problems.

• Inquire as to whether there are any questions about the material presented in this module.

6. Follow-Up Assignment

“[Aug Use: An Overview”, Monograph 1

• Read “Drug Use: An Overview”, Monograph 1.

20 minutes

1. Presentation on Correlates

• Welcome participants. Explain that the hrst hour td the morning se.ssion will be spent completing Module

2. A review td the material presented in yesterday’s w'ttrkshtxp will be Itdlowed by a disciLssicm td the ccirre-

lates td drug use.

• Briefly summarize the key ptdnts presented in the reading “Drtig Use: An Overview”, Mtxntigraph 1.

1 . The use td drugs appears tti be spreading as indicated by, ttir example, trends ttnvard ytninger petiple using

drugs and toward ptilvdrug use.
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2. There are six major types of drug-related problems: chronic illness or condition, acute health ptoblems,

mental health problems, problems of demeanour, casualties, and majot social toles.

3. Thtee major types of theory have been put forward to explain drug use: physiological, psychological, and

social theories.

• Introduce the concept of correlates by explaining that research on drug use has found that telationships

exist between certain factors and the use of drugs. The relationship is not necessarily causal. In other

words, no empirical research exists which definitively establishes that the ptesence of one particular factor

causes a certain behaviour-in this case, drug use. Rather, a correlation tells us whether or not a particular

factor and drug use have been found to occut frequently together

• Indicate that both positive and negative cortelates of drug use have been found. Ask participants whethet

they can explain these terms. Explain that a positive cotrelation indicates that drug use does tend to occut

in the presence of certain specified variables. A negative correlation would indicate that drug use tends not

to occur in the ptesence of othet specified variables.

• Ask participants why they think it would he important to understand the concept of correlates.

• Explain that reseatch on correlates focuses our attention on the possible factors that may ptomote the use

of substances. Information on cortelates may provide clues as to whete to begin to look in trying to deter-

mine the causes of a patticular ptohlem.

40 minutes

2. Individual Learning Activity on Correlates

Learning Activity #4: “Correlates of Drug Use”

• Distribute Learning Activity #4. Indicate that participants should draw upon their knowledge and experi-

ence in the dtug field to help them complete this learning activity. They are to tty to identify at least five

factots that they think might be positively correlated with the use of drugs and at least five factors that they

think would be negatively correlated with the use of drugs. These factors may relate to the personality

chatacteristics of the individual user, to the family, to the peet gtoup, to the school, or to the community.

• Allow patticipants apptoximately 30 minutes to complete this learning activity.

Handout #4: “Correlates of Drug Use”

• After participants have completed the learning activity, disttibute Handout #4 which summatizes the

results of recent research on correlates. Read aloud the material in this Handout.

3. Begin Module 3.



DAY TWO

Instructional Plan: A.M.

Table 4

HOUR TIME FORMAT MATERIALS

9:00-10:00 60 minutes Completion of Module 2

10:00-11:00 60 minutes Small Group

Discussion on Prevention

Handout #5

Several large sheets of paper

Masking tape

Felt pens

11:00-11:15 15 minutes Break

11:15-12:00 45 minutes Film on Prevention Film

16 mm projector

Screen

12:00-12:30 30 minutes Feedback Session

TOTAL 210 minutes

(3 1/2 hours)



DAY TWO

Instructional Plan: P.M.

Table 5

HOUR TIME FORMAT MATERIALS

1:30-2:45 75 minutes Small Group

Learning Actitity

on Developing

Prevention Plans

Learning Activity #5

Flip charts

Felt pens

2:45-3:15 30 minutes Groups Present Plans

3:15-3:30 15 minutes Break

3:30-5:00 90 minutes Presentation on

Prevention

Targets and

Strategies

Monograph 1

Flip chart

Felt pen

Visuals #7-10
Overhead projector

5:00 Follow-up Assignment Monograph 1

TOTAL 210 minutes

(3 1/2 hours)



I Module 3: Prevention

PURPOSE

The purpose ot this module is to acquaint participants with the concept ot prevention.

RATIONALE

It is essential k'r anv inJi\'idual workin” in the held ot prec’ention to have a basic understanding ot what is meant hy

“pr'^vention”.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Upon completion ot this module, participants should he able to:

1
.

provide at least hve examples ot preventive action that may he taken in the course ot everyday livin^j;;

2. state the three major targets ot pre\’entive acrit)n;

3. identity ar least three cranprinents ot each t)t these targets;

4- name and dehne the tour majrir types rd prevention strategies in the drutt held;

5. identity which stratet>;y(ies) would have to he employed in rirder to chant'e each ot the three major tar^'ets.

TIME
L')ay Two A-. M. - 2 1/2 hours

Day Two RM.-

3

1/2 hours

TOTAL 6 hours

MATERIALS/EQUIPMENT

“Prevention”, Monograph 1

Handout #5: “Learning Objectives: Unit A, Module 3”

Learnin,” Activity #5: “Memorandum to Honorary Ministers”

Visual #7: “Prevention Tiryets”

Visual #8: “Tirf^et Components”

Visual #9: “Prevention Strategies”

Visual #10: “A Conceptual Framework tor Preventive Action”

Ovethead ptojeck)r

Sevetal lartte sheets of papet

Maskinf^ tape

Felt pens

Film: “The Mountain”'

16 mm projector

Screen

Flipchart or blackboard

FOLLOW-UP ASSIGNMENT

Read “Prevention”, Monograph 1.

60 minutes

1 . Completion of module 2.

60 minutes

;iv;iilahlc troni: Kinetic Film Hnterprise.s -

781 Gcrrard Street

Tiironto, Ontario

M4M IY5
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2. Small Group Discussion on Prevention

• Explain to participants that the remainder of the morning and the entire afternoon will be spent discussing

the concept of prevention.

Handout #5; “Learning Objectives: Unit A, Module 3”

• Distribute Handout #5 which outlines the learning objectives of this module. Read aloud each objective.

• Indicate that before discussing prevention in the drug field, participants will first he asked to think about

the concept of prevention in general.

Several large sheets of paper

Masking tape, felt pens

• Divide participants into small groups. Each group should have a few large sheets of paper (these can be

taped to the wall) and a felt pen. Participants should he asked to identify at least 10 daily life situations

which can be considered to be preventive in nature.

Examples are:

- Having a fire extinguisher installed on the wall beside the stove;

- Wearing a life jacket on a boat;

- Immunizing children against certain diseases.

• Allow approximately 45 minutes for this discussion.

• Post all the lists side by side and read aloud the examples proprised by each group.

• Ask participants what they think is meant by the expression “a gram of prevention is worth a kilogram of

cure".'’ In their opinion, is the message true?

• Indicate that this theme will be more fully developed in the film to be shown after the break.

15 minutes

3. BREAK

45 minutes

4. Film on Prevention

• Explain to participants that “The Mountain” is an animated film about prevention. As they are watching

the film, they should keep in mind the following questions (these can he jotted down on a flipchart or

blackboard):

- What are the key messages of this film?

- How are the solutions proposed by the townspeople related to the perspectives on alcohol discussed in

Module 1 ?

- Does the film make a good case for “a gram of prevention being worth a kilogram of cure”?

Film “The Mountain”, 16 mm projector, screen

• Show the film “The Mountain”.

• Lead a discussion asking for participants' reactions to the film, particularly in relation to the questions out-

lined above.

• Summarize the discussion by pointing out the following:

r

t

r
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- The first solution to the problem of inJix iduals falling off the mountain was to fence in the nuiuntain,

thereby restricting access to it. This approach is similar to that taken by the proponents of temperance who
supported restrictions on availability and ultimately total prohibition. As in the case of the “Great Prohibi-

tion Experiment”, indii iduals found ways to get around the mountain. They had to do .so surreptitiously; they

would “sneak around” and would even remove parts of the fence. Violations became so common that there

was hardly any fence left standing at all. The restriction did not effectively reduce the accident rate on the

mountain.

- The next solution was to .set up hrst-aid stations to assist tho.se who had been injured in a climb. While

this treatment was helpful to those particular individuals, it did nothing to help curb the rate of accidents or

to stop others from incurring similar injuries. Such an approach is reminiscent of the medical model of alco-

hol which proposes that treatment be prox’ided for those afflicted by alcoholism. This is an “after the fact”

approach which waits until the \ ictims have been “afflicted”. The treatment model focuses little attention on

preventing individuals from harming themselves in the first place.

- A third approach was to teach schoolchildren about the dangers of the mountain by means of scare tactics.

This approach is similar to the early days of drug education in the 1960’.s. In order to combat the tremendous

increase in drug usage, it was believed that a fear of drugs had to be instilled in children and youth. It was felt

that such fear would discourage drug use.

- The final .solution to the mountain “problem” was a combination of actions. Because the townspeople real-

ized that the mountain would not go away, they decided to instruct people about how to climb the mountain

safely. Individuals were taught about responsible mountain-climbing techniques, including self-care (e.g. be

well rested before a climb) and safety on the mountain itself (one particular side of the mountain is more dan-

gerous than others and should therefore be avoided). In addition, acti\'ities which would meet individuals’

need for relaxation, diversion, and excitement were highlighted .so as to divert attention from the mountain

as the only form of leisure acti\'ity available. Once the mountain had ceased to he the major focus of atten-

tion, it no longer represented stich a major problem to that community.

- In general, the film supports the view that “a gram of prevention is worth a kilogram of cure”. It demon-

strates that carefully thought-out and well-planned actions to intervene in any problematic situation before it

occurs will have tremendous benefit in reducing the incidence (new cases) of problems and the corresponding

rate of damage.

30 minutes

5. Feedback Session

• Point out that, as mentioned in Module 1, time would be set aside throughout the training program for par-

ticipants to ask any questions they may have about the material presented to date. In addition, this time is

to be used to provide them with an opportunity to make suggestions about the content and format of the

training program. For example, they may wish to see the pace reduced or increased. They may need more

time for small group discussion. They may want to discuss in more detail the readings in the monographs.

• The instructor should try to determine whether particular requests made by individuals are representative

of the feelings of the entire (or majority of the) group. If so, a discussion should be held concerning it and

how these suggestions might he incorporated into the training program.

LUNCH
75 minutes

1. Small Group Learning Activity on Developing Prevention Plans.

• Explain to participants that the afternoon session will focus on the prevention of drug-related ptoblems.

Point out that a small group learning activity on prevention will be followed by a lecture about the key con-

cepts in this held, in particular the targets and strategies of prevention.

• Divide participants into three small groups. Designate one member of the group to be the Honorary Minis-

ter for the Prevention of Drug-Related Problems. Thar individual is h) receive the Memorandum to Honor-

ary Ministers as well as a copy t)f the Memorandum to Deputy Ministers (see Learning Activity #5).
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Instructors should fill in the names of these individuals and the dates on the learning activity. The other

members of the group are to he appointed as Deputy Honorary Ministers who will assist the Honorary

Minister. They are to receive the Memorandum to Deputy Ministers as well as a copy of the letter received

hy the Honorary Minister. The Minister and Deputies are expected to develop a provincial/territorial plan

for preventing drug-related problems. They have access to unlimited resources, expertise and funds. The
plan should include a wide range of proposals regarding preventive action.

• Point out that this is really a brainstorming exercise to allow participants to think as freely and as broadly as

they can about prevention. There are no ‘‘right or wrong” answers to this exercise and they can be as crea-

tive as they like. It has been left ‘‘wide open” deliberately to encourage participants to be as creative as pos-

sible.

Learning Activity #5: ‘‘Memorandum to Honorary Ministers”, flipcharts, felt pens

• Distribute Learning Activity #5. Read aloud the instructions included in the ‘‘Memorandum to Honorary

Ministers” and the ‘‘Memorandum to Deputy Ministers”. Indicate that groups should write down their

ideas on a flipchart.

• Allow groups approximately 75 minutes to develop their plan.

30 minutes

2. Groups Present Plans

• Allow each group approximately 10 minutes to present their plans to the other groups. Members of the

other groups should he encouraged to ask questions and make comments about these presentations.

Instructors may wish to set up as well a 3-person panel from the ‘‘Premier’s Office”. The panel would then

ask questions about the prevention plan.

15 minutes

3. BREAK

90 minutes

4. Presentation on Prevention Targets and Strategies

• Indicate that the remainder of the session will focus upon prevention targets and strategies.

• Ask participants what is meant by a prevention “target” and a prevention “strategy”.

• Explain that “target” refers to the individual or thing that is to be changed or influenced in order to pre-

vent the occurrence of a drug-related problem or to minimize its impact if it does occur. “Strategy” refers to

the type of action that must be taken to prevent the occurrence of a drug-related problem or to minimize its

impact if it does, in fact, occur.

Flipchart, felt pen

• Draw two columns on a flipchart entitled “Target” and “Strategy”. Ask participants to refer to the small

group learning activity they just completed. Ask selected participants to identify the target(s) of the pre-

ventive effort discussed by their group. Beside each target should he indicated the prevention strategy that

wt)uld have been employed.

“Prevention”, Monograph 1

• Present the material on pages 37 and 38 of “Prevention”, Monograph 1 about the targets of preventive

action.

Visual #7: “Prevention Targets”

• Show Visuals #7 and 8 which depict the targets of preventive action.
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V'isiial #8; “Tarver Components”, overhead projector

“Prevention”, Monoj^raph 1

• Present the material on papes 3^) to 41 ot “Prevention”, Momipraph 1 about preventk)n strategies.

Visual #9: “Preventkm Stratep’ies”, overhead projector

• Show Visual #9 which depicts the tour major prevention strategies.

“Prevention Strategies”, Monograph 1

• Present the material on pap’es 41 and 42 ot “Prevention”, Moni.\ttraph 1 aK>ut the development ot a con-

ceptual tramework tor preventive action.

Vdsual #10; “A Conceptual Framework tor Preventive Action”, overhead projector

• Show Visual # 10 which depicts this conceptual tramework.

• Inquire as to whether participants have any questions about this material.

• Ask participants to examine Visual #10 and to try to identity what pieces ot intormation can he derived

trom this tramewiirk. Ask rhum to try to identity as well some ot the limitations ot this tramework.

“Prevention”, Monograph 1

• Present the material on paqe 42 tit “Prevention”, Monograph 1 about the strengths and limitations ot the

tramework.

5. Follow-up As.signment

“Prevention”, Monograph 1

• Read “Prevention”, Monograph 1. Ask participants to try to identity examples ot prevention proprams ot

which they are aware or in which they have been involved. Any supportinp documentation also may he

broupht in on Day 3.
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Module 4: Prevention Strategies f

PURPOSE

The purpose of this module is to provide participants with an understanding of the four major prevention strategies:

influence, control, competence development, and environmental design.

RATIONALE

The tour major types t)f prevention strategies represent the actual activities in which prevention workers will he

engaged. The strategies are essentially the “nuts and holts” of prevention work. Participants must have a clear under-

standing of the types of action possible within each strategy. The specific efforts which are under way in this country

and elsewhere will provide them with examples and guidelines for their own activity. It is also important that preven-

tion workers he aware of the strengths and weaknesses of each approach. Finally, they must he clear about the limita-

tions of their own roles when employing particular strategies.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, participants should be able to;

1 . describe the four major prevention strategies;

2. provide examples of programs or efforts at present taking place within each of these strategies;

3 . identify the ptissihle targets of each strategy;

4. describe some of the weaknesses or potential problems inherent in each strategy.

TIME
Day Three A.M. - 3 1/2 hours

Day Three PM. - 3 1/2 hours

TOTAL - 7 hours

MATERIAL/EQUIPMENT

“The Influence Strategy”, Monograph 1

“The Control Strategy”, Monograph 1

“The Competence Development Strategy”, Monograph 1

“The Environmental Design Strategy”, Monograph 1

Handout #6: “Learning Objectives; Unit A, Module 4”

Handout #7: “Ads on Alcohtd”

Learning Activity #6: “Reasons for Drinking”

Learning Activity #7; “Skit on ‘Booze’”

Learning Activity #8: “Employing Controls”

Learning Activity #9; “Barriers to Communication”

Learning Activity #10; “Pumpkin’s Problem”

Learning Activity #11: “Environmental Design”

Visual #10: “A Conceptual Framework for Preventive Action”

Overhead projector

Flipchart

Felt pen

r
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DAY THREE

Instructional Plan; A.M.

Table 6

HOUR TIME FORMAT MATERIALS

9:00-9:30 30 minutes General Discussion

on Prevention Programs

Handout #6

9:30-10:00 30 minutes Presentation on the

Influence Strategy

Monograph 1

10:00-10:30 30 minutes Small Group Learning

Activity on Drug

Education

Learning Activity #6

10:30-11:00 30 minutes Small Group Learning

Activity on Drug

Education

Learning Activity #7

11:00-11:15 15 minutes Break

11:15-11:45 30 minutes Large Group Discussion

on Persuasion Programs

Handout #7

11:45-12:15 30 minutes Presentation on the

Control Strategy

12:15-12:30 15 minutes Individual Learning

Activity on Controls

Learning Activity #8

TOTAL 210 minutes

(3 1/2 hours)



DAY THREE

Instructional Plan: P.M.

Table 7

HOUR TIME FORMAT MATERIALS

1:30-1:50 20 minutes Individual Learning

Activity on

Controls (cont.)

Learning Activity #8

Elip chart

Pelt pen

1:50-2:20 30 minutes Presentation on the

Competence Development

Strategy

Monograph 1

2:20-2:50 30 minutes Individual Learning

Activity on

Communication

Learning Activity //9

2:50-3:20 30 minutes Small Group Discussion

on Pumpkin’s

Problem

Learning Activity #10

3:20-3:35 15 minutes Break

3:35-4:05 30 minutes Presentation on the

Environmental

Design Strategy

Monograph 1

4:05-4:40 35 minutes Small Group Learning

Activity on

Environmental Design

Learning Activity #11

4:40-5:00 20 minutes Summary Presentation Monograph 1

Eollow-up Assignment Monograph 1

TOTAL 210 minutes

(3 1/2 hours)



FOLLOW-UP ASSIGNMENT

Participants are to read the tollowinp Kuir papers in Mtinopraph 1

:

• “The Influence Strategy”

• “The Control Stratesy"

• “The Competence De\elopment Strategy”

• “The Environmental Design Strategy”

30 minutes

1. General Discussion on Prevention Profjrams

• Explain to participants that the purpose of this module is U) provide them with an understanding of the

t(,)ur major preventum strategies.

Handout #6: “Learning Objectives: Unit A, Module 4"

• Distribute Handout #6 which outlines the learnin” objectives K)r this module. Read aloud each objective.

Visual #10: “A Conceptual Framework tor Preventive Action”, overhead projector

• Indicate that participants will first have an opportunity to share with the proup any information they have

been able to obtain repardintt prevention programs. Before the discussion, show Visual # 10 which depicts

the targets and strategies of preventive action. Allow participants approximately 25 minutes to share with

the group any information they may have about prevention efforts taking place in their own or another

jurisdiction.

30 minutes

“The Influence Strategy”, Monograph 1

2. Presentation on the Influence Strategy

• Present the material in the reading “The Influence Strategy”, Monograph 1.

30 minutes

3. Small Group Learning Activity on Drug Education

• Point out that participants will he asked to complete learning activities from an actual drug education pro-

gram so that they can experience on a first-hand basis various methods of presenting information about

drugs. They also will consider one specific media campaign. General aspects of the influence strategy will

then he reviewed.

• Explain that the learning activity participants will he asked to complete is adopted from a drug education

program developed by the Addiction Research Foundation of Ontario in conjunction with the Halton

Board of Education. This learning activity is intended for Grade 6 students. The overall objective of these

exercises is to help students understand the short-term effects of alcohol.

• Divide participants into small groups and ask each group to choose a recorder.

Learning Activity #6: “Reasons for Drinking”

• Distribute Learning Activity #6. Participants are to read the poem on this learning activity and to identify

as a group the rea.sons for drinking. They can hll these in on the lines provided below the poem. In addi-

tion, the group is to arrive at a consensus as to whether each reason they provide is a myth or the truth.

They are to indicate their answer by placing an “x” under the appropriate column. Allow approximately 30

minutes for completion of this learning activity.

30 minutes
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4. Small Group Learning Activity on Drug Education

• Indicate that participants will remain in small groups tor this learning activity. The composition of the

groups should he varied so that different participants can work with each other.

• Explain that this play is one of a series of plays that has been used hy the northern regional office of the

Addiction Research Foundation of Ontario. The plays are acted out before public school students after

which a discussion is held concerning what students teel they have learned. The purpose of acting this out

here is to consider how effective drama techniques might he in providing information about drugs.

Learning Activity #7: “Skit on ‘Booze’”

• Distribute to three members of each group Learning Activity #7 which is a copy of the skit “Booze”.

Those three individuals are to play the roles of Jill, Sally and Tim. They are to read aloud the content of

the skit to the other group members. After the skit is read, participants are to discuss the effectiveness of

this method of presenting information about drugs. Do they think that students will learn anything about

the effects of alcohol? Is this a more interesting means of presenting material than a lecture? What are the

weaknesses of dramatic approaches? Are participants aware of any other drug education programs involving

the use of drama? Allow approximately 25 minutes for this discussion.

• Ask participants for their comments ahotit both of the above learning activities as instructional methods.

Explain that these learning activities are samples chosen from a vast range of possible programs. There are

many variations on the way in which information on drugs can he presented and organized. Stress that

participants who may become involved in developing drug education programs in the future should exam-

ine programs which have already been prepared so as to obtain ideas with respect to various methods of

presenting information in an effective manner.

15 minutes

4. BREAK

30 minutes

Handout #7: “Ads on Alcohol”

5. Large Group Discussion on Persuasion Programs

• Point out that the influence strategy is also comprised of a persuasion component. Indicate that a discus-

sion will be held about an actual persuasion campaign. Distribute Handout #7 which contains copies of

several print ads published in newspapers and magazines by the Seagram Corporation. The entire group

should be asked to share their ideas with respect to these ads using the folkwing questions as guidelines.

- Who would be the potential target(s) of this ad?

- Are these ads visually attractive?

- Are the messages behaviourally oriented, that is, do they clearly articulate the behavioural changes that

individuals should adopt?

- How effective do you think these might be in reducing the incidence of alcohol-related problems?

30 minutes

“The Control Strategy”, Monograph 1

7. Presentation on the Control Strategy

• Indicate that the second prevention strategy to be considered is that of control. Present the material in the

reading “The Control Strategy”, Monograph 1.

15 minutes

Learning Activity #8; “Employing Controls”
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8. Individual Learning Activity on Controls

• Explain to participants that they will now he asked to complete a learning activity on possible control

actions that could be undertaken in a particular communitv. Distribute Learning Activity #8. Instruct

participants to read the coxering letter. On the second page, they are to identity at least six specific mea-

sures that can he taken to reduce the axailability of alcohol. In addition, they are to indicate the potential

sources ot resistance to these actions. Allow participants approximately 25 minutes ( 15 minutes hetore

lunch) to complete this learning activity. Before participants begin, point out that in the “real world”, it is

unlikely that such an opportunity would arise so easily. Prevention workers and interested parties would

likely have to do a lot of lobbying before politicians might consider changing the present ctintrol structure.

Indicate that participants will have an additional 10 minutes after lunch to complete this learning activity.

LUNCH
20 minutes

Learning Activity #8: “Employing Controls”

Flipchart

Felt pen

1. Individual Learning Activity on Controls (continued)

• Allow participants an additional 10 minutes to complete the learning activity.

• Ask selected participants to identify the proposals that they intend to present to the provincial Member of

Parliament. Write down the.se answers on a flipchart. Possible answers might include the following; limit-

ing the hours tif sale in on-premise outlets; closing retail outlets at an earlier hour; closing retail outlets on

certain days; raising the legal minimtim age for drinking; limiting the numbers of alcoholic beverages

which may he .served in restaurants; reducing the number of retail outlets (liquor stores).

30 minutes

“The Competence Development Strategy”, Monograph 1

2. Presentation on the Competence Development Strategy

• Indicate that the third major prevention strategy “Ctimpetence Development” will ntiw be considered.

Present the material in the reading “The Competence Development Strategy”, Monograph 1.

30 minutes

3. Individual Learning Activity on Communication

• Explain that participants will now have an opportunity to take part in some actual competence develop-

ment programs that have been written and implemented in Canada. (Instructors are free to select their

own examples of competence development programs if they wish).

• Point out that the first learning activity is taken from a competence development program entitled “Kids

and Dtugs”. The primary purpose of the “Kids and Dtugs” progtam is to encoutage patticipants to explote

family circumstances that may lead to harmftil involvement with drugs.

Learning Activity #9: “Barriers to Communication”

• Distribute Learning Activity #9. Divide participants into small groups. Ask to consider each of the bar-

riers to communication listed on the left-hand side of the chatt. Then ask them to talk about ways in

which these barriers might be overcome.

• Indicate that small groups have approximately 20 minutes for this discussion.

30 minutes
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4. Small Group Discussion on “Pumpkin’s Problem”

• The second learning activity in this series is taken from the Hole in the Fence program which was deveh

oped hy Health and Welfare Canada. It is intended for elementary school srudents. The purpose of the pro-

gram is to present a number of themes of relevance to children by means of an illustrated storybook about

vegetable people. The stories are then used as a springboard for classroom discussion.

• Explain that participants will have an opportunity to discuss one of the stories included in this program.

Learning Activity #10: “Pumpkin’s Problem”

• Divide participants into small groups. Distribute Learning Activity # 10 which contains the story entitled

“Pumpkin’s Problem”. Ask one participant in each group to read the story aloud. Participants should then

discuss the questions attached to the story. Allow approximately 20 minutes for completion of this learning

activity.

15 minutes

5. BREAK

30 minutes

6. Presentation on the Environmental Design Strategy

• Indicate that the final prevention strategy “Environmental Design” will now be considered.

“The Environmental Design Strategy”, Monograph 1

• Present the material in the reading “The Environmental Design Strategy”, Monograph 1.

35 minutes

Learning Activity #11: “Environmental Design”

7. Small Group Learning Activity on Environmental Design

• Explain that participants will now consider possible environmental design programs. Divide participants

into small groups. Distribute Learning Activity #11.

• Explain to groups that all members are to consider their own workplaces, neighbourhoods, and the educa-

ticinal institutions from which they graduated. For each environment, they are to identify at least two

major changes in policies or programs which could he implemented in order to improve the quality of that

environment or to reduce the stresses within that environment. These changes would have to he reasona-

ble and possible. For example, proposing a reduction in the working day from seven to three hours would

obviously not he feasible.

• Allow participants approximately 35 minutes to complete this learning activity.

20 minutes

8. Summary Presentation

• Summarize the key points about each of these strategies.

Influence:

1 . The influence strategy is one of the most widely employed forms of preventive activity in the drug field.

The strategy includes a variety of activities ranging from the provision of information to more structured

efforts which attempt to modify attitudes in a certain direction and to change specific behaviours. By means

of improving knowledge and changing attitudes, information programs also have the potential of influencing

individuals’ intentions to use particular (or all) drugs.
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2. Tvvo major components ot the influence strategy are education and persuasion proprams. Education prr)-

prams have been implemented larpely in school settinps. Influence proprams, on the other hand, penerally

employ print and electronic media to conx’ey their messapes.

3. While influence proprams have been directed primarily toward the users or potential users ot drups, it is

also possible to toctis influence acti\ ities upon selected components ot the envirt)nmenr, in particular, uptin

the advertisinp/ptomotion component, the sociocultural context, and key influencers.

4- The (.)bjectives rd drup education are otten unclear. For example, is the purpose U) promote tesponsible

drup use or to encourape abstinence.’ The lack ot clear objectives makes it almost impo.ssible to conduct an

ettective evaluation. The hrst important principle in employinp the influence stratepy is to establish .i clear

statement ot what the propram hopes to achieve.

5. Despite the varied poals ot existinp proprams, they are all e.ssentially communication activities. The tour

key elements ot communicatk)n prtyprams are: .source, messape, channel, and receiver variables. Source varia-

bles reter to the characteristics ot the presenter(s) ot the intormation. Mes.sape variables reter to the style ot

communication employed. Channel variables reter tir the means ot transmission ot the messape. Finally,

receiver variables are the characteristics ot the audience. All these tactors must be taken into consideration

when developinp an influence propram.

6. Influence approaches can be combined with other prevention stratepies such as control and competence

development in order to reduce driip-related problems.

Control:

1 . The control stratepy consists ot tht«e actions which restilt in the enactment, modification, or enforce-

ment ot lepislation or repulations in tirder to alter a particular substance, its availability, or the demand tor

that substance. The control stratepy as preventive action involves interveninp in the lepislative structures

which povern how accessible drups are, their quality, and the conditions under which they may be obtained

or used.

2. The Narcotic Control Act and the Food and Drups Act and their repulations constitute the basis ot drup

control lepislation in Canada. These are federal pieces ot lepislation. In addition, throuph the Excise Act, the

federal povernment repulates the manufacture and importation ot beverape alcohol by issuinp licences to dis-

tillers, brewers and importers.

3. Another important piece ot the lepislative framework at the federal level is the Criminal CcKte which

defines as criminal behavit)ur the tollowinp acts: drivinp while impaired, drivinp with a blood alcohol content

level of .08% or nnire, and refusinp to submit to a breathalyzer test.

4. Provincial lepislation ptwerns the repulation and sale ot alcoholic liquors. Prtwincial acts establish liquor

boards which are empowered to control and manape all liquor stores and the conditions under which beverape

alcohol is sold on ott-premises (retail outlets) and on-premises. Offences and penalties are alsi.) outlined

under these Provincial acts.

5. Most efforts attemptinp to modify this framework have been in the area of manipulatinp the availability ot

alc(.)hol. There are several reasons tor this, includinp the fact that lepal restrictions on access to alcohol have

had an impact on consumption by heavy drinkers. A wide ranpe of tactors can be altered includinp price, den-

sity ot outlets, hours of sale, minimum ape of use, home production quotas, alcoholic content ot beverapes,

size ot beverape containers, restrictions to certain catepories t)t persons, and frequency ot outlets. The tacu>rs

which comprise the physical and .social context within which alcohol is purchased or consumed can also be

manipulated. For example, the advertisinp of alcoholic beverapes can be restricted; requirements can be

placed upon taverns to serve food with all alcoholic beverapes.

6. Because tiphter restrictions on alcohol availability are not politically poptilar, recommendations tor

increased control usually call tor a public awareness propram to inform the public as to the purpcvse td the.se

measures and to pain their support. This is an example ot hiw the camtrol stratepy can be combined with the

influence stratepy to improve the effectiveness of the control measures. The control stratepy can also be com-

bined with the competence development and environmental desipn stratepies to achieve certain poals.
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Competence Development;

1 . Competence development is a prevention strategy intended primarily to improve the skills of individuals or

the skills of key intluencers who are part of individuals’ relevant environments. Competence development

may focus primarily upon modifying skills or may be directed toward enhancing individuals’ self-confidence

and self-esteem.

2. This prevention strategy is based on the assumption that individuals with low self-esteem and poor self-

concept are more likely than others to engage in the use of substances to meet their psychological needs or to

help them interact more effectively on a social basis.

3. In addition to focusing on the potential users of drugs, competence development activities can be directed

toward key influencers. Parents are particularly important targets because of the key role they play in molding

their children’s self-concept. There are several factors necessary for psychological well-being, including a

sense of self-worth, caring relationships, and a clear identity.

4. Ct)mpetence development programs are diverse and include programs focused on developing or enhancing

skdls in a variety of areas, including mastery of physical tasks, decision-making and parenting.

5. Despite the wide variety of competence development programs that at present exist, there are relatively

few evaluations of such programs. Those that have been conducted have shown mixed results.

6. One of the ways t)f imprtwing the effectiveness of competence development programs is to combine them

with other prevention approaches. For example, a competence development program which focuses on

enhancing students’ abilities to make decisions might be combined with an environmental design approach

which allows for increased student participation in the formulation of school policies.

7. The role of prevention workers vis-a-vis competence development programs is to lead such programs or to

act as facilitators. Facilitation involves helping to establish the program; obtain support for it; organize orien-

tation sessions; provide assistance and information on an ongoing basis; inform community members about

the effort; develop and implement a plan for program evaluation.

Environmental Design:

1. The term “environmental design’’ has been chosen as an umbrella concept which includes a range of pos-

sible activities. These activities are directed toward the environments within which individuals spend most

of their time outside the home, the school, the workplace, and the community.

2. Environmental design can he defined as activities that attempt: (a) to improve the environments within

which individuals spend their time or (h) to reduce the stress in those environments. In some instances, the

focus is drug-specific. That is, an action may he undertaken for the express purpose of reducing individuals’

use of alcohol or drugs or of providing alternative activities so that a range of interesting and stimulating lei-

sure opportunities are made available. In other instances, the focus of the preventive effort is more general,

that is, to modify particular environments so as to ameliorate all aspects of individuals’ lives. It is believed

that an improvement of environment will enhance mental health and thereby reduce individuals’ need to

engage in the use of substances.

3. Environmental design programs in the schools have focused upon procedures such as the way in which

decisions are taken and policies are developed. Possible changes include involving students in the selection of

issues for study and modifying methods of grading.

4. Workplace modifications have included the introduction of participative decision-making, flex-time, and

job enrichment. Such modifications are often complex and can have tremendous repercussions throughout

the organization. It is therefore essential to ensure that all relevant parties are included in the effort. The

interests of workers should he protected by ensuring their involvement in this prt)cess.

5. Environmental design in the community refers primarily to efforts to establish new programs or procedures

in geographical neighbourhoods. One major community effort to combat the problem of drug abuse has been

the development of the alternatives approach. “Alternatives” is a generic term which encompasses a wide

range of activities. These may involve developing procedures for promoting participation in important com-
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nuinity decisions. Such actions also include the establishment ot programs which are believed to ptovide sub-

stitutes tor drug-induced experiences. It is important, however, that such alternatives be relevant to

individuals’ needs and that they not he simply considered as “empty time" tillers.

6. The role ot prevention workers in the en\ ironmental design strategy is to act as a catalyst and facilitator.

Prevention workers would he responsible tor bringing together the relevant parties to help them detine their

needs; to provide them with relevant inkirmation on re.sources; to a.ssist them in the implementation ot any

procedures or programs which may he developed by concerned parties.

• Inquire as to whether there are any questions about the matetial presented in this module.

“The Intluence Strategy"

“The Control Strategy”

“The Competence Ikevelopment Strategy”

“The Environmental Design Strategy", Monograph 1

9. Follow-Up Assignment

• Instruct participants to read “
1 he Intluence Strategy”, “The Control Strategy”, "The Competence Devel-

opment Strategy”, and “The Environmental Design Strategy” in Monograph 1.
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Module 5: Contextual Factors f

PURPOSE

The purpose of this module is to provide participants with an understanding of key contextual factors and with an

ability to assess the environment within which they will be developing preventive programs. The three contextual

factors that will be considered in this module are: organizational systems, the political process, and socioeconomic

conditions.

RATIONALE

An understanding of contextual factors is important because these factors can have a significant effect upon the pre-

ventive effort, how it is devekped and implemented; whether it is likely to encounter resistance; whether it obtains

the support it requires.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, participants should he able to:

1 . explain why it is important for prevention workers to have an understanding of contextual factors;

2. name at least six key areas which help explain the functioning of organizational systems;

3. describe how prevention workers might find out about how political decisions are made in any government

department;

4. explain how socioeconomic conditions within the local community, within the jurisdiction, and within

the country as a whole might have an impact upon the preventive effort.

TIME
Day Four A.M. - 3 hours

MATERIALS/EQUIPMENT

“Contextual Factors”, Monograph 1

Handout #8: “Fearning Objectives: Unit A, Module 5”

Fearning Activity #12: “Organizational Characteristics”

INSTRUCTOR PREPARATION

In preparation for section #5 of this module, instructors should become familiar with the role that the various prov-

incial departments play in the alcohol field. Instructors should also obtain a copy of the Liquor Control Act for their

jurisdiction.

15 minutes

1. Large Group Discussion on Organizations

• Explain to participants that the purpose of this module is to provide them with an understanding of key

contextual factors and with an ability to assess the situation within which they will he developing preven-

tive programs. The three key contextual factors that will he considered in this module are: organizational

systems, the political process, and socioeconomic conditions.

Handout #8: “Learning Objectives: Unit A, Module 5”

• Distribute Handout #8 which outlines the learning objectives for this module. Read aloud each objective.

• Ask participants why they think it would he important to have an understanding of organizational systems.

Explain that when prevention workers enter a new system for the purpose of establishing a preventive

effort, they must “get their hearings”. They have to learn how the organization is set up and where they fit
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DAY FOUR

Instructional Plan: A.M.

Table 8

HOUR TIME FORMAT MATERIALS

9:00-9:15 15 minutes Large Group Discussion

on Organizations

Handout //8

9:15-10:05 50 minutes Learning Activity

on Organizations

(Dyads)

10:05-10:35 30 minutes Individual Learning

Activity on

Organizations

Learning Activity #12

10:35-10:50 15 minutes Break

10:50-11:45 55 minutes Large Group Discussion

on the Political

Process

11:45-12:00 15 minutes Presentation on

Socioeconomic

Conditions; Summary

12:00-12:30 30 minutes Begin Module 6

TOTAL 210 minutes

(3 1/2 hours)
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in wirhin that trainework. They must hnd out what tlie present nrfj;anizatinnal policies and procedures are

as well as how these are made. They have to know how communication flows in the organization through

both formal and informal channels. In fact, there are 10 major areas with which prevention workers mu’St

acquaint themselves in any organization. These are pre.sented in the reading "Contextual Factors”,

Monograph 1.

50 minutes

2. Learning Activity on Organizations (Dyads)

• Instruct participants to split up into dyads. They are to consider themselves a prevention team that has just

been a.sked to establish a preventive program. Each dyad is to he "assigned” to a different organization such

as a .school, a large private corporation employing over 500 per.sons, a government department, a neigh-

bourhood activity centre (such as the YMCA). If desired, the instrtictor can allow participants to draw

names of organizations from a hat.

• Instruct dyads to consider the following two questions: What information about this organization do you

think would he important to have in order to develop a preventive effort in this setting.^ What are .some of

the ways that the two of yoti might go about finding out this information.'’ Participants .should feel free to

consider all po.ssihilities. Point out that participants will he a.sked to share their ideas with others upon

completion of this exercise. Allow approximately 25 mintites for dyads to discuss the two questions about

organizations: what information they, as prevention workers, would need and how they would go about

obtaining it.

• Ask participants to select one member of the dyad to pre.sent its deliberations to the other grotip members.

Allow each dyad approximately three minutes for this sharing.

50 minutes

Learning Activity #12: "Organizational Characteristics”

3. Individual Learning Activity on Organizations

• Indicate that participants will now have an opportunity to examine the relevant characteristics of their

own work organization (or former place of employment). Distribute Learning Activity #12. Instrtict par-

ticipants to read each of the questions on this sheet and to answer them in point form to the best of their

ability. There are no right or wrong answers. Point out that if participants are not sure of a particular

answer, they can fill in "don’t know”. If they do this, however, they are required to spend some time think-

ing about the question and to jot down a brief statement as tc> how they might go about finding out this

information. Allow participants approximately 30 minutes to complete this learning activity.

15 minutes

4. BREAK

55 minutes

5. Large Group Discussion on the Political Process

• Indicate that the political process is the second aspect of context of which prevention workers should he

aware. It is important for prevention workers to understand the political process because certain aspects of

prevention work require direct intervention in this process. This is particularly true in the case of the con-

trol strategy which involves actions that result in the enactment, modification, cir enforcement of legisla-

tion, regulations, or policies. If, for example, prevention workers wished to focus their efforts upon raising

the minimum drinking age, they must enter into the pt)litic;il arena. Similarly, advocating harsher penal-

ties for impaired driving and stricter enforcement of these penalties requires political action. Other types of

activity involving the political process include attempting to reduce the frequency of liquor outlets;

improving the enforcement of the trafficking of narcotic drugs; restricting the hours of sale in alcohol retail

outlets.
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- Lead a group discussion around the following questions: (Instructors may have to do some preparation for

the answers as these will vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction.

)

- What major federal government departments are involved in the alcohol and drug held? (e.g. Health and

Welfate Canada, Transport Canada, Revenue Canada, Department of Justice, Statistics Canada)

- What provincial government departments formulate policy with respect to alcohol and/or drugs? State

briefly the role each plays in this field (e.g. health, social welfare, justice, transportation, revenue, educa-

tion).

- What are the powers of the liquor board within your jurisdiction? (See the televant provincial Liquor Con-

trol Act.)

- What are some of the municipal bodies which are involved in the formulation of policy in the drug field?

(school boards, police, parks and recreation departments.)

- Indicate that these are bodies that may have to be approached at some point by prevention workers who

become involved in the pcilitical held. As patt of the group discussion, ask participants to consider the follow-

ing question: “It is obvious that each of these bodies wttuld differ greatly with respect to how it makes deci-

sions and responds to public ptessure. If you had no idea how to approach a particular government

department, say a provincial Ministry of Human Resources, how would you go about doing this? Whete

would you start in terms of hnding out how to affect the decision-making process in this organization?”

• Point out that there are a number of possibilities including:

- reading the annual reports and other documents published hy that department;

- consulting with the director of the local social planning council;

- holding di,scussions with supervisors and colleagues who have had previous experience with this depart-

ment;

- contacting an inside departmental source;

- meeting with an individual or officer whose role is to act as a liaison with the public;

- determining whether there are any internal committees consisting of staff ot politicians who make recom-

mendatitms to the department;

- finding out whethet thete are any external citizens’ committees or organizations which monitot the activi-

ties of that department and advocate policy changes.

15 minutes

6. Presentation on Socioeconomic Conditions; Summary

• Explain that the third major contextual factot to he consideted are socioeconomic conditions. Ask partici-

pants why it would he important to he aware of these conditions.

“Contextual Factors”, Monograph 1

• Present the material on pages 79 and 80 of “Contextual Factors”, Monograph 1 about the potential impact

of socioeconomic conditions upon a preventive effort.

• Summarize the key points presented in this module and in the reading “Contextual Factors”, Monograph 1.

1 . There are 10 major areas which help explain the functioning of any organization: history and origins;

tasks; social structure; social process; management of boundaries; organizational culture; technology; alloca-

tion and utilization of resources; effectiveness and efficiency; demographic characteristics.

2. In attempting to understand the political processes in any jurisdiction, it is first necessary to determine

what the inputs to the political process might be. There are a number of ways to do this, including speaking
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to organizational othcials, talking intormally to people outside the system, and reviewing organizational docu-

ments.

3. Prevention workers should have an understanding ot how socioeconomic conditions might affect the pre-

ventive effort. The local economy may he closely tied to the alcohol industry. Efforts to reduce the availability

of alcohol may encounter resistance. Poor economic conditions may contribute to drug problems in a particu-

lar community. Finally, poor socioeconomic conditions may severely restrict the resources allocated to the

prevention effort.

• Inquire as to whether there are any questions about the material presented in this module.

7. Begin Module 6.
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Module 6: Prevention Issues

PURPOSE

The purpose of this module is to explore some of the issues of relevance to the prevention field. These issues are; eth-

ics, dilemmas, attitudes and mandate.

RATIONALE

Prevention workers must he aware of some of the problems inherent in the field (ethical questions, dilemmas) in

order to understand more fully the potential constraints upon their work and the possible difficulties they may

encounter. At the same time, however, they should he aware of some of the factors which would help them carry out

their work more effectively. These would include holding certain attitudes and clearly understanding their mandate

in the field tif prevention.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, participants should be able to;

1 . describe at least twt) major ethical considerations in the field of prevention;

2. identify at least two dilemmas that they may face in their work;

3. define what is meant by the term “counter-prevention";

4. state what attitudes tttward substances, toward people, and toward work are helpful in this field;

5. articulate their own mandate in the field of prevention.

TIME
Day Four A. M. - 1/2 hour

Day Four PM. - 3 1/2 hours

TOTAL 4 ht)urs

MATERIALS/EQUIPMENT

“Prevention Issues”, Monograph 1

Handout #9: “Learning Objectives: Unit A, Module 6”

Learning Activity #13 : “Alcoholism Questionnaire”

Learning Activity #13a; “Scoring the ‘Alcoholism Questionnaire'”

Learning Activity #14 : “Mandate”

Flipchart

Felt pen

Program Evaluation Form

Quiz on Unit A

FOLLOW-UP ASSIGNMENT

Read “Contextual Factors” and “Prevention Issues”, Monograph 1.

30 minutes

1. Discussion of Ethics (Dyads)

• Explain to participants that the final module in this Unit will consider four major issues related to the field

of prevention. These are: ethics, dilemmas, attitudes and mandate.

Handout #9: “Learning Objectives: Unit A, Module 6”

• Distribute Handout #9 which outlines the learning objectives for this module. Read aloud each objective.
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DAY FOUR

Instructional Plan: A.M.

Table 9

HOUR TIME FORMAT MATERIALS

9:0042:00 180 minutes See Module 5

12:0042:30 30 minutes Discussion of Handout #9

Ethics

TOTAL 210 minutes

(3 1/2 hours)



DAY FOUR

Instructional Plan: P.M.

Table 10

HOUR TIME FORMAT MATERIALS

1:30-1:55 25 minutes Large Group

Discussion t:)n

Dilemmas

1:55-2:45 50 minutes Individual Learning Learning Activity #13 - 13a

Activity on Flip chart

Attitudes Felt pen

2:45-3:00 15 minutes Break

3:00-3:15 1 5 minutes Individual Learning

Activity on

Mandate

Learning Activity #14

3:15-3:30 15 minutes Summary
Presentation

Monograph 1

3:30 Follow-up

Assignment

Monograph 1

3:30-4:00 30 minutes Feedback Session Program Evaluation

Form

4:00-5:00 60 minutes Quiz on Unit A Quiz

TOTAL 210 minutes

(3 1/2 hours)



• Indicate that participants will have time to consider only one preventioivrelated issue, that ot ethics,

before the lunch break. The term "ethics” refers to the “rightness” t)r "wronf^ness" ot certain actions. One
ot the ethical issues in the held ot pre\’ention is the question td the ri^ht ot prevention workers to mcKlify

individuals’ behaviour when these perstins have exhibited mi problem in the area ot dru^ use. Competence

development progtams, in particular, set out n> improve individuals’ skills in livinp in a variety ot areas,

including’ communications, decisit)n'makin” and prohlem-solvinp. Should a government spend public

funds on improving people’s behaviour?

• Divide the .uroup inU) dyads. Ask participants to discuss the statement: “Prevention workers have a ri^ht to

try h) improve individuals’ behavkuir”. Participants should think ot the arguments that would support this

statement and the arguments against it.

• Allow participants apprtcximately 25 minutes tor this di,scussii)n.

“Prevention Issues”, Moncygraph 1.

• Point t)ut that other ethical issues are discussed in the reading “Prevention kssues”. Monograph 1.

LUNCH
25 minutes

2. Large Group Discussion on Dilemmas

• Point out that a second set ot issues relevant to preventicar are the dilemmas inherent in this held.

• Ask participants it they are able to identity any ot these dilemmas and whether they have, in tact, enct)un'

tered any dilemmas in their own work, either in prevention or in treatment. It so, how were they able to

resolve them? It participants are unable to identity any dilemmas, instructors might a.sk some questions to

encourage responses. Some suggestums are: Have you ever been asked to justify why resources should be

spent on prevention when there is such a pressing need tor treatment and rehabilitation .services? Have you

ever attempted to evaluate a preventicm effort? Was this a difficult process? Have you encountered any prob-

lems? Have your prevention efforts ever been opposed by an individual, group or (.organization? At what

stage ot the prevention efkort did you encounter this resistance? What was the rationale tor their opposi-

tion? How was it manifested?

20 minutes

3. Individual Learning Activity on Attitudes

• Explain that the third majtor issue of imptortance to the preventi(.on held are the attitudes of prevention

workers. Attitudes are our athnities toward and aversions to situatkons, persons or objects. Awareness of

prevention W(.irkers’ attitudes is important. Negative attitudes toward the people whom wcirkers are suppos-

edly helping would likely interfere with their wtirk.

40 minutes

• Point out that the purpose ot the following learning activity is to help participants clarity their attitudes

toward alcohol in particular. They are to work on their own to ccimplete a questionnaire which was devel-

oped by the Addiction Research Foundation ot Ontario. This questionnaire was developed after a study ot

(.)pinions about alcoholism was conducted. Nine “areas ot opinii.)n” about alct)hol were identihed. These

areas ot opinion wall be discussed after participants complete the questkmnaire.

Learning Activity #13: “Alcoholism Questionnaire”’

• Distribute Learning Activity #13. Explain that participants are to read each question and to indicate

beside each their degree ot agreement or disagreement with the statement on a scale ot 1 to 7. The scale ot

1 to 7 can be interpreted in the following way:

Marcu.s. Alan M. The AlcnlniliMii Quc.stinnnaire: Admini.'.tratinn, Senriny an(.l Interprctarion. Tironto, Addiction Research Finindatinn nt

Ontario.
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1. Completely disagree

2. Mostly disagree

3. Disagree more than agree

4. Neutral

5. Agree more than disagree

6. Mostly agree

7. Completely agree

Flipchart

Felt pen

• Jot this scale down on a flipchatt and leave it there throughout the duration of the exercise. Participants

are to mark an “x” in the box which designates their opinion. Allow approximately 20 minutes for comple-

tion of this questionnaire.

• Explain that the scoting will he completed as a group. Indicate that certain questions can he clustered into

factors which are indicative of the way individuals feel about certain aspects of alcohol use.

Learning Activity #13a: “Scoring the ‘Alcoholism Questionnaire’”

• Distribute Learning Activity # 13a which explains the scoring for the alcoholism questionnaire. Direct

participants to Factor # 1 : “Emotional Difficulties as Causes of Alcoholism”. Questions #7, 19, 28 and 36

on the questionnaire pertain to this factor. Ask participants to add up the scores that they assigned to these

four questions (7, 19, 28 and 36). They should then divide this score by four to obtain their average score

Err Factor #1.

• Explain that if a participant obtained a high score on this Factor, this would indicate that he or she

believes that emotional difficulties or psychological problems are important contributing factors in the

development of alcoholism. Conversely, a low score would indicate that the participant does not believe

that emotional difficulties or psychological problems contribute significantly to the development of alcohol-

ism.

• Proceed to Factot #2 “Loss of Control”. Explain that questions 6, 16, 27 and 32 on the questionnaire can

he grouped together to indicate participants’ beliefs with respect to loss of control. Ask participants to add

up the scores that they have assigned to those four questions and to divide by four to obtain the average

score. Explain that a high scote indicates a belief that alcoholics are unable to control their drinking

behaviour. Conversely, a low score would imply that the individual believes that alcoholics are indeed able

to control their drinking behaviour.

• Continue in this manner until all nine factors have been discussed. If time remains, instructors should lead

a discussion about the results of the questionnaire and whether participants were surprised about the End-

ings or about their own attitudes about alcohol.

15 minutes

4. BREAK

15 minutes

5. Individual Learning Activity on Mandate

• Point out that the hnal issue to consider is that of mandate. Explain that it is absolutely essential that pre-

vention wtrrkers be clear about the boundaries of their mandate - the roles and responsibilities it allows as

well as the limitations it imposes.

Learning Activity # 14: “Mandate”

• Indicate that participants can work on their own to complete the following activity. Distribute Learning

Activity #14 which contains a series of questions about participants’ mandate in the held of prevention.

Participants are to answer these questions to the best of their ability. Individuals who are not involved in
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preventK'n at the present time can speculate as tn what they think their emplnyinf^ nrp;anizatinn wnuld

allow them to do in the held ot prevention. It necessary, participants can answer “don’t know” to some of

the questions. It, hinvever, they put “don’t know" as an answer, they should indicate in point form how

they would hnd out the answer to this question in their real work situation. For example, they mip>ht con-

sult with their supervisor, request clarihcation trom the hoard ot directors, review job description, or

check policy manuals. Allow participants approximately 15 minutes to complete this learning activity.

15 minutes

“Prevention Issues", Monof’raph 1

6. Summary Presentation

• Briefly present the key points in the reading “Prevention Issues”, Monograph 1.

1 . There are several ethical questions that arise in the held of prevention, including prevention workers’ rif>hr

to modify behaviour and the equity implications of certain preventive actions. While there are no ripht or

wron” answers to these questions, prevention workers .should nevertheless he aware of the ethical considera-

tions in the held.

2. There are also several dilemmas that prevention workers may face, including difhculties in evaluation and

use of scarce resources to counteract problems that ha\’e not yet occurred. One of the most serious dilemmas

is counter-preventive action that may he taken in opposition to the preventive effort. Such action is usually

taken when individuals, groups or orf’anizations feel threatened in some way by the preventive effort. The

best way to deal with potential counter-preventive action is to try to anticipate it and he prepared to counter it

or at least to minimize its impact.

3. Certain attitudes are helpful in the held of prevention. These include a non-judpmental attitude toward

individuals who use dru^s; a willmizness to listen to the opinions of others and to involve them in the preven-

tive action; a realistic and flexible attitude with respect to what is po.ssihle to accomplish in the held of pre-

vention.

4. Finally, a clear understandin” both of personal and organizational mandate is essential for all prevention

workers. Mandate may impose certain limitations of which they must he aware. In some cases, it may he nec-

essary to seek a change in mandate.

• Inquire so to whether there are any questions ahcuit the material presented in this module.

7. Follow-Up Assignment

“Contextual Factors”; “Prevention Issues”, Monograph 1

• Instruct participants to read “Contextual Factors” and “Prevention Issues”, Monograph 1.

50 minutes
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8. Feedback Session

• Indicate to participants that they will now have an opportunity to provide feedback about the training pro-

gram.

Program Evaluation Form

• Distribute the Program Evaluation Form. Allow participants approximately 15 minutes to complete this

evaluation.

• In the remaining time, ask participants for their comments and suggestions regarding any modifications to

the training program.

60 minutes

9. Quiz on Unit A.

• Explain to participants that they will he asked to complete a quiz which tests their knowledge about the

material contained in Unit A. Answers are to he in point form or short sentence only. Participants will

have 40 minutes to complete the quiz. The remaining 20 minutes should he spent reviewing the answers.
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UNIT B: CHANGE AGENT SKILLS

Module 1 : The Change Process

PURPOSE

The purpose ot this nn'dule is to acquaint participants vv itli the change process. A second purpose is to present the

N'ariety ot roles that change agents may assume as well as the dilemmas inherent in working as a change agent.

RATIONALE

By its very nature, prevention is a change-oriented process. A preventive ettort may seek to change individuals and/or

drugs and/or environments. Because change is inherent in prevention, it is important tor workers in this held to

understand how change takes place and how it can he tacilitated. An outline ot the dimensions ot the change agent

may help ptevention workers understand the variety ot ndes that they may have to assume in any change ettort. Prob-

lems can he ac’oided it workers are aware in advance ot the dilemmas inherent in their work.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Upon completion ot this module, participants should he able to:

1 . explain what is meant by “change”;

2. de.scrihe the hve phases ot change presented in the Lippitt model ot change;

3. identity at least hve roles that a change agent might assume;

4- describe at least two dilemmas that change agents may tace and how these might he resolved.

TIME
Hay Five A.M. - 3 1/2 hours

MATERIALS/EQUIPMENT

“The Change Process”, Monograph 2

Handout #10: “Learning Objectives: Unit B, Module 1”

Handout #11: “Using the Five-Phase Model”

Learning Activity #15: “Change Agent Roles”

Visual # 11 : “Five Phases ot Change”

Ovethead ptojector

15 sheets ot large paper

3 felt pens

Masking tape

FOLLOW-UP ASSIGNMENT

Read “The Change Process”, Monograph 2.

15 minutes

1. Introductory Presentation on Change

• Welcome participants. Explain that the purpose ot this module is to acquaint them with the change pro-

cess. The ptirpose is also to present the variety ot roles that change agents may asstime as well as the dilem-

mas inherent in working as a change agent.

Handout #10: “Learning Objectives: Unit B, Module 1”

• Histrihute Handout # 10 which outlines the learning objectives tor this module. Read aloud each objec-

tive.

• Ask participants why they think it is impottant tor prevention workers to understand change.



• Explain that prevention is a change-oriented process. A prevention effort seeks to change one or more of

the major target areas; individuals, drugs, environments. As such, change is inherent in prevention.

• Point out that change agents can assume a variety of roles. It is important to understand the range of activi-

ties that the change agent may carry out vis-a-vis a particular target: it is then possible to select those roles

that are most appropriate to the situation. There are also a number of problems that may arise when trying

to change an individual or a system. If prevention workers understand these dilemmas, they may he able to

deal with them before they become counter-prtrductive to the preventive effort.

20 minutes

2. Presentation on Change

• Explain that a wide range of theories about change are presented in the literature. During this session, par-

ticipants will he asked to consider one particular model in depth. This model has been chosen for study

because it is prescriptive. That is, it specifies what should he done by change agents who are about to

become involved in a change relationship.

Visual # 11 : “Five Phases of Change”, overhead projector

• Show Visual #11 which outlines the five major phases of the change process proposed by this model of

change. Explain each phase (see “The Change Process”, Monograph 2).

• Indicate that participants will now have an opportunity to apply this model of change to a case situation.

60 minutes

1 5 large sheets of paper

3 felt pens, masking tape

3. Small Group Learning Activity on Change

• Divide participants into three small groups. Five large sheets of paper should be taped onto the wall beside

each group. The heading cm each sheet should correspond to each of the five phases of the change process

outlined in Visual #11. Explain that each gtoup will he discussing a different preventive effort. Group

members are to develop plans for how they intend to engage in this preventive effort and then withdraw

from it. Under each of the five major phases, they should he able to identify at least five specific actions

that may he taken during this phase of the change process. Participants should he encouraged to brain-

storm; they should feel free to consider all possibilities. A recorder should he chosen from each group who

should write down the ideas as these are raised by group members.

• Before groups begin this discussion, provide an example of how this exercise might he completed. Say, for

example, that prevention workers have been asked by their employing organization to establish an alterna-

tives program in a particular neighbourhood. The possible actions to be taken during each phase of the

change process might look like those presented in Handout #11. Distribute Handout #11 and read each

point aloud.

Handout #11: “Using the Five-Phase Model”

• Indicate that group #1 will he considering the steps involved in establishing a parenting program in one

designated community. The second group will he working on how an alcohol education program might he

implemented within a particular work setting. Group #3 will focus on the steps to be taken when trying to

modify the procedures within a certain school in order to involve students in decision-making regarding

rules and regulations.

• Allow participants approximately 30 minutes to complete this learning activity.

• Ask the recorder from each group to present the actions identified by that group. Allow approximately 10

minutes for each presentation; this time should include a discussion by all participants as to any points that

might have been left out.
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DAY FIVE

Instructional Plan: A.M.

Table 1

1

HOUR TIME FORMAT MATERIALS

9:00-9:15 15 minutes Introductory

Presentation on

Change

Handout #10

9:15-9:35 20 minutes Presentation on

Change

Monograph 2

Visual #11

Overhead projector

9:35-10:35 60 minutes Small group Learning

Activity on

Change

1 5 Sheets of paper

Felt pens

Masking tape

Handout #11

10:35-10:50 15 minutes Break

10:50-11:40 50 minutes Individual Learning

Activity on

Change Agent Roles

Learning Activity #15

Monograph 2

11:40-12:20 40 minutes Small Group Discussion

on Dilemmas

12:20-12:30 10 minutes Summary
Presentation

12:30 Follow-up

Assignment

Monograph 2

TOTAL 210 minutes

(3 1/2 hours)





• Explain char in an actual work 'icuation, it may not he necessary u underiake all these actions. The pur-

pose ot this acti\ ity was to sho\c how a preventive ettort mi^ht be plotted out in advance. Prevention work-

ers can then determine which actions would he necessary, which have already been accomplished, and

what still needs to he achieved. In short, this tive-phase model provides a helptul planning fttiide.

4. BREAK

50 minutes

5. Individual Learnin" Activity on Chanjje Agent Roles

• Explain that participants will now he asked to consider the roles that change agents may he expected to

assume. Point out that the literature has identihed a range ot roles appropriate tor the change agent. This

does not necessarily mean that in any pre\’entive ettort, prevention wtirkers will have to undertake all ot

these roles. Rather, the range presented here pnwides them with po.ssihilities which are then selected

depending upon the nature ot the project and the requirements ot the situdion.

Learning Activitv #15: “Change .Agent Roles”

• Distribute Learning Acti\ ir\ # 1 a which ciintains a list ot the change agent roles that have been identihed

in the literature on this subject. Participants are to complete this activity on an individual basis. Reside

each role, they sht'uld try to pro’ ide an example illustrating what the term might mean. Lor example, in

the previous situations, the prevention worker who was attempting to establish an alternatives program

acted as a guide by helping the adole.scents consider the options proposed and determine what type of activ-

ity they wished to see established in the community. As an expert, the prex'ention worker could have prov-

ided information about setting up a no-drugs policy or about publicizing the program. As an implementer,

the prevention worker helped turn the general desire to have a Saturday night coffee house into an actual

program. Indicate that participants can select their example from any of the four situations previously dis-

cussed.

“The Change Process”, Monograph 2

• Review the “general” answers by presenting the material on pages 5 and 6 cd “The Change Process”, Mon-

ograph 2.

• Ensure that participants clearly understand the meaning of the term “social therapist” as it is presented in

the literature on change. If it becomes evident that an individual is really seeking counselling, prevention

workers should refer this person to the appropriate helping resource.

• Participants should also be made aware t)f the importance of their roles as researchers. This entails docu-

menting new approaches and sharing this information with colleagues in seminars or through papers sub-

mitted to journals. Prevention workers themselves should make an effort to keep abreast of major

developments in the field. They should actively seek out new information and research that is recorded in

books and journals to determine how these Endings may help them in their present efforts.

40 minutes

6. Small Group Discussion on Dilemmas

• Explain that the hnal aspect of change to be considered in this module are the dilemmas inherent in the

role of the change agent.

• Point out that dilemmas can arise in a number of areas.

• Change agents may be so anxknis to see an effort succeed that they inadvertently “take over". For example,

they may chair all the meetings, make all the decisions, write all the policies, and prepare the publicity

materials without the assistance or involvement of relevant others.

• There may be a discrepancy between the mandate of the change agent and the objectives democratically

chosen by the group. In the case of prevention, a group may wish to lobby the prox’incial governmenr to
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raise the minimum drinking age. The mandate of the prevention worker may he strictly in the area of edu-

cational work. Another possibility is that the employing organization may feel that the action is too politi-

cal and may threaten its funding.

• Yet another type of dilemma may arise with respect to the means employed to achieve a particular end. In

the prevention field, in particular workers may he faced with a dilemma when they lobby for changes that

would restrict the availability of alcohol. Members of the community may have already made it clear that

they would strongly oppose such action.

• Divide participants into thtee small groups. Assign one dilemma to each group. Members of the group

should try to identify several actions.

• Allow participants approximately 20 minutes fot this discussion.

• Ask each group to share its answers.

• Review the possibilities.

• In the first instance, prevention workers might demonstrate or prcwide guidelines as to how meetings

should be conducted, how postets should he made, or how policies are developed. After having presented

the guidelines, they can gradually step hack as others take on mcrre active toles.

• In the second situation, prevention workets might try to convince the hoard of directors to change their

stance on this issue. Ot, workers may try to help the group redefine its objectives. The formet may also turn

the effort over to another sponsoring organization. Finally, they could help the group “spin off’ on its own

as an independent body.

• The dilemma with respect to “means” in the example given could have been resolved hy providing infor-

mation to the public as to why the action to he taken is nece.ssary. This involves building in an influence

component within the control strategy.

10 minutes

7. Summary Presentation

• Summarize the majot points ptesented in this module;

1. Change can he defined in an endless vatiety of ways. In general, it refers to modifications that take place

within people, telationships and societies.

2. A variety of models have been formulated to describe the general process of change. One particular model

of change which has been widely employed in the planning process is the model developed by Lippitt et al. Its

popularity is due to the fact that it is prescriptive. That is, it .sets out the steps to he followed hy change agents

in plotting the course of change in any system. The model identifies five major phases of change; developing a

need for change; establishing a change relationship; working toward change; generalizing and stabilizing the

change; terminating the relationship.

3. The literature discusses the wide range of roles that change agents may play. These roles include; guides,

enablers, experts, social therapists, catalysts (expediters), implementers, researchers, brokers, advocates and

activists. The role(s) that prevention workers ultimately assume is{are) determined hy the preventive effort

and the action that the situation requires.

4. Finally, the change process impinges upon human rights and human values is many ways. Dilemmas and

ethical considerations may arise with respect to the extent of prevention workers’ involvement in the effort;

the goals of the effort; the means used to achieve an objective.

• Inquire as to whether there are any questions about the material presented in this module.

“The Change Process”, Monograph 2

8. Follow-Up Assignment

Read “The Change Process”, Monograph 2.
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Module 2: Volunteers

PURPOSE

The purpose ot this module is to prox iJe participants with an understanding ot how vr)lunteers can contribute to a

pre\'enti\’e ehort.

RATIONALE

Prevention efforts in the dru^ Held usually operate on limited budgets with few staff resources. Involvint^ volunteers

one way of “stretchin”” these limited resources. Volunteer contributions also represent community support of the

effttrt. Finally, volunteers can help facilitate entry U) a community, orj^anization, or system which wt)uld not other-

wise have been readily accessible to the prevention worker.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, participants should he able to:

1 . describe at least three possible rtdes a volunteer mif^ht assume in a prevention effort;

2. identify the major components of a job description;

3. provide several examples of recruitment methods;

4. describe the purpo.se and content of the placement interview;

5. identify the major areas of content that .should he included in an orientation .sessicm.

TIME
Day Five PM. - 3 1/2 hours

MATERIALS/EQUIPMENT

“Volunteers”, Monrtgraph 2

Handout #12; “Learninf>; Objectives: Unit B, Module 2"

Learning Activity # 16: “Volunteer Job Description”

Visual #12; “Enf,’at^in^ Volunteers in Prevention”

Overhead projector

5 lar^e sheets of paper

5 felt pens

Masking tape

EOLLOW-UP ASSIGNMENT

Read “Volunteers”, Mono^^raph 2

In preparation for Day Six, review:

• “The Influence Stratej^iy”, Monotfraph 1

• “The Control Strategy”, Monograph 1

• “The Ct)mpetence Development Strategy”, Monograph 1

• “The Environmental Design Strategy”, Monograph 1

20 minutes



1.

Introductory Presentation on Volunteers

• Welcome participants. Explain that the purpose ot this module is to provide them with an understanding

ot how volunteers can contribute to a preventive effort.

Handout #12: “Learning Objectives: Unit B, Module 2”

• Distribute Handout # 12 which outlines the learning objectives of this module. Read aloud each objective.

• Ask participants why they think the subject of volunteers is important to the prevention field. Point out

that prevention efforts in the drug held usually operate on limited budgets with few staff resources. Involv-

ing volunteers is one way of “stretching” these limited resources. Volunteer contributions also reptesent

community support of the effort. Finally, volunteers can help facilitate entry to a community, organiza-

tions, ot system (such as the schools) which would nr)t othetwise have been readily accessible to the pre-

vention worker.

• Inquire as to what volunteer jobs participants have done relating either to personal interests or to profes-

sional concerns. These jobs might include helping out at a blood drive; preparing a newsletter for a local

tennis club; working on a church committee; acting as a treasurer for an amateur theatre group; coaching a

soccer team; serving on the board of directors of a hospital; dtiving seniot citizens to srrcial programs.

• Ask participants what motivated them to take on these volunteer crMiamitments. Point out that there may

be personal motivators (learning a new skill); interpersonal motivators (family members have provided

encouragement to volunteer); organizational motivators (an organization put out a “call” for volunteers).

20 minutes

5 latge sheets of papet

5 felt pens

Masking tape

2. Small Group Discussion of Volunteer Roles

• Explain that participants will nriw be asked to consider the roles that volunteers might play in a pteventive

effort. Divide participants into five small groups. Tape a large sheet of paper on the wall beside each group.

Indicate that each group will be asked to consider a different problem. Assign each of the following situa-

tions to a different group:

- an education program in the schools;

- a mass media campaign to inform individuals about drugs and other efforts;

- a control strategy attempting to reduce the number of outlets for the sale of alcohol in a particular commu-

nity;

- a competence development program which involves teaching communication skills to families;

- an environmental design program involving the establishment of an alternatives progtam in a community;

• Ask group members to think of all the possible roles that volunteers might play in that prevention effort.

Allow approximately 20 minutes for this discussion.

20 minutes

3. Presentation on Job Design; Recruitment

• Present the material on pages 11 and 12 of the reading “Volunteers”, Monograph 2, about job design and

the recruitment of volunteers.

25 minutes



DAY FIVE

Instructional Plan: P.M.

Table 12

HOUR TIME FORMAT MATERIALS

1:30-1:50 20 minutes Introductory Presentation

on Volunteers

Handout #12

1:50-2:10 20 minutes Small Group Discussion

of Volunteer

Roles

5 Large sheets of paper

5 Felt pens

Masking tape

2:10-2:30 20 minutes Presentation on Job

Desif^n; Recruitment

Monograph 2

2:30-2:55 25 minutes Small Group Learning

Activity on Job

Design; Recruitment

Learning Activity #16

2:55-3:10 15 minutes Break

3:10-3:25 15 minutes Presentation on the

Placement Interview

Monograph 2

3:25-4:45 80 minutes Dyads Practise

Placement Interview

4:45-5:00 15 minutes Presentation on

Orientation; Summary
Monograph 2

Visual #12

Overhead projector

5:00 Follow-up Assignment Monograph 2

Monograph 1

TOTAL 210 minutes

(3 1/2 hours)





4. Small Group Learning Activity on Job Design; Recruitment

Learning Activity #16: “Volunteer Job Description”

• Request that participants break up into the same groups that they were in tor the Small Group Discussion

ot Volunteer Roles. Each group is to consider the same prevention effort that they worked on earlier.

E.xplain that each group is to choose one of the ta.sks that they had prec iously identified as appropriate for a

volunteer. They are to write a job description for this position. I'listrihute Learning Activity # 16 which

outlines the information to he included.

• After participants complete the job description, they are to try to identify at least five places where they

may go to recruit volunteers for this effort. Possibilities include neighbourhood centres, community associ-

ations, legal and accounting firms, and parent-teacher groups. The source approached will he determined

to a large extent by the type of skills being sought. Allow participants approximately 25 minutes to com-

plete both components of this learning activity.

15 minutes

5. BREAK

15 minutes

“Volunteers”, Monograph 2.

6. Presentation on the Placement Interview

• Present the material on pages 12 and 15 of the reading “Volunteers”, Monograph 2 about the placement

interview.

80 minutes

7. Dyads Practise Placement Interview

• Indicate to participants that they will now have an opportunity to practise a placement interview. Divide

the group into dyads. Explain that, tor the Erst round, one member of the dyad is to play the role of the

prevention worker while the other member is to play the role of a volunteer interested in participating in a

preventive effort. They will reverse roles tor the second round.

• Indicate that both members ot the dyad will have 10 mintites to prepare tor the following scenario. The pre-

vention worker is seeking individuals to help set up drtig education booths in various locations. Volunteers

are required to he present at these booths and answer questions; to do artwork tor the displays on the

booths; to organize publicity tor the project; to keep track of the numbers and types ot pamphlets distrib-

uted and do reordering where necessary; to participate on the committee evaluating the project.

• Explain that in preparation tor the interview, prevention workers should try to identity the specihc tasks

within each ot these jobs. They should also jot down the questions they might ask in order to obtain infor-

mation about the skills, interests, and past experience ot the volunteer. Prospective volunteers should

spend the planning time doing some thinking about the type of work they would like to do; the skills they

have to otter; the type ot work they have done in the past.

• Indicate that the prevention worker and prospective volunteer have never met in person. The latter called

the prevention worker after having read an article in the newspaper describing the project and indicating

that the end result of this interview shotild he the assignment of this volunteer to a job which is suitable to

his or her interests and abilities. Expectations should he clearly outlined, including how much time the

volunteer should expect to give to this joh; what type ot orientation and training will he provided; how

SLipervision will take place.

• Allow participants approximately 50 minutes to condtict this interview. Indicate that in a real-life situation

they would likely require at least an hour tor this interview. They may not he able to fully accomplish the

end result described above hut should nevertheless work toward its achievement.
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• After the first role play, allow inemhers of the dyad 10 minutes to discuss the interview.

• Instruct participants to reverse roles. Again, allow 30 minutes for the interview and a lO-minute period for

discussion.

15 minutes

8. Presentation on Orientation; Summary

• Conclude this module by presenting the material on page 13 of the reading “Volunteers”, Monograph 2.

• Point out that the questions of training and supervising volunteers will he considered in the discussion of

training and supervising staff in Unit C on Program Planning and Implementation.

• Present the highlights from this module;

1 . Volunteer contributions include providing direct service to clients; performing administrative and clerical

tasks; carrying out policy-making functions; engaging in public relations activity.

2. After the types of assistance required have been identified, a job description, which states the tasks to he

carried out by the volunteer, should he prepared.

3. There are a numher of ways to recruit individuals, including traditional methods such as contacting the

local Central Volunteer Bureau and non-traditional methods stich as inkirmal social groups.

4. A placement interview is generally held with the prospective volunteer in order to arrive at an understand-

ing of the latter’s potential involvement. The interview provides an opportunity for interviewers to find out

more information about the volunteers and for volunteers to state their preferences.

5. Orientation is a form of pre-service training during which information should he provided about the

organization, the tole of volunteers, and other relevant administrative details.

Visual #12: “Engaging Volunteers in Prevention”, overhead projector

• Show Visual #12 which depicts the process of engaging volunteers in prevention.

• Inquire as to whether there are any questions about the material presented in this module.

9. Follow-Up Assignment

“Volunteers”, Monograph 2

• Read “Volunteers”, Monograph 2.

• In preparation for Day Six, participants should review:

Monograph 1

• “The Influence Strategy”, Monograph 1

• “The Control Strategy”, Monograph 1

• “The Competence Development Strategy”, Monograph 1

• “The Environmental Design Strategy”, Monograph 1
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Module 3: Using the Media

PURPOSE

The purpcise ot this module is to inform participants about the wide x’ariety of tools of communication which can be

employed in a prexentive effort and to provide them with guidelines regarding the use of the media.

RATIONALE

During the course of their work, prexention workers will likely have occasion to make use of the media as part of an

influence strategy or simply to puhlicize a project, meeting, or other event.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, participants should he able to;

1 . identify at least five different types of media which may be employed for a preventive effort;

2. desctibe the major puhlicity principles to which they .should adhere in order to develop a good wotking

relationship with the media;

3. explain how a prevention worker might prepare for a radio or television interview;

4. write a press release;

5. begin to develop a media campaign

TIME
ILiy Six A.M. - 3 1/2 hours

MATERIALS/EQUIPMENT

“Using the Media”, Monograph 2

Handout #13: “Learning Ohjectives: Unit B, Module 3”

Handout # 14: “Sample Press Release”

Vdsual #13: “Using the Media”

Overhead projector

Flipchart

Felt pens

Farge sheets of paper

Masking tape

FOLLOW-UP ASSIGNMENT

Read “Using the Media”, Monograph 2.

45 minutes

1. Large Group Discussion on the Media

• Welcome participants. Explain that the purpose of this module is to inform them abotit the wide variety of

tools of communication which can he employed in a preventive effort and to provide them with guidelines

tegarding the use of these media.

Handout #13: “Fearning Ohjectives; Unit B, Module 3”

• Distrihute Handout # 1 3 which outlines the learning ohjectives of this module. Read aloud each ohjective.

• Ask participants why they think it wrnild he important for prevention wotkers to have an understanding of

using the media.
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• Point out that duting the course of their work, prevention workers will likely have occasion to make use of

the media either as part of an influence strategy or simply to publicize a project, meeting, or other event.

• Explain that the discussion will now focus upon the types of media that can he employed.

Flipchart

Felt pen

• Ask participants to try to identify as many types of media as they are able. Jot down these ideas on a flip-

chart. Discuss each one in terms of its strengths as well as its potential problems.

25 minutes

2. Presentation on Publicity Principles

• Indicate that it is essential for workers to have a clear understanding of the media resources that exist in

their community and what the guidelines are for using these media. Point out that there are several basic

publicity principles which are relevant in any situation. These are: shoot squarely, don't ask for “kills”, give

service, don’t beg, don't flood the media, and keep lists updated.

“Using the Media”, Monograph 2

• Present the material on pages 15 and 16 of “Using the Media”, Monogtaph 2 about each of these publicity

principles.

45 minutes

3. Individual Learning Activity on the Press

• Explain that guidelines for using the media will now be considered. Participants will have an opportunity

to partake in learning activities involving the use of media.

• Present the material on pages 18 to 20 of “Using the Media”, Monograph 2 which outlines guidelines for

using the media.

• Indicate that participants will be asked to write a press release based on the guidelines presented. It should

be no more than one paragraph and is intended for placement on the “community billboard” section of the

local newspaper. The event to he advertised is a drug information “fair” to he held for a five-day period in a

local shopping centre. Participants are to prepare a press release which provides information as to the who,

what, where, when, and why of the event. They are free to fill in the specific details. Allow approximately

30 minutes for completion of this activity.

Handout #14: “Sample Press Release”

• Distribute Handout # 14 which presents examples of how this press release might have been prepared.

15 minutes

4. BREAK

70 minutes

5. Dyads Develop Media Campaign

• Indicate that the final learning activity will focus upon developing a media campaign.

Large sheets of paper

Felt pens

Masking tape

• Divide group into dyads. (There may be one triad if necessary. ) They are to consider themselves to be a

prevention team. The team has been asked by their board of directors to develop a “blueprint” for a media
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DAY SIX

Instructional Plan: A.M.

Table 13

HOUR TIME FORMAT MATERIALS

9:00-9:45 45 minutes Large Group Discussion

on the Media

Handout #13

Flip chart

Felt pen

9:45-10:10 25 minutes Presentation on

Publicity Principles

Monograph 2

10:10-10:55 45 minutes Individual Learning

Activity on the

Press

Handout #14

10:55-11:00 15 minutes Break

11:10-12:20 70 minutes Dyads Develop

Media Campaign

Large sheets of paper

Felt piens

Masking tape

12:20-12:30 10 minutes Summary Presentation Visual #13

Overhead projector

12:30 Follow-up Assignment Monograph 2

TOTAL 210 minutes

(3 1/2 hours)





campai.tjn about tlte toctal alcoliol .syndrome. The me.ssat’e that the hoard ha.s decided to promote is that

pregnant women should abstain from slrinkine alcoholic beN’eraites throughout the duratitin ot tl'ieir pre^-

nancy. The team is to de\elop a plan tor how and where this message is to be promoted. They are to make

use ot several types ot media in presenting; this intormation. A small amount ot money has been set aside

tor the production ot materials it needed, htyads may jot down their ideas on larne .sheets t>t paper it they

wi.sh.

• Point out that dyads will haw an opportunit\' to present their ii.leas to their hoard ot directors in the next

module on "Pre.sentations”. In that module, they w ill he provided with additional time to prepare tor the

presentation and to make accompanyint; \'isual aids. In the next module, each i.l\'ad will he piven two

.sheets ot bristol board and a tlipchart to help them present their ideas more ettecrively. At this time, how-

ever, they are to tocus their attention only upon the plans tor the media campaign that they have been

a.sked to develop. Allow participants approximately 70 minutes to plan their campaigns.

10 minutes

6. Summary Presentation

• Review the major points covered in this module.

1 . Prevention w'orkers will likeK ha\'e m.iny occasions to use the media. They may need to publicize a partic-

ular project or ewnt. They may also use the mc\lia as the major vehicle tor promotin” educational messages.

2. There are a wide ran^e ot print media and audim isual media, all ot which should he considered as possible

tools ot communication tor the prevention ettort.

h Prevention workers plannint; to use the newspapers, radio, and television media should investigate the spe-

cihc resources in their own communities to hnd out the yuidelines tor access to these media. In addition to

the specitic ituidelines, there are scweral publicity principles which apply to the use ot all media. These are:

.shoot sc|uarely, don’t ask tor “kills”, pive seiwice, don’t hett, don’t tlood the media, keep lists updated.

4. A ,m)od press release should include answers to the c|uestions about the “who”, “what”, “when”, “where”,

and “why” ot the story. The content, structural, and technical jtuidelines with respect to pood copy should

always he kept in mind when preparing a teature story.

5. The most important thinp to remenrher tor a press, radio, or television interview is to prepare adequately

tor the interview. Plan in advance clear answers wdrh respect to the basic qtiestions (who, what, when, w'here,

and why) ahriut the story. Ideally, the interviewee should rehearse a trial interview with a colleapue in tirder to

practise pivinp concise and clear answers.

6. Becatise prevention messapes will he competinp with hundreds ot other messapes tor the public’s atten-

tion, any persuasion messape on radio or telex’ision must be succinct, powertul, and behavioural ly-oriented.

Adequate exposure dtirinp times when the tarpet proup is listeninp or watchinp is e.ssential.

Visual #13: “Usinp the Media”, overhead projector

• Show Visual # 1 5 which summarizes the key points to keep in mind when preparinp intormation or a story

tor submission to the media.

• Inquire as to whether there are any questions about the material presented in this module.

7. Follow-Up Assignment

“Usinp the Media”, Monopraph 2

• Read “Using the Media”, Monopraph 2.
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Module 4: Presentations

PURPOSE

The purpose of this module is to provide participants with guidelines for making effective written and oral presenta-

tions.

RATIONALE

The skill of making effective presentations is an integral part of all four prevention strategies. Because prevention

entails informing, persuading, and selling ideas, prevention workers will find themselves involved in making presenta-

tions at all stages of any preventive effort.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, participants should he able to:

1 . describe the major stages involved in writing a report;

2 prepare an effective written presentation;

3. identify the major stages involved in making an oral presentation;

4. make an effective oral presentation.

Day Six BM. - 3 1/2 hours

Day Seven A.M. - 2 hours 25 minutes

TOTAL: - 5 hours 55 minutes.

MATERIALS/EQUIPMENT

“The Influence Strategy”, Monograph 1

“The Control Strategy”, Monograph 1

“The Competence Development Strategy”, Monograph 1

“The Environmental Design Strategy”, Monograph 1

“Effective Presentations”, Monograph 2

Handout #15: “Learning Objectives: Unit B, Module 4”

Visual #14: “Preparing A Report”

Visual #15: “Preparing A Verbal Presentation”

Overhead projector

Skills Assessment Form #1

Film: “Oh What A Lovely Report”^

Film: “Don’t just Tell Them, Show Them”’

16 mm projector

' Avaihihlo from International Telehlin Enterprises

"Rirunto: 47 Densley Avenue, Tfironto, Ontario M6M 5A8 (416-251-4483)

Montreal: 1 368 Sherbrooke Street East, 3rd Fk)or, Montreal, Quebec H2L 1 M4 (514-526-5931

)

Vancouver: 1200 West Pender Street, #601, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 2S9 (604-685-2616)
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DAY SIX

Instructional Plan: P.M.

Table 14

HOUR TIME FORMAT MATERIALS

1:304:40 10 minutes Introductory

Presentation

Handout # 1

5

1:40-2:10 30 minutes Film on

Report Writing

Film

16 mm projector

Screen

2:10-2:25 15 minutes Summary Presentation

on Writing

Reports

Monograph 2

2:25-3:25 60 minutes Individual Learning

Activity on

Report Writing

Monograph 2

3:25-3:40 15 minutes Break

3:40-4:20 40 minutes Group Discussion

on Oral

Presentations

Flipchart

Felt pen

4:20-4:40 20 minutes Film on

Visual Aids

Film

16 mm projector

Screen

4:40-5:00 20 minutes Dyads Work on

Oral

Presentations

Several sheets of Bristol board

Felt pens

Skills Assessment Form # 1

5:00 Follow-up

Assignment

Monograph 2

Meet to discuss

presentation (oral)

TOTAL 2 10 minutes

(3 1/2 hours)



DAY SEVEN

Instructional Plan: A.M.

Table 15

HOUR TIME FORMAT MATERIALS

9:00-9:20 20 minutes Dyads Work on Oral

Presentations

9:20-11:00 100 minutes Dyads Make
Presentations

Several sheets of Bristol board

Flipchart

Felt pen

Skills Assessment Form # 1

11:00-11:10 10 minutes Summary
Presentation

Visuals #14 - 15

Overhead projector

11:10-11:25 15 minutes Break

11:25-12:30 65 minutes Begin Module 5

TOTAL 210 minutes

(3 1/2 hours)



Screen

Flipchart

Felt pens

Se\'eral sheers ot hristt^l hoard

PARTICIPANT PREPARATION

Participants should re\’ie\v the above readinj^s in NU>no”raph 1 prior to the workshop.

FOLLOW-UP ASSIGNMENT

Read “Ettecnve Presentations”, Monograph 2.

10 minutes

1. Introductory Presentation

• Welcome participants. Explain that the purpose ot this module is to provide them with guidelines tor mak-

int; eftective written and oral presentations.

Handout #15: “Learnin” Objectives: Unit B, Module 4”

• Distribute Handout # 15 which outlines the objectives ot this module. Read aloud each objective.

• Ask participants when they mi^hr have an opportunity to tise this skill.

• Point out that this .skill is an integral part ot all totir preventicm strategies. Prevention essentially involves

intorminq, convincing and persuading iithers, and sellinit ideas. Audiences mi^ht include a hoard of direc-

tors, a hoard ot trtistees, politicians, teachers, sttidents, physicians, pharmacists, or public health nurses.

In short, prevention workers will likely tind themselves makinj^ presentations at all stages ot any preventive

ettort.

• Explain that while the term “oral prcvsentation” sotinds very tormal, it can include not only speeches made

to relatively large audiences hut also intormal talks which may he presented to a small group.

30 minutes

2. Film on Report Writing

• Indicate that while the skills involved in preparing ettecrive written and oral presentations are similar,

these skills will he considered .separately so that participants have an opportunity to practi.se both types of

presentation.

• Point out that the him to he presented provides a description ot the tour major phases of work involved in

writing an eftective report. These stages are investigation, planning, writing and rex’ision.

Film “Oh What A Lovely Report”, 16 mm projector, screen

• Show him “Oh What A Lovely Report”.

15 minutes

3. Summary Presentation on Writing Reports

“Eftective Presentations”, Monograph 2

• Review each ot the hair stages ot report writing described in this him by pre.senting the material on pages

23 and 24 ot “Eftective Presentations”, Monograph 2.

60 minutes
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4. Individual Learning Activity on Report Writing

“The Influence Strategy”, “The Control Strategy”, “The Competence Development Strategy”, “The Environmental

Design Strategy”, Monograph 1

• Indicate that participants will now have an opportunity to practise writing a brief report based on the

guidelines presented. Participants are to work on their own for this learning activity in which they have to

write a four-page report on the four major types of prevention strategies. Explain that the investigation

stage will have to be done in the classroom by reviewing the relevant readings in Monograph 1.

• Point out that for a report of this size, it is not necessary to include a synopsis. In addition, this report is

descriptive only; it will not contain any recommendations. Remind participants that with a short paper,

the introduction and conclusion should be brief. Subheadings should be used for the main ideas.

• Explain that upon the completion of these reports, they are to he handed back to the instructor. While the

reports will not be graded, comments will be made with respect to the organization of the paper.

15 minutes

5. BREAK

30 minutes

Elipchart

Felt pen

6. Group Discussion on Oral Presentations

• Point out that the subject (.4 preparing oral presentations will now be considered. Ask participants to think

about any meeting which they have attended at which there was a speaker giving an informal talk or a for-

mal speech. Ask participants to identify what they liked about that presentation or speech and what they

didn’t like. Their comments may pertain to any aspect of the presentation including aids, organization of

the material, acoustics, or the topic. Jot down these ideas as they are raised on a flipchart on which two

columns have been made. One of these columns is entitled “likes”; the other “dislikes”.

20 minutes

Film “Don’t just Tell Them, Show Them”,

16 mm projector, screen

7. Film on Audiovisual Aids

• Explain that audiovisual aids can contribute significantly to the effectiveness of an oral presentation. The

aids, however, must be properly employed. Show him “Don’t just Tell Them, Show Them”, which provides

some practical tips on using a variety of aids, including the blackboard, the flipchart, and the overhead

projector.

20 minutes

Several sheets of hristol board

Felt pens

8. Dyads Work on Oral Presentations

• Explain that participants will now have an c'lpportunity to practise preparing an oral presentation. They are

to divide into the same dyad groupings they were in when they worked on the module “Using the Media”.

The particular learning activity in which they were engaged at the time was to develop plans for a media

campaign on the foetal alcohol syndrome. This was the campaign subject that had been selected by the

hoard of directors. In the last module, participants had spent time developing their plans. They are now to

work on how they will present this material to the board of directors (the rest of the class members). Each

dyad will have 5-7 minutes to make its presentation (to be made on Day Seven). They can share the speak-
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iiii; nr can decide rhat only one will speak. T\vo sheets ot bristol board and telt pens have been made avail-

able to each dyad to use it they would like to present sr)me ideas visually. A flipchart will also he made

available at the time ot presentation.

• Indicate that participants will have approximately 40 minutes U) prepare tor and practise rehearsing this

oral presentation. (They will have 20 minutes now and 20 minutes on the following morning).

Skills Assessment Form # 1

• Explain that after each presentation, all group members will he a.sked to provide feedback to each dyad

based on the pidnts outlined in Skills Asse.ssment Form # 1. Members of the dyad will also rate their twn

performance. Distribute Skills A.ssessment Forms to participants. (Each participant should receive lx the

number of dyads. For example, if there are six dyads, each participant should receive six forms.

)

“Effective Presentations", Monograph 2

9. Follow-Up Assignment

• Read “Effective Presentatitins”, Mimograph 2. If participants so desire, they can continue to meet to dis-

ciKSs their presentation.

20 minutes

1. Dyads Work on Oral Presentations

• Welcome participants. Indicate that part of this sessitm will he used to complete the module on “Presenta-

tions”. Participants are to meet with the partner with whom they have been wtirking on the media cam-

paign.

• Allow dyads approximately 20 minutes to complete their pre.sentation.

100 minutes

Several sheets of bristol board

Elipchart

Felt pen

Skills Assessment

Form # 1

2. Dyads Make Presentations

• A.sk each dyad to make its presentation to the board of directors (i.e. the other grc)up members) using vi-

sual aids if they chotise. Allow each dyad approximately 5-7 minutes to make its presentation. After each

presentation, ask ail participants, including the presenters, to fill in Skills Assessment Form # 1. Lead a

discussion asking participants to provide feedback to the dyad about the strengths and weaknesses t)f the

presentation. Presenters themselves are free to ask questions or make comments about various aspects of

their presentations.

• After discussing the organization, clarity, and delivery of the presentation, group members are also free tci

make comments about the actual content ot the presentation ot the media campaign that is being organ-

ized.

10 minutes

3. Summary Presentation

• Highlight the major points presented in this module.

1 . Prevention workers will likely have many occasions to make written cir verbal presentations. The general

guidelines tci keep in mind are: preparation, content and delivery.

2. The key to making effective presentations is adequate preparation. Preparation is comprised of three

major activities: analyzing the nature of the audience, considering the meeting facilities, and conducting

research.
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3. In considering the content, the following question should he kept in mind; what do participants want or

need to know after attending a session or reading a report? All presentations should have an introduction, a

body, a summary, and a conclusion.

4. In an oral presentation, the delivery is important. Presenters should rehearse their talks in advance and

should use audiovisual aids to enhance the presentation when appropriate.

5. There are tour major stages involved in preparing a report. These are investigation, planning, writing and

revision.

Visual #14: “Preparing A Report”, overhead projector

• Show Visual # 14 which depicts these four stages.

6. In preparing an oral presentation, it is important to plan the presentation, gather the facts and supporting

information, prepare an outline, write a draft and rehearse.

Visual #15: “Preparing A Verbal Presentation”, overhead projector

• Show Visual #15 which depicts these key steps in preparing a verbal presentation.

• Inquire as to whether there are any questions about the material presented in this module.

15 minutes

4. BREAK

5. Begin Module 5.
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Nlodiile 5: Networkinfj

PURPOSE

The purpose ot this module is to acquaint participants with the rationale tor and the process ot networking; that is,

why and how to develop and maintain channels ot communication with relevant resources in the community.

RATIONALE

Prevention workers will have dithcultv carrying out a preventive ettort without the involvement ot individuals,

proups, and orttanizations in the community. It is tor this rea.son that prevention workers must learn how to make

contact with relevant restiurces and enyatte them in supporting' the prevention ettort.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Upon ctimpletion ot this module, participants should he able tiv

1 . explain what is meant hy the term “networking”;

2. explain why networking; is important to any preventive ettort;

3. identity the individuals who comprise their own personal and protessional networks;

4. name at least three ways in which to identity appropriate contacts tor a network;

5. describe at least two ways in which networks can he maintained.

TIME
I3ay Seven A.M. - 1 hour 5 minutes

Oay Seven PM. — 3 hours 30 minutes

TOTAL -4 hours 35 minutes

MATERIALS/EQUIPMENT

“Networking”, Monograph 2

Handout #16: “Learning Objectives; Unit B, Module 5”

Handout #19: “Rules tor Lobbying”

Learning Activity #17: “Networks”

Visual #16: “Maintaining Networks”

Overhead projector

Skills Assessment Lorm #2
Name tags (one per participant)

Retreshments (juice or cottee)

FOLLOW-UP ASSIGNMENT

Read “Networking”, Monograph 2.

15 minutes

1. Introductory Presentation

• Explain to participants that the purpose ot this iiKKlule is to acquaint them with the raticmale tor and the

process ot networking - that is, why and how they need to develop and maintain channels ot communica-

tion with relevant resources in the community.

Handout #16: “Learning Objectives; Unit B, Module 5”

• Histrihute Handout # 16 which outlines the learning objectives ot this module. Read aloud each ohjectix’c.

• Ask participants why they think it would he important to have an understanding ot networking.
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• Explain that prevention efforts can he successful trnly if they have the involvement and support of relevant

parties. For example, it would not be possible to implement a drug education program in the schools with-

out the support of trustees, principals and teachers. Efforts to set up alternatives programs in communities

require the involvement of community members (students, parents, teachers). An environmental design

program in the workplace cannot he initiated without the approval of the president, managers, union and

employees. Prevention efforts also requite support from funding (government and private) and policy

sources. In short, no prevention effort can take place in a vacuum. It must he planned and implemented

with the assistance and support of relevant parties.

30 minutes

2. Individual Learning Activity on Networks

• Indicate that participants will be asked to complete a learning activity which is intended to help them

understand the concept of networks. Point out that they themselves are part of a network. They have a per-

sonal network consisting of family, friends and other relevant persons such as a physician, minister, lawyer

or music instructor. They also have a network of professional contacts such as supetvisor, colleagues, and

others outside the work environment. The latter may include social workers in agencies, doctors in clinics,

psychologists in private practice, operators of halfway houses, members of Alcoholics Anonymous, college

instructors, school principals or volunteers. This learning activity, which is to he completed by participants

on an individual basis, may help them become more aware of the networks of which they are a part.

Learning Activity #17: “Networks”

• Distribute Learning Activity # 17. Indicate that participants are to try to identify at least 15 individuals

who comptise their personal network. These are the people with whom they keep contact on a regular

basis. They are then to identify at least 15 individuals who comprise their professional network. Partici-

pants should try to identify professional ctmtacts inttsicle their own immediate work environments. Allow

participants approximately 30 minutes to complete this leatning activity. If participants finish the learning

activity before the allocated time, they can be asked to share their answers with respect to their profes-

sional networks.

20 minutes

3. Individual Learning Activity on Purpose of Networks

• Ask participants why professional contacts are important to their work.

• Point out that in their own work situations, participants are linked with other individuals for one or more

of a number of reasons. Contacts in the network may provide a professional service; a resource (staff,

funds, equipment); information or technical assistance; moral support. These contacts may he able to

expedite the preventive effort by facilitating prevention workers’ entry into a system or by introducing them

to others who are able to provide resources, service or information.

Learning Activity #17: “Networks”

• Ask participants to consider the professional network that they have just identified in Learning Activity

#17. They should jot down within each circle the letter “s”, “r”, “i”, “m” or “e” to represent service provi-

ders, resource provider, information provider, moral supporter, or expediter respectively. They may enter

more than one letter within each circle if appropriate. For example, a school trustee may be a provider of

resources (funds) as well as an expediter (helps them gain entry to the schools).

• Allow participants approximately 20 minutes to complete this part of the learning activity.

LUNCH
30 minutes
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DAY SEVEN

Instructional Plan: A.M.

Table 16

HOUR TIME FORMAT MATERIALS

9:00-11:25 145 minutes Complete Module #4

11:25-11:40 15 minutes Introductory

Presentation

Handout #6

11:40-12:10 30 minutes Individual Learning

Activity on

Networks

Learning Activity #17

12:10-12:30 20 minutes Individual Learning

Activity on

Purpose of Networks

Learning Activity #17

TOTAL 210 minutes

(3 1/2 hours)



DAY SEVEN

Instructional Plan: P.M.

Table 17

HOUR TIME FORMAT MATERIALS

1:30-2:00 30 minutes Learning Activity on

Developing Networks

Learning Activity 417

Monograph 2

2:00-3:25 85 minutes Large Grt>up Learning

Activity on Informal

Contacts

Name tags

Refreshments (optional)

3:25-3:40 1 5 minutes Break

3:40-4:10 30 minutes Presentation on Recruiting

Network Members

Monograph 2

4:10-4:50 40 minutes Discussion on

Maintaining Networks

Flipchart

Felt pen

Monograph 2

4:50-5:00 10 minutes Summary Presentation

5:00 Follow-up

Assignment

Monograph 2

Flandout #19

Monograph 1

TOTAL 2 10 minutes

(3 1/2 hours)



4. Learning Activity on Developing Networks

• Indicate to participants that they shcnild again consider the nieinhers ot their protessional network. They

should indicate beside each circle hmv this individual became part rd their network id contacts. This could

have happened through a mediator (a third person who helped facilitate the contact); hecau.se ot similar

interest (they are members of the same committee); by \'irtue of the position held by that individual. Par-

ticipants are free to indicate other ways as well. Allow participants appro.ximatelv 15 minutes to complete

this component of Learning Acti\'ity # 17.

Learning Activity #17: “Networks”

“Networking”, Monograph 2

• Point out that there are many ways m which to identify the contacts that may he appropriate to invidve in a

network. Present the material on pages 2 ^) and 30 of “Networking”, Monograph 2.

• Explain that once the individuals have been identified, it is then important to make contact with these

persons. Contact can he made informally or through well-planned, structured interview situations. Other

methods include street work, calling a public meeting, setting up information booths, or conducting a sur-

vey. The first two methods will he practised here through group activities.

85 minutes

5. Large Group Learning Activity on Informal Contacts

• Point out that participants will now he provided with an opportunity to practise making informal contacts.

Indicate that they are to imagine that they have just attended the annual meeting of a local social service

agency. The formal meeting is followed by an informal mingling session in which members of the commu-

nity are free to chat with each other about community issues and their work. At this meeting, there are

(approximately six) prevention workers who are about to embark upon a program to reduce the incidence

of impaired driving in that community. They hope to do this using the influence strategy (education pro-

grams, mass media campaigns) as well as the control strategy (seeking more adequate enforcement of the

law). They realize that they can use this annual meeting opportunity to discuss the proposed effort with

relevant community members and to seek some form of support. In addition to the six prevention workers,

the guests include one police officer, the mayor, a journalist from a local newspaper, a social worker from

the emergency ward of a general hospital, a judge from the local court, and the president of the restaurant

and bar owners association. Two or three participants can he asked to act as observers. (If there are more

participants than roles identified here, more roles can he added such as a family physician, the president of

the local parent-teachers’ association, or the host of a local radio talk show. Similarly, if there are fewer

participants, there can he fewer prevention workers and fewer invited guests. In general, there should he an

equal number of prevention workers and of invited guests so that they can meet on a one-to-one basis.

)

Name tags (one per participant)

• Randomly assign these roles to members of the group by providing each with a name tag that identifies the

role they are to play. (These name tags can he selected from a box.

)

• Explain that the purpose of this simulation is to demonstrate how prevention workers might take advantage

of a community situation such as this to make informal contacts.

• Allow all participants approximately 10 minutes for planning time. Community representatives other than

prevention workers should consider what they would have to offer (funds, information, moral support,

entry to a system). They need not necessarily support the effort; they may, if they so desire, play “devil's

advocate”. In this ca.se, however, their criticisms of the effort must he valid. As a community representa-

tive, they must recognize that impaired driving is a major problem and they must consider seriously their

responsibility in helping to reduce the extent of the problem.

• Indicate that prevention workers should do their planning together. They are to decide which workers

might approach which guests. In this scenario, prevention workers do not know any of the other invited
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guests whom they will be intormally approaching. They must therefore introduce themselves and take some
time to find out a little about the othet patty before they discuss the preventive effott they wish to promote.

They are then to explain the preventive effort and try to win the othet patty’s suppott. Ptevention wotkers

may not necessatily get any fitm commitments regarding particular types of support. It is usually too eatly

fot any patty to offer support unless he ot she is considering becoming involved in a similar effort and is

teady to ptovide tesources immediately. At this stage of networking, prevention workets should aim ptimar-

ily to genetate interest.

• Aftet the planning petiod, allow participants approximately 40 minutes to mingle with the community

tepresentatives who ate at this meeting. (If so desired, coffee and/or juice can he served to simulate a real

meeting situation.

)

• After the allocated time, lead a group discussion about the network process. Ask observers to comment
about what they saw. Ask prevention workers about the outcomes of their contacts. Ask the patticipants

who played othet roles about their reactions with tespect to what commitments, if any, they made to sup-

port the effort. Allow approximately 35 minutes fot this discussion.

15 minutes

6. BREAK

7. Presentation on Engaging Network Members

• Point out that a more structured form of networking will now he considered. The purpose of more struc-

tured networking is to try to “engage” potentially interested individuals in the preventive network. In

other words, prevention wotkers will be doing more than simply providing information about the ptoposed

ptevention effort. Rather, they will be attempting to motivate individuals to considet making a formal

ccimmitment to suppott the preventive effott in some way.

“Networking”, Monograph 2

• Present the material on pages 31 and 32 of “Networking”, Monograph 2.

40 minutes

“Netwotking”, Monograph 2

Flipchart, felt pen

8. Discussion on Maintaining Networks

• Indicate that the final hut ongoing aspect of the netwotking process is maintaining contacts once they

have been made. Ask participants how they might go ahtuit maintaining networks once these have been

fotmed. List these ideas on a flipchart as they are raised. Link these points with the material presented on

pages 32 and 33 of “Networking”, Monograph 2.

10 minutes

9. Summary Presentation

• Highlight the majot points with tespect to networking;

1 . Networks are pathways of communication that ptovide channels for sharing information, for coordina-

tion, for collaboration, and fot collective action.

2. The majot tasks involved in developing networks include identifying the appropriate parties to involve in

the netwotk, making contact with them on a formal or informal basis, and following through on the initial

contact.

3. There are a variety of ways to identify the individuals who might comprise part of an active network of

contacts. These include individuals who have been involved in similar efforts; who have access to key

resources; who ought to he involved hy vittue of their positions.
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4- After havin” iJentihed indi\ iJLiaLs whu uxiuld he a part td the network, preventkrn workers must eni^a^e

these persons in this communication system. Motivating individuals to consider the possibility ot contrihut-

iniJ to the prevention effort in\’ol\es de\elopinp their awareness of issues and explainintJ the benefits of their

contribution in regard to the interests of both parties.

5. Networking involves both making and mainrainin” contacts. This can be done in a number of ways,

including involving individuals in a committee or sending minutes and newsletters.

6. The most important aspect of maintaining contacts is the coordination of information. As the “hub" of

the network, prevention workers coordinate information by determining what facts would be appropriate to

.share with various parties and dis.seminatinp the information to the.se individuals.

Visual #16: “Maintaining Networks”,

Owrhead projector

• Show Visual #16 which depicts the prevention worker as coordinator of information.

• Inquire as to whether there are any questions about the material presented in this module.

10. Follow-Up Assignment

“Networking", Monograph 2

• Read “Networking”, Monograph 2.

Monograph 1

Handout # 19: “Rules for Lobbying”

• In preparation for the afternoim of Day Eight, participants should review “L'trug Use: An Overview”, and

“The Control Strategy”, Monograph 1. ITstribute Handout # 19. Instruct partici[iants to review this hand-

out .so that they will have a general understanding of the nature of the lobbying activity in which they will

be involved on the following day.



Module 6: Meetings

PURPOSE

The purpose of this module is to provide participants with guidelines for planning effective meetings and for chairing

committees.

RATIONALE

Prevention workers will likely have occasion to organize a variety of meetings in the course of planning and imple-

menting a pteventive effort. It is therefore important for them to know how to organize these effectively in order to

maximize the productivity of the meeting. Preventk)n workers may also he required to chair a committee or to teach

this skill to others when helping them assume responsibility for a preventive effort.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this im)dule, participants should he able to:

1 . identify the major factors which must he taken into consideration when planning a meeting;

2. describe the major steps invcdved in the planning process;

3. begin planning a meeting;

4. identify at least five major “rules of order” for committee meetings.

TIME
Day Eight A.M. - 3 1/2 hours

MATERIALS/EQUIPMENT

“Guidelines for Meetings”, Monograph 2

Handout #17: “Learning Objectives: Unit B, Module 6”

Learning Activity #18: “Planning Meetings”

Flipchart

Felt pen

Film: “Meetings Bloody Meetings”"*

16 mm projector

Screen

FOLLOW-UP ASSIGNMENT

Read “Guidelines for Meetings”, Monograph 2.

45 minutes

1. Presentation on Planning Meetings

• Welcome participants. Explain to them that the purpose of this module is to provide them with guidelines

for planning effective meetings and for chairing committees.

Handout #17: “Learning Objectives: Unit B, Module 6”

• Distribute Handout #17 which outlines the objectives for this module. Read aloud each objective.

• Ask participants why they think it would he important for them to have an understanding of this subject

area.

^ This film may he iihtained from International Telchlin Enterprises.

T)ronto: 47 Densley Avenue, Ttronto, Ontario M6M 5A8 (416-241-4483)

Montreal: 1368 Sherbrooke Street East, 3rd Floor, Montreal, Quebec H2L 1M4 (514-526-5931

)

Vancouver: 1200 West Pender Street, #601, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 2S9 (604-685-2616)
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DAY EIGHT

Instructional Plan: A.M.

Table 18

HOUR TIME FORMAT MATERIALS

9:00-9:45 45 minutes Presentation on

Planning Meetings

Handout #17

Flipchart

Felt pen

Monograph 2

9:45-10:45 60 minutes Small Groups Plan

Meetings

Learning Activity #18

10:45-11:00 15 minutes Break

11:00-11:30 30 minutes Groups Share Plans

11:30-12:00 30 minutes Film on Conducting

Meetings

Film

16 mm projector

Screen

12:00-12:25 25 minutes Presentation on

Chairing Committees

Monograph 2

12:25-12:30 5 minutes Summary

Presentation

Monograph 2

12:30 Follow-up Assignment

TOTAL 210 minutes

(3 1/2 hours)





• Explain that preventinn wnrkers will likely have nccasinn tn nrpanize a variety ot meetings in the course ot

planning and impleinentint’ a prex'entive ettort. It is important tor them to know how to organize these

ettectively in order to maximize the productix ity ot the meeting. Prevention workers also may he required

to chair a committee or to teach this skill to others when helping them assume responsibility tor a preven-

tive ettort.

Flipchart

Felt pen

• Ask participants to think about any meeting which they have ever been required to plan. Inquire as to

what steps they had to take to plan the meeting and what tactors they had to consider (such as location,

speakers). Jot down participants’ responses on a flipchart.

“Guidelines tor Meetings”, Monograph 2

• Present the material on pages 35 and 36 ot “Guidelines tor Meetings”, Monograph 2 about the key compo-

nents ot meetings.

60 minutes

2. Small Groups Plan Meetings

• Indicate that participants will now have an opportunity to practise planning a meeting. Divide partici-

pants into three small groups. Explain that group one is to make plans tor a neighbourhood meeting whose

purpose is to di.scuss a drug education program to he implemented in the local school within the next tew

months. Group two is to plan a meeting in a specific neighbourhood in order to discuss the drug problem

in that community. The third group is to plan a public meeting about “tighting the problem ot impaired

driving”. The sponsoring organization can afford to spend a limited amount of money for publicity pur-

poses.

Learning Activity # 18: “Planning Meetings”

• Explain that groups are to consider the following factors. Jot these down on a flipchart:

- the objectives ot the meeting, that is, what they would like to accomplish;

- what the content shcuild include; how this content will he presented to/considered hy the audience;

- whether guest speakers or group leaders are required and how these will be selected;

- location of meetings;

- seating arrangements;

- publicity;

- possible follow-up actions;

- refreshments.

They must also decide who will take responsibility for various activities. They can assign these tasks to one of their

own group members or to a theoretical person such as parent, teacher, student, or prevention worker.

• Distribute Learning Activity # 18 which outlines these areas. Groups are to write down an answer after

each point only after they have discussed it and arrived at a consensus. Point out that after the planning

period, participants will be asked to share their meeting plans with tlie other group members based on their

answers to Learning Activity # 18.

• Indicate tlaat groups will have one hour to plan this meeting.

15 minutes

3. BREAK

30 minutes
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4. Groups Share Plans

• Allow each group approximately 10 minutes to share their plans for the meeting.

30 minutes

Film: “Meetings Bloody Meetings”, 16 mm projector, screen

5. Film on Conducting Meetings

• Point out that prevention workers will also have occasion to chair committees or to teach this skill to mem-
hers of the community such as parents or adolescents.

• Explain that the movie highlights some of the “do’s and don’ts” of planning and conducting committee

meetings. Show the him “Meetings Bloody Meetings”.

25 minutes

“Guidelines tor Meetings”, Monogtaph 2

6. Presentation on Chairing Committees

• Ptesent the material outlined on pages 38 and 39 of “Guidelines for Meetings”, Monograph 2 about chair-

ing committees.

• Inquire as to whether there are any questions about the material presented in this module.

5 minutes

7. Summary Presentation

• Highlight the key points about conducting meetings;

1 . In planning a meeting, consideration should he given to the following factors; the people who will he

attending, the purpose of the meeting, “climate” or atmosphere, place, costs, time, resources, agenda, and

follow-up action.

2. The key steps involved in planning a meeting are: establishing realistic objectives; determining the type of

meeting required; developing systematic planning procedures; assigning tasks.

3. While it is not possible to anticipate every conceivable situation, it is possible to make tentative plans for

how various situations might he handled if they do arise. Such situations include dealing with latecomers or

stimulating audience participation.

4. Important aspects of chairing committees include clarifying the mandate, selecting appropriate members,

and setting clear agendas which should he sent to all members well in advance of the meeting. Rules of order

include starting on time; approval of the m.inutes; discussion of agenda items; assignment of tasks; recapitula-

tion of key decisions taken.

• Inquire as to whether there are any questions about the material presented in this module.

“Guidelines for Meetings”, Monograph 2

8. Follow-Up Assignment

• Read “Guidelines for Meetings”, Monograph 2.
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NIodule 7: Lobbying

PURPOSE

The purp(.)se ot this module is to provide participants with an understanding ot the skill of lobbying.

RATIONALE

Prevention workers may ha\’e occasion to engage in a lobbying ehort when they ha\’e to convince groups such as

school hoard trtistees, company managers, or their own board ot directors to undertake certain actions. Lobbying is a

particularly important skill tor prevention workers employing the control strategy. In this case, they are attempting to

ettect changes in legislation, regulations or policies.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Upon completion ot this module, participants should he able to:

1 . explain what is meant by “lobbying”;

2. describe the three major lobbying strategies;

3. identity the ditterence between direct and indirect methods ot lobbying.

TIME

Day Eight PM. - 3 1/2 hours

MATERIALS/EQUIPMENT

“Lobbying”, Monograph 2

Handout #18: “Learning Objectives: Unit B, Module 7”

Handout #19: “Rules tor Lobbying”

Felt pens

Seven tables

Moveable chairs

Flipchart

Colour-coded badges (one per participant)

20 red chips

25 blue chips

3 yellow chips

INSTRUCTOR PREPARATION

In preparation tor this module, instructors should:

• read the instructions several times in order to become entirely tamiliar with the rules ot this learning activ-

ity;

• determine how many participants will be assigned to each role. The numbers may vary from those outlined

in the module depending upon the number ot participants;

• prepare a colour-coded badge tor each role;
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• set up the room as presented in the diagram in the module and hang a sign on each table indicating “com-
munity influentials”, “politicians”, and other roles;

• prepare the red (power), blue (knowledge), and yellow (political authority) chips and allocate them to the

appropriate tables.

PARTICIPANT PREPARATION

Participants should review “Drug Use: An Overview”, and “The Control Strategy”, Monograph 1 prior to this mod-
ule. They should also review the rules outlined in Handout #19.

FOLLOW-UP ASSIGNMENT

Read “Lobbying”, Monograph 2.

25 minutes

1. Large Group Discussion on Lobbying

• Welcome participants. Explain that the purpose of this module is to provide them with an understanding

of the skill of lobbying.

Handout #18: “Learning Objectives: Unit B, Module 7”

• Distribute Handout #18 which outlines the learning objectives tor this module. Read aloud each objec-

tive.

• Ask participants under what circumstances it may he necessary for prevention workers to employ this skill.

• Point out that prevention workers in the drug held may have cKcasion to engage in a lobbying effort when

they have to convince gtoups such as school board trustees, company managers, or their own board of

directors to undertake certain actions. Lobbying is a particularly important skill for prevention workers

employing the control strategy. In this case, they are attempting to effect changes in legislation, regula-

tions or policies.

• Ask participants to identify some of the lobbying efforts of which they are aware in their com.munity, prov-

ince, or the country as a whole. Examples may include activities in areas other than the alcohol and drug

held.

Elipchart

• Indicate that participants will now considet how to undertake a lobbying effort. Their hoard of directors

has prepared a statement to the effect that young people have been negatively influenced by the advertising

of liquor. Directors are especially concerned about lifestyle advertising which associates sociability, good

looks, and an exciting life with the use of alcohol. The hoard would like to see a ban on the lifestyle adver-

tising of alcoholic beverages. They have requested prevention workers to lobby for these changes. Ask par-

ticipants to brainstorm as to how they would approach this problem. What would have to he done? Who
would have to be influenced? Who could help out in this effort? Which parties would likely oppose the

effort and how might their concerns he countered? Jot down these ideas on a flipchart.

30 minutes

“Lobbying”, Monograph 2

2. Presentation on Lobbying

• Present the material in the reading “Lobbying”, Monograph 2 about the three major lobbying strategies.

15 minutes

3. BREAK

80 minutes
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DAY EIGHT

Instructional Plan: P.M.

Table 19

HOUR TIME FORMAT MATERIALS

1:30-1:55 25 minutes Large Group

Discussion on

Lobbying

Handout #18

Large sheets of paper

Felt pien

Masking tape

1:55-2:25 30 minutes Presentation on

Lobbying

2:25-2:40 15 minutes Break

2:40-4:00 80 minutes Large Groupe Exercise on

Lobbying

Handout #19

Seven tables

Moveable chairs

4:00-4:45 45 minutes Follow-up

Discussion

20 Red chips

25 Blue chips

3 Yellow chips

4:45-5:00 15 minutes Summary
Presentation

5:00 Follow-up

Assignment

Monograph 2

TOTAL 210 minutes

(3 1/2 hours)
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4. Large Group Lobbying

• Indicate that participants will now have an opportunity to simulate the lobbying process. This will he done

by means ot a community game in which all members ot the group are assigned specific roles. There will

also be a small group ot observers who will watch the interaction and who will he required to provide feed-

back about the process upon the completion ot the game.

• Explain that this game is a representation ot the “real world” in which prevention workers will function.

There are several roles to he played by participants including: prevention workers, representatives of the

alcohol industry, politicians, members ot consumer groups, community intluentials, a representative from

the business community, social workers from local counselling agencies and media representatives. There

are to he three prevention workers and two or three individuals a.ssigned to each role. (Instructors must

decide in advance how many participants will he a.ssigned to each role; this depends upon the total number

ot participants in the group).

Flipchart

Felt pens

• Point out that colour-coded badges have been prepared tor each type ot role. Mark down the colour coding

on a flipchart as follows:

- prevention workets

-alcohol industry representatives

- provincial members ot parliament

- citizen group representatives

-community intluentials

-social .service agency representatives

- media representatives

- observ'ers

green

red

yellow

blue

orange

purple

brown

pink

Seven tables

Moveable chairs

• Indicate that all individuals playing the same role should be seated together at the same table. The room

might he set up as outlined below. A sign indicating the role should he attached to each table and should

he clearly seen hv participants.

XXX
Prevention

Workers

XX
Media Representatives

Observers

XX
Alcohol

Industry

Representatives

XX
Social Service

Agency

Representatives

XX
Provincial

Members ot

Parliament

XX
Citizen Group

Representatives

XX

Community

Intluentials

• Explain that in this arrangement, there are three prevention workers and two (or three) individuals play-

ing each ot the other roles. The prevention workers are to act as a team. They are trying to bring about a

specific legislative change (described below).
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• indicate that in addition to prevention workers, participants will he asked to play the following roles:

- the two individuals representing the alcohol industry are the owner of a local chain of restaurants and the

president of the largest distillery in the country.

- the two politicians are members of the provincial legislative assembly. One is a backbencher and the other

is the Minister of Health.

- the two citizen group representatives are the president of a parents’ association and a president of the local

chapter ofMADD. (Mothers Against Drunk Drivers).

- one community influential is the president of the local Chamber of Commerce. The other is a physician

who is the president of the local medical association.

- the two representatives from social service agencies are a social worker specializing in the counselling of

alcoholics and a youth worker from the local youth services bureau.

- the media representatives are members of local newspapers.

Note: If instructors desire, they can add a further dimension to these roles by indicating the existence of certain inter-

personal relationships. For example, the president of local Chamber of Commerce could he married to the social

worker specializing in the counselling of alcoholics. The Minister of Health could he the brother of the president of

the local medical association. These personal links serve not only to “spice up” the game but also help participants

experience the realities of a small community.

Colour-coded badges

• Alkw participants an opportunity tr) choose the role they would like to play and to take the seat at the

table designated for that position. Distribute colour-coded badges with the specific position designated on

the badge. For example, the physician would receive an orange badge with the title “President of the local

Medical Association” written on it.

• Explain that the issue at hand is that prevention workers have become concerned about the increasing

popularity of “happy hours” and the possible social and health consequences of this phenomenon.

• Indicate that the roles that have been designated represent the forces with which prevention workers would

have to deal in a real-life situation involving an issue erf this nature. Explain that each of these groups

seated at different tables have a certain amount of power, knowledge, and political authority. These three

aspects will he called “strategic resources”. Power is represented by red chips, knowledge by blue chips, and

political authority by yellow chips.

20 Red chips

25 Blue chips

3 Yellow chips

• Distribute chips (which can he made by cutting small circles out of coloured paper) to players in the follow-

ing combinations: (Show all participants what each group is receiving.

)

- prevention workers: 1 red chip (power); 5 blue chips (knowledge)

- alcohol industry representatives: 10 red chips (power); 4 blue chips (knowledge)

- provincial members of parliament: 3 yellow chips (political authority)

- citizen group representatives: 5 red chips (power); 4 blue chips (knowledge)

- community influential: 3 red chips (power); 2 blue chips (knowledge)

- social service agency representatives: 1 red chip (power); 10 blue chips (knowledge)

- media representatives: none

- observers: none
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t • Explain rhat in nrdcr ro achieve rhe ^nal ot restricting the axailahihty nt alcohol, prevention workers must

obtain strategic resources. More specifically, they must obtain three political authority points. Prevention

workers may try to obtain political authority points directly by meeting with politicians and convincing

them ot the importance and correctness ot their cause. It politicians are con\ inced, they may i.ssue a politi-

cal authority point. It only one politician has been approached, he or she will have to conx ince his or her

collea.mie before issuing the point. Only one political authority point can he issued per meeting with poli-

ticians. Prevention workers can also ^et points indirecth' (described in more detail below). Every time pre-

vention workers are able to increase their strategic resources by putting together hxe knowledge points and

three power points, they can automatically collect one political authority point from the politicians. The

ultimate ohjectix'e is tor prevention wotkers to obtain three political atithority points by direct and/or indi-

rect means. (This means they would have to collect 15 knowled^te points and nine pxnver points it they

were ttnin^ to use indirect means only.

)

• Explain in more derail how prevention workers may obtain points indirectly. Prevention workers can do

this by meetintt with any ot the ttroups and by ohtainin” their support in the form ot strategic resources

-

their power or knowledge. Prevention workers must work tot^ether to plan strategy as to how they will

obtain the strategic resources they need to achiex’e their ttoal. This will involve meeting with representa-

tives ot various f^roups and trying to conx ince them to support rhe preventive effort. Prevention workers

can use whatever aritumenr they wi.sh to win the other’s support including quoting infornration from the

readings “Druy; Use: An ( ''wi view" and “The Control Stratep’y”. d lic\ may meet one individtial from a

^roup although one individual alone cannot ftive away more than halt ot the knowledge and halt ot the

power chips that helonv to that ttroup. Indu’iduals are tree to decide what combination ot rhe strategic

resources they will pive to the prevention worker. It a proup decides to p'ive all its strategic resources to rhe

prevention worker, that .ttrotip should then he considered part ot the coalition and should he involved with

the prevention wcirkers in plannint: future strategy tor obtaininj^ strategic re.sources.

• Indicate that prevention workers can work on an individtial basis it they choose to convince other parties

to support their effort. They .should come hack top’ether tor regular, brief strategy se.ssions to plot and plan

their future course ot action.

• Point out that parties who are not actively participating Err short periods ot time may talk with other par-

ties to discuss their stance regarding the questKin ot restricting the availability ot alcoht)!. They may try to

form their own “counter-coalitK)ns" and pool their resources. Or they may try to meet with politicians to

persuade them not to suppr^rt the prevention effort.

• Explain that the role ot media representatives is to act as observers and to act as “hearers c»t information"

where appropriate. Eor example, they may want to prepare a press release and pass it around to all parties

after they have interviewed a politician or community representative.

• Explain that the role ot observers is to act as listeners to the interactions taking place. They are permitted

to walk around and sit behind any of the dialogues. Throughout the entire simulation, they are to remain

silent hut should he jotting down notes as to how effective they feel various interactions have been.

Handout #19: “Rules tor Lobbying”

• Ask participants to refer to Handout #19 which summarizes the rules outlined above. Participants can refer

to these rules at any time throughout this simulated lobbying session.

• Point out that in this learning activity there is no pre-determined end result that will necessarily occur.

Prevention workers may or may not he able to achieve their desired objective. This will depend upon their

ability to convince others to support their effort and the willingness ot these others to “give” their strategic

resources to the prevention workers. Point out that what is especially important in this activity is not the

end result hut the process ot lobbying, ot determining targets; forming coalitions; convincing others to sup-

port a particular point of view.

• Allow participants approximately 15 minutes before beginning this lobbying activity to determine their

strategy. Prevention workers should work as a ream and u.se the time to plan strategy tor obtaining the

points they need. Okservers .should discuss what they will he looking tor when observing the interactions.
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The other players should decide on an individual basis where they will stand on this issue and should jot

down some questions that they will pose to the prevention workers who will approach them for their sup-

port.

• Inquire as to whether there are any questions about this lobbying activity before participants begin.

• After the 15-minute planning period, indicate that participants will have approximately 65 minutes for this

lobbying activity.

45 minutes

5. Follow-Up Discussion

• Allow participants approximately 45 minutes to discuss this lobbying activity. Observers should first be

allowed to relay their comments about how effectively the lobbying was conducted; what other coalitions

could have been formed; how forceful the arguments used by various parties appeared to be. All partici-

pants should then have an opportunity to share their reactions to the learning activity.

15 minutes

6. Summary Presentation

• Highlight the major points with respect to lobbying;

1 . Lobbying is a process of communication between decision-makers within an organization and outside

groups attempting to influence the content of the former’s decisions. Lobbying can be undertaken for a num-

ber of purposes including motivating individuals who are committed to a particular issue or modifying the

opinions of those who are opposed in order to influence the decisions they will make on that issue.

2. Prevention workers may have numerous occasions to engage in lobbying when trying to convince a group
^

to undertake a certain effort or when attempting to effect changes in legislation, regulations or policies.

3. The first step in any lobbying process is to determine what policy, regulation or legislation requires enact-

ment or modification. The next step is to determine who has the authotity to make decisions in that particu-

lar area.

4. Sometimes it is not easy to determine how decisions are made within a particular government department.

There are a number of ways to find out about this, including consulting individuals who have had experience

wcirking with that department or finding out whethet there are any committees which make recommenda-

tions to that department.

5. In any lobbying effott, there may be direct or indirect targets. In the latter case, prevention workers would

focus their efforts upon third parties who may play a role in the policy-making process.

6. The three major lobbying strategies are cooperation, campaign and contest. The strategy ultimately cho-

sen will depend upon the situation at hand. If there is basic agreement with the change objective, then the

cooperation strategy is likely appropriate. When there is no agreement but it is likely to be obtained through

persuasion, the campaign strategy is often used. Finally, contest may be selected as a strategy when there is no

agreement and it is felt that this is going to he very difficult to obtain.

7. The strategies need not be mutually exclusive. For example, prevention workers might undertake a cooper-

ation strategy with elected officials and might employ the campaign strategy to influence the general public to

support a prevention effort.

8. When lobbying for particular changes, it is often helpful to form a coalition which represents a concentra-

tion of power. When working with a coalition, however, it is essential to ensure that the lobbying activity

represents a team effort and that all parties to the coalition agree to the strategy! ies) to be undertaken.

• Inquire as to whether there are any questions about the material presented in this module.

“Lobbying”, Monograph 2
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7. Follow-Up Assignment

• Read “Lobbying”, Monograph 2.
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Module 8: Community Mobilization

PURPOSE

The purpose of this module is to acquaint participants with the process of community mobilization.

RATIONALE

Prevention does not take place on a one-to-one basis as does a treatment relationship. Rather, prevention is targetted

toward groups and entire communities. Prevention workers must therefore have a good understanding of how to learn

about various ccmimunities and how to engage the members of those communities in the prevention effort.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, participants should be able to:

1 . explain what is meant by community mobilization;

2. identify the difference between a geographic and a functional community;

3. describe at least three ways in which prevention workers can learn about and gain the trust of a commu-
nity;

4. state how prevention workers might identify key actors in a community;

5. describe how the major problems in a community might he identified.

TIME
Day Nine A. M. - 3 1/2 hours

Day Nine PM. - 3 1/2 hours

TOTAL — 7 hours

MATERIALS/EQUIPMENT

“Community Mobilization”, Monograph 2

Learning Activity #19: “Community Assessment”

Handout #20: “Learning Objectives: Unit B, Module 8”

Visual #17: “Mobilizing a community”

Three flipcharts

Three felt pens

Program Evaluation Lorm

FOLLOW-UP ASSIGNMENT

Read “Community Mobilization”, Monograph 2

45 minutes

1. Introductory Discussion on Community Mobilization

• Welcome participants. Explain that the purpose of this module is to discuss the process of community

mobilization.

Handout #20: “Learning Objectives: Unit B, Module 8”

• Distribute Handout #20 which outlines the learning objectives of this module. Read aloud each objective.

• Ask participants to share their understanding of the term “Community Mobilization”.

• Inquire as to whether any of them has ever been involved in a community mobilization effort. Ask them to

describe this effort: what the problem was; how they organized a group of key actors; what action was
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DAY NINE

Instructional Plan: A.M.

Table 20

HOUR TIME FORMAT MATERIALS

9:00-9:45 45 minutes Introductory Discussion on

Community Mobilization

Handout #20

9:45-10:45 60 minutes Individual Learning Activity

on Community Assessment

Learning Activity #19

Monograph 2

10:45-11:00 15 minutes Break

11:00-11:30 30 minutes Large Group Discussion on

Community Assessment

Flipchart

Felt pen

11:30-12:30 60 minutes Presentation on Community

Mobilization

Monograph 2

TOTAL 210 minutes

(3 1/2 hours)



DAY NINE

Instructional Plan: P.M.

Table 21

HOUR TIME FORMAT MATERIALS

1:30-2:15 45 minutes Large Group Discussion

on Identifying

Needs

Flipchart

Felt pen

2:15-3:25 70 minutes Small Groups Develop

Plans

3 Flipcharts

3 Felt pens

3:25-3:40 15 minutes Break

3:40-4:20 40 minutes Groups Share

Plans

4:20-4:30 10 minutes Summary Presentation

Follow-up Assignment Monograph 2

4:30-5:00 30 minutes Feedback Session Program Evaluation

Form

TOTAL 210 minutes

(3 1/2 hours)



taken. (Or they may want to describe a community mobiliration effort in which they were not personally

involved but which ttiok place in their juri.sdicrion). Inquire as well as to what dilemmas or difficulties a

prevention worker mi^ht experience m mohilizin” a community.

60 minutes

2. Individual Learning Activity on Community Assessment

• Explain that prevention workers as community mohilizers must have a good understanding of the commu-

nity with which they will he working. Such an understanding can he gained by talking formally and infor-

mally with community members. It can also he promoted by being involved in community life. Explain

that participants will have an opportunitv to do some thinking about community asse.ssment by complet-

ing a learning acti\’ity.

Learning Activity # 19; “Community A.s.sessment”

• Disttihute Learning Activity #19. For this learning activity (which they are to complete on an individual

basis), they are to consider the neighbourhood in which they at present live as the community which they

hope to mobilize around a drug-related problem. They are to answer these questions to the best of their

ability. If they are unable to answer a particular question, they should indicate on the learning activity how

they would go about iihtaining this information. Allow participants approximately 30 minutes to complete

this learning activity.

"Community Mobilization", Monograph 2

• Lead a di.scu.ssion asking participants to .share their responses to selected questions on the learning activity.

Present the material in the reading “Community Mobilization”, Monograph 2 which explains the diffet-

ence between a geographic and a functional community.

15 minutes

3. BREAK

30 minutes

Flipchart, felt pen

4. Large Group Di.scussion on Community Assessment

• Ask participants to consider the following situation. Say that they were a group of prevention wiirkers who

have been asked by their hoard of directors to set up an “after 4 p.m.” program for adolescents in a particu-

lar neighbourhood. The prevention workers, however, are not familiar with this community. How would

they find out about this community? Who would the key actors he for this issue? How wcuild they he found?

How could they he engaged in this preventive effort (i.e. what would they have to offer) ? What resources

exist in this community that might contribute to this effort (volunteers, space, funds)? These discussion

points can he noted on a flipchart to facilitate participation in the discussion.

60 minutes

“Community Mobilization", Monograph 2.

5. Presentation on Community Mobilization

• Present the material in the reading “Community Mobilization”, Momigraph 2.

LUNCH
45 minutes
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1. Large Group Discussion on Identifying Needs

• Explain to participants that they will now he considering several aspects of the process of community

mobilization which were presented earlier.

Flipchart, felt pen

• Ask participants to consider the following situation. Say that they were going to mobilize their own neigh-

bourhoods to set up a program to reduce the incidence of impaired driving in that community. Whom
would they approach in their own neighbourhoods to take an active organizing role in this effort (e.g.

teachers, parents, public health nurse etc.)? Jot these “players” down on a flipchart. Ask participants to

identify why they have selected these individuals as potential key players? What do these individuals bring

to the group (credibility, money, power, personal interest)? Jot down these points beside each player on the

list.

Flipchart, felt pen

• Ask participants to identify all the possible actions that might be undertaken to reduce the incidence of

impaired driving in that neighbourhood. Participants should try to think of activities from all four types of

prevention strategies (influence, control, competence development, environmental design). Again jot

down these ideas on a flipchart as they are raised by participants. Because this large group discussion is a

“brainstorming” exercise, participants should he encouraged to he as innovative and as creative as possible.

70 minutes

2. Small Groups Develop Plans

• Indicate tt) participants that they will now he asked to develop some plans for taking action. The group of

key actors who had been brought together by the prevention wtirker has decided that several committees

will he required in order to carry out all the tasks at hand. They have decided to form a media committee,

a schools committee and a business committee.

Three flipcharts, three felt pens

• Divide participants into three small groups and designate each group as one of these committees. The

committee will have approximately 70 minutes to develop a plan of action.

• Indicate that the media committee should address itself to the following areas: (These instructions can he

noted on a flipchart).

• Outline a set of specific plans on how to raise the awareness of this neighbourhood about the general prob-

lem of impaired driving, keeping in miiid the following questions:

- Who is (are) the target(s) of this campaign?

- What media will be used? (you have a very limited budget)

- Over what period of time will the various messages be presented?

- Are there any other individuals whose input should he sought (e.g. interviews with members ofMADD-
Mothers Against Drunk Drivers or SADD - Students Against Drunk Drivers) ?

• Indicate that the schools committee should address itself to the following areas:

• Outline a set of specific plans for presenting material on impaired driving in the schools, keeping in mind

the following questions:

- Tiward which age group(s) should the information be targetted?

- What type of information should be presented?

- How should it be presented (him, lecture, small group discussion, etc. ) ?



- How should the school system he approached?

• Indicate that the business committee should address itself to the following areas;

• Outline a set of specific plans for involving the business community in this preventive effort keeping in

mind the folknving questions:

- What suggestions might he made to hotel/restaurant/bar owners concerning the role they might play in

reducing the impaired driving problem in this neighbourhood?

- How might they be approached (directly, through ser\'ice clubs, through Chamber of Commerce, through

the local hospitality association)?

- What suggestions might be made to businesses concerning office or Christmas parties? How might the gen-

eral business community be reached (perhaps different strategies might he required for small businesses and

for large businesses, if there are any in this neighbotirhood) ?

• Point out that groups can write out their plans on a flipchart for presentation to the other groups upon

completion of the discussions. Ask each group to designate a reporter who will be responsible for making

this presentation.

15 minutes

3. BREAK

40 minutes

4. Groups Share Plans

• Ask the reporters from each group to present the plans developed hy their respective committees. Allow

time for members of the “committees” to question and comment upon each other’s plans.

• Ask participants whether they have ever been involved in a community mobilization effort in which several

committees or task forces were set up to deal with various i.ssues. What was the committee structure?

What were the tasks of the various committees? How were members recruited to these committees? Who
chaired the committee? How did its work tie in with the work being undertaken by other committees?

What was the communication network?

10 minutes

5. Summary Presentation

• Inquire as to whether there are any questkms about the material presented in this module.

• Summarize the key points:

1 . Community mobilization is a process of engaging members of a community in taking action around key

issues that affect their lives.

2. Prevention workers must first clarify the nature of the community with which they will he engaged. There

are two major types of communities; geographic communities and functkinal communities. A geographic

ctimmunity refers to the people in a specific geographic area. A functional community refers to a group of

people who share a common characteristic or interest.

3. Prevention wrirkers as community mobilizers must gain the trust of the community. They can do this by

learning about the community, becoming involved in community life, talking with community members and

following protocol.

4. After “tuning in" to a community, key actors mtist be identified. Individuals representing both formal and

informal organizations and networks should be considered.

5. A meeting of those identified as key actors should be arranged in order to clarify how these individuals

define the problems at hand and how they feel these problems should be addressed.
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6. The group should then focus upon a specific problem and develop plans for what they might do to deal
^

with this problem. Several committees or task forces may have to be established. It is essential, however, that

communication among them be maintained.

7. The group of key actors should also keep in touch with members of the large community to provide them

with information as well as to motivate them to become involved in the preventive effort.

Visual #17: “Mobilizing a community”

• Show visual #17 which summarizes the major steps in the community mobilization process.

“Community Mobilization", Monograph 2

6. Follow-up Assignment

• Read “Community Mobilization”, Monograph 2.

30 minutes

Program Evaluation Form

7. Feedback Session

• Distribute Program Evaluation Form which participants are to complete and hand back to the instructor. If

any time remains, lead a discussion asking for participants’ comments regarding Unit B.
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UNIT C: PROGRAM PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION

Module 1 : Program Planning

PURPOSE

The purpo.se ot this module is to provide participants with an understanding of the key steps which should he taken

when planning a prevention program. These steps include assessing the need tor a preventive effort, selecting an

appropriate strategy based on the need, identifying the goals and objectives of the effort, and determining the specific

activities which must he undertaken to achieve these goals and objectives.

RATIONALE

The success of a preventive effort depends largely upon how well it was planned. Clearly stated goals and objectives

should guide the entire effort and should act as the basis upon which evaluation is conducted.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, participants should he able M;

1 . identify five methods of asst'ssing needs;

2. name at least three factors that might infltience the selection of a prevention strategy;

3. explain how to go about setting goals for a prevention effort;

4- describe how a plan of action tor a prevention program might be developed.

TIME
Day Ten A.M. — 3 1/2 hours

Day Ten RM. - 2 hours 40 minutes

TOTAL -6 hours 10 minutes

MATERIALS/EQUIPMENT

“Program Planning”, Monograph 3

Handout #21: “Learning Objectives: UnitC, Module 1”

Handtiut #22: “Checklist for Objectives”

Visual #18: “Program Planning”

Overhead projector

Flipchart

Felt pen

Four large sheets of paper

Four felt pens

Masking tape

30 minutes

Flipchart, felt pen

1. Introductory Presentation

• Welcome participants. Explain that the purpose of this module is to provide them with an understanding

of the key steps which must be taken when planning a prevention program. These steps include assessing

the need for a prevention effort, selecting an appropriate strategy based on the need, identifying the goals

and objectives of the effort, and determining the specific activities which must be undertaken to achieve

these goals and objectives. Jot down these steps on a flipchart.

Handout #21: “Learning Objectives: UnitC, Module 1”

• LTstribute Handout #21 which outlines the learning objectives of this module. Read aloud each objective.
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• Indicate that the process of needs assessment will first he considered. Lead a group discussion asking par-

ticipants to think of as many possible ways that they can of identifying key drug-related problems: ( 1 ) in a

particular geographic community such as their own neighbourhood and (2) in a functional community

such as 13-year-olds in a particular geographic community. Possible methods may include talking with

individuals, observing behaviour, or reading local newspapers. Participants’ ideas can be noted on a flip-

chart. Participants should be encouraged to think of as many different ideas as they can. Point out that

they need not worry about the feasibility or costs of the assessment method they propose at this stage.

40 minutes

“Program Planning", Monograph 3

2. Presentation on Needs Assessment

• Present the material on pages 5 to 7 of “Program Planning”, Monograph 3 about the various methods of

assessing needs.

40 minutes

3. Dyads Practise Key Informant Method

• Indicate that participants will now have an opportunity to practise one of the key methods of data collec-

tion described in the previous presentation: the key informant method. Divide participants into dyads.

Explain that because the key informant technique involves interviewing or surveying individuals who are

considered to be knowledgeable in certain designated subject areas, participants will be asked to simulate a

key informant interview.

• Ask one member t)f the dyad to play the role of the prevention worker and the other to play the role of com-

munity member. In the first simulation, the prevention worker is interested in finding out about the key

drug-related problems in a given geographic community. One of the individuals with whom he or she has

decided to meet is a local police officer who patrols the neighbourhood. In the second simulation, the pre-

vention worker is interested in determining the key drug-related problems prevalent in a functional com-

munity ( 13-year-olds). One of the individuals he or she has decided to interview is a 13-year-old president

of the students’ council of one of the local junior high schools. The purpose of this interview is to deter-

mine the student’s assessment of the key drug-related problems seen amongst his or her peers.

• Ask participants to concentrate on the first interview between the prevention worker and the police officer.

Allow approximately 10 minutes for the “prevention worker” and the “police officer” to plan what they will

say during the interview. The prevention worker should jot down a list of questions that he or she may want

to ask. The police officer should do some thinking about what he or she considers to be the key drug-

related problems in that community. The police officer should also do some thinking about possible solu-

tions or prevention strategies.

• After the planning period, allow participants approximately 30 minutes to act out this scenario. Indicate

that the two parties they are playing have only spoken to each other briefly on the phone prior to this meet-

ing. This, then, is a “formal” meeting and self-introductions will be required. The prevention worker is

free to refer to the list of questions prepared during the planning period and can make notes during the

interview if desired. The police officer can refer to any hypothetical reports or data to support his or her

argument. Indicate that at the conclusion of the interview, the prevention worker should attempt to sum-

marize the discussion in order to ensure that he or she has correctly understood the other party and to

review the key points raised during the meeting.

15 minutes

4. BREAK

40 minutes
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DAY TEN

Instructional Plan: A.M.

Table 22

HOUR TIME FORMAT MATERIALS

9:00-9:30 30 minutes Introductory

Presentation

Handout #2

1

Flipchart

Felt pen

9:30-10:10 40 minutes Presentation on

Needs Assessment

Monograph 3

10:10-10:50 40 minutes Dyads Practise

Key Informant

Method

10:50-11:05 15 minutes Break

11:05-11:45 40 minutes Dyads Practise

Key Informant

Method

11:45-12:30 45 minutes Presentation on

Program Planning

Monograph 3

TOTAL 210 minutes

(3 1/2 hours)



DAY TEN

Instructional Plan: P.M.
C

Table 23

HOUR TIME FORMAT MATERIALS

1:30-2:20 50 minutes Small Group

Activity on

Selecting Strategy

Flipchart

Felt pen

2:20-2:40 20 minutes Presentation on

Developing Plans

of Action

Monograph 3

2:40-3:40 60 minutes Small Group

Activity on Setting

Objectives & Plans

of Action

Four large sheets of paper

Four felt pens

Masking tape

Handout #22

3:40-3:55 15 minutes Summary
Presentation

Visual #18

Overhead projector

3:55-4:10 15 minutes Break

4:10-5:00 50 minutes Begin Module 2

TOTAL 210 minutes

(3 1/2 hours)
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5. Dyads Practise Key Informant Method

• Ask participants to switch roles. Allow the “prevention worker” and the “student” approximately 10 min-

utes to prepare tor the interview.

• Allow participants approximately 30 minutes to conduct this needs assessment interview. Indicate that

once attain they are tree to reter to the notes that they made during the planning period and to take notes

during the inter\'iew. Point out again chat at the end ot the meeting the prevention worker should try to

summarize the key points discussed.

45 minutes

“Program Planning”, Monograph 3

6. Presentation on Program Planning

• Present the material on page 8 ot “Program Planning”, Monograph 3 about selecting the problem tocus.

• A.sk participants how they might proceed in selecting a prevention strategy once they have identihed the

problem tocus.

• Present the material on pages 8 and ot “Program Planning”, Monograph 3 about selecting the prevention

strategy.

• Explain that after the lunchhreak, participants will have an opportunity to practise selecting strategies and

identitying objectives and activities tor selected prevention strategies.

lunc:h
50 minutes

1. Small Group Activity on Selecting Strategy

• Indicate that participants will now have an opportunity to practise selecting prevention strategies once a

problem tocus has been identified.

Flipchart, telt pen

• Divide participants into two groups. Explain that the memhers of each group are to consider themselves as

a team ot prevention workers. A problem focus will he assigned to each group. Participants must determine

which strategy would he most appropriate tor that problem tocus. They are to consider each ot the tour pre-

vention strategies — intluence, control, competence development, and environmental design — in relation

to problem tocus a.ssigned to their group. They should discuss what type of preventive approach might he

developed using each ot the tour prevention strategies. They should also consider the advantages and disad-

vantages ot each approach. They .should then try to arrive at a decision on what might he the most appro-

priate strategy (or strategies it a combination is to he used) to respond to the identified problem. Jot down

these pciints on a flipchart so that participants may reter to them during their disctissions.

• Provide an example. Prevention workers may have learned as a result ot the needs assessment conducted in

a geographic community that the key concern in that neighhotirhood is the high incidence of impaired

driving. In examining which prevention strategy might he appropriate to address this problem, the grcuip

may consider the following options. An intluence program may he developed which informs memhers of

the public about the hazards ot drinking and driving. Employing the control strategy might entail lobbying

tor harsher penalties tor impaired drivers and tor stricter enforcement ot these penalties. They may decide

that a more effective approach would he to hold competence development programs in which bartenders

are taught to refuse serving customers who are drinking too heavily and to arrange a ride home tor these

customers. An en\’ironmenral design program might entail making cars and driving more sate so that the

damage that might result from an impaired drix’ing accident would he minimized.

• Assign problem tocus # 1 to one group and problem tocus #2 to the other group.



Problem Focus # 1 ; As a result of the needs assessment process, it was determined that the key problem focus that

will he addressed is the fact that adolescents are using drugs out of curiosity and boredom.

Problem Focus #2; As a result of needs assessment, the key problem focus to be addressed is the easy availability of

alcohol and drugs in the local community.

• Emphasize again that each group should consider each of the four major prevention strategies in relation to

the problem focus assigned to them in order to determine the most appropriate preventive action in this sit-

uation. Some strategies may he less appropriate or feasible than others. Ask each group to choose a

tecorder so that a brief report can he made after the discussion.

• Allow groups approximately 35 minutes for this discussion.

• Lead a btief discussion in which participants share their answers with the entire group.

20 minutes

2. Presentation on Developing Plans of Action

“Program Planning”, Monograph 3

• Present the material on pages 10 to 12 of “Program Planning”, Monograph 3 about developing plans of

action.

60 minutes

3. Small Group Activity on Setting Objectives and Plans of Action

• Point out that the final learning activity in this module will focus upon program objectives and activities.

Divide participants into four groups. Fach group will be assigned a preventkm strategy based upon which

they are to identity three possible cibjectives of such a prevention effort and at least five activities that

would have to he undertaken to achieve these objectives.

• Assign one tif the prevention efforts outlined below to each group (each group should discuss a different

prevention effort).

Prevention Effort #1; An influence strategy will he undertaken in order to inform the general public about the haz-

ards of drinking and driving. The overall goal of this prevention effort is to reduce the numbers of accidents caused by

impaired drivers.

Prevention Effort #2: The overall goal of this prevention effort is to reduce the availability of alcohol; the control

strategy will he used.

Prevention Effort #3: A ccimpetence development strategy has been selected in order to achieve the overall goal of

this prevention effort; to improve adolescents’ skills in resisting peer pressure when they are approached to take drugs.

Prevention Effort #4; An environmental design strategy has been selected in order to achieve the goal of this preven-

tkm effort: to make the school environment more meaningful for students in a selected high school.

Four large sheets of paper

Four felt pens

Masking tape

• Attach a large sheet of paper to the wall beside each group. Ask one participant from each group to make

four columns entitled; “strategy”, “goal”, “objectives” and “activities”. They should hll in the strategy and

goal that have been assigned to their group. They should then attempt to identify three objectives and at

least five activities that would have to be undertaken to meet the stated goal.

Beside each activity, groups should assign a number from 1 to 5 (or more if more than five activities have been identi-

fied). These numbers are to represent the order in which the identified activities are to he carried out. If two or more

activities can he undertaken concurrently, then the same number should he assigned to both these activities. For

example, obtaining funds would have to he done before hiring staff. These two activities would he assigned the num-
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bers 1 and 2 respectively. However, developin” messages tor the media and obtaining a list ot media resources could

be done at the same time (it staff rest)urces allow). These twt) activities, then, would both be assigned the number T

Handout #22: “Checklist tor Objectives”

• Beftire groups begin their discussion, distribute Handout #22 which summarizes the key points to keep in

mind when setting objectixes. Read aloud each point. Indicate that participants .should refer to the.se

guidelines when tormulating their objectives.

• Allow groLips approximately 40 minutes tor this di.scussion.

• After the allocated time, ask one member from each group to make a S-minute presentatiim summarizing

the group’s discussion.

• InciLiire as to whether there are any ciuestions about the material presented in this module.

15 mintites

4. Summary Presentation

• Present the highlights from this module;

1 . Needs assessment is important because it provides a broad base ot inptit tor detmirion ot the problem. Five

major types ot needs assessment are; key informant technicjue; the community survey; demographic analysis;

direct and indirect indicators; program data.

2. The data collected must then he analyzed. I'iiita may have to be edited, coded and tabulated. Two majtir

types ot analysis are content analysis and statistical analysis.

3. A problem h)cus must be .selectcxl. This is done by identifying all the problem areas that emerge from the

needs assessment. Problem statements are formukited by breaking down problems into statements ot single

issues.

4. The .selection ot a prevention strategy depends upon the way in which the problem has been defined. One
method of selecting a strategy is to consider the appropriateness ot each ot the tour major prevention strate-

gies; influence, control, competence development, and environmental design.

5. Other factors which influence the selection ot strategy include prevention workers’ mandate, sriurces of

support and resources.

6. When the key problem statement has been identified, it must be translated into a goal. Goal statements

are broken down into measurable objectives. Objectives are the accomplishments this effort expects to attain.

They .should include details about the target group, geographical biiundary and time-frame.

7. Specific activities to he undertaken are determined. Time estimates .should be assigned to each activity.

The activities to he accompli.shed are set out in a logical order. A visual plan can also he prepared tor clarify-

ing in graphic form which activities should be cartied out sequentially or concurrently. The length ot time

tequited for carrying out each activity can also be indicated.

Visual #18: “Ptogram Planning”, ovethead ptojector

• Show Visual # 18 which depicts the key stages in planning a prevention program.

• Inquire as to whether there are any questions about the material in this module.

15 minutes

5. BREAK

6. Begin Module 2.
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Module 2: Program Management

PURPOSE

The purpose of this module is to provide participants with an understanding of the key steps which must he taken to

launch a preventive effort and to ensure its continued success. These steps include establishing a working agreement;

obtaining resources; monitoring and stabilizing the preventive effort.

RATIONALE

A working agreement that is clearly understood by all parties minimizes the possibility of confusion and enhances

the likelihood that the preventive effort will be successfully launched and carried out. Being able to identify what

types of resources are required and knowing where to obtain these are essential to the implementation of a prevention

effort. Finally, the progress of the effort cannot he left to “chance” alone. All aspects of the prevention program,

including work perft)rmance and the use of time and resources, must be monitored on a regular basis to ensure that it

is being carried out both effectively and efficiently.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, participants should he able to;

1 . define what is meant by a working agreement;

2. name at least four kinds of resources that may be required for a prevention effort;

3. state where these resources may he obtained;

4. describe at least four actions that might he taken to stabilize a prevention effort.

TIME
Day Ten RM. - 50 minutes

Day Eleven A.M. - 2 hours

TOTAL - 2 hours 50 minutes

MATERIALS/EQUIPMENT

“Program Management”, Monograph 3

Handout #23: “Learning Objectives: Unit C, Module 2”

Learning Activity #20: “Obtaining Resources”

Visual #19; “Program Management”

Overhead projector

Flipchart

Felt pen

FOLLOW-UP ASSIGNMENT

Read “Program Planning” and “Program Management”, Monograph 3.

50 minutes

1. Presentation on Working Agreements and Resources

• Indicate to participants that the completion of today’s session and the beginning of tomorrow’s session will

focus upon program management. Explain that the purpose of this module is to provide participants with

an understanding of the key steps which must be taken to launch a preventive effort and to ensure its con-

tinued success. These steps include establishing a working agreement; obtaining resources; monitoring and

stabilizing the prevention effort.

Handout #23: “Learning Objectives: Unit C, Module 2”
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DAY TEN

Instructional Plan: P.M.

Table 24

HOUR TIME FORMAT MATERIALS

1:30-4:10 160 minutes See Module 1

4:10-5:00 50 minutes Presentation on Handout #23

Working Agreements Monograph 3

and Resources Flipchart

Felt pen

TOTAL 210 minutes

(3 1/2 hours)



DAY ELEVEN

Instructional Plan: A.M.

Table 25

HOUR TIME FORMAT MATERIALS

9:00-9:45 45 minutes Individual

Learning Activity

on Resources

Handout #23

Learning Activity #20

Flipchart

Felt pen

9:45-10:30 45 minutes Presentation on

Monitoring and

Stabilization

Monograph 3

10:30-10:45 15 minutes Summary
Presentation

Visual #19

Overhead projector

10:45 Follow-up

Assignment

Monograph 3

10:45-11:00 15 minutes Break

11:00-12:30 90 minutes Begin Module 3

TOTAL 210 minutes

(3 1/2 hours)



• Distribute HaiiLknit #23 which outlines the learning objectives this iiKKlule. Read aloud each objective.

• Ask participants what they think is meant by establishing a workin^^ agreement. What is the need tor such

an agreement? What intormation should be included in a working agreement?

“Program Management”, Monograph 3

• Present the material rin pages 15 and lb ot “Program Management", Monograph 3 about establishing a

working agreement.

Flipchart

Felt pen

• Indicate that while negotiating a working agreement, prevention workers must also consider what resources

may be required tor a prevention ettort. Ask participants to identity what type id re.sources might he needed

tor any kind ot prevention ettort. Jot down these ideas on a tlipchart. Beside each resource identitied, ask

participants where or how they might obtain such a resource.

“Program Management”, Monograph 3

• Present the material on pages 16 and 17 ot “Program Management”, Monograph 3 about obtaining

resources.

• Indicate that during tomorrow’s session, participants will he asked to complete a learning activity on iden-

titying and obtaining resources. The subjects ot monitoring and stabilizing the prevention ettort will also

he considered during tomorrow’s session.

• Inquire as to whether there are any questions about the material presented in this atternoon’s session on

establishing a working agreement and on obtaining resources.

45 minutes

Ptay Eleven

Handout #23; “Learning Objectives; Unit C, Module 2”

2. Individual Learning Activity on Resources

• Welcome participants. Explain that this morning’s session will he devoted to the completion ot Module 2

and to the beginning ot Module 3. Review the objectives ot Module 2 by reading aloud each objective on

Handout #23.

• Point out that as a tollow-up to yesterday’s presentation on identitying and obtaining resources to be used

tor a prevention ettort, participants will now be asked to complete a learning activity on this subject.

Learning Activity #20; “Obtaining Resources”

• Distribute Learning Activity #20 which participants are to complete on an individual basis. Participants

are to consider themselves as the coordinator ot a prevention program which involves employing the mass

media to inform the public about the hazards ot excessive alcohol use. Participants should write down in

the first column at least three types ot resources they may require to undertake this ettort. In the second

column, they should state tor what purpose this resource would be required. Einally, in the third column,

they should indicate where these resources may be obtained or sought.

Flipchart

Felt pen

• Allow participants approximately 30 minutes to complete this learning activity.

• Draw three columns on a tlipchart which correspond to the columns in Learning Activity #20. After the

allocated time period, ask participants to share their answers, jot down these ideas on the tlipchart.

Resources could include, tor example;
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Resource Why Needed Where Obtained

Staff • to find out about similar projects in • help wanted ads in newspaper, personal

other communities reference

• to conduct research on this subject area

• to investigate various media possibilities

and prices

• to prepare media messages

Space • to do research, typing, preparation of

local community centre

Funds • to pay for staff, media messages, mate-

rials such as paper and postage

45 minutes

3. Presentation on Monitoring and Stabilization

“Program Management”, Monograph 3

• Present the material on page 18 of “Program Management”, Mtinograph 3 which discusses monitoring the

progress of the effort and the use c4 resources.

• Remind participants that in Module 1 of Unit B, stabilization of the change process was identified as one of

the key steps in effecting change in a system. Ask participants to think of some of the specific actions that

a prevention wotker might take in an attempt to stabilize a preventum effort.

“Program Management”, Monograph 3

• Present the material on pages 18 and 19 of “Program Management”, Monograph 3 which discusses the sta-

bilization of a prevention effort as well as the termination of prevention workers’ involvement in the effort.

15 minutes

4. Summary Presentation

• Summarize the key points with respect to the planning, implementation, and monitoring of a prevention

effort.

1 . Program management refers to a set of activities that involve launching a prevention effort and ensuring

its continuity. This includes establishing a working agreement, obtaining the required resources, monitoring

all aspects of the project, and stabilizing the effort.

2. Establishing a working agreement means setting up a mutually agreed upon plan of action identifying who

does what within certain designated periods of time. Working agreements can he made between prevention

workers and members of the target group; prevention workers and supervisors; prevention workers and staff

members involved in the prevention effort. Such agreements should identify the respcmsihilities of all parties

with respect to activities, time-frames and accountability. A working agreement should be prepared in writ-

ing so that both or all parties to the agreement are clear as to what is expected of them.

3. A second important aspect of launching a prevention effort is identifying and obtaining the resources that

may be required. Such resources include personnel, funds, space, equipment and materials.

4. Monitoring a prevention effort is important to ensure: ( 1 ) that the project is being carried out within the

allocated time and resources and (2) that the work performance is of high quality. In addition to monitoring

present progress, prevention workers should also keep in mind the resources that may be required in the

future and should take steps toward obtaining these.

• sponsoring organization, government

department of health or of transportation
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5.

Another important aspect ot planning involves stahilizine the prevention ettort. This refers to actions

which must he taken to ensure that the pt)sitive changes, activities, and ”ains made will be maintained after

the prevention worker is no longer involved in the ettort. Such activities include enhancing the competence

and confidence ot the community members who w ill he carrying on the ettort; ensuring that the group’s

structure and procedures are stable enough to deal with the tasks that lie ahead; providing’ informaticrn as to

where resources and intorm;ition may he obtained; helping the proup clarity and consider its relationship to

the wider community; determininc; the e.xtent to which the prevention worker will he available tor consulta'

tion cir assistance after withdrawal from the project.

Visual #19; “Program Management”, overhead projector

• Show Visual # 19 which summarizes the key aspects ot prof^ram management.

• Inqtiire as to whether there are any questions about the material presented in this module.

5. Follow-Up Assifjnment

“Program Plannmtz”, “Prop’ram Management", Monograph ^

• InsttLict participants to read “Propram Planninp" and “Propram Manapement”, Monopraph T

15 minutes

6. BREAK

7. Bepin Module 3.
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Module 3: Personnel Management

PURPOSE

The purpose of this module is to provide participants with an understanding of the major aspects of personnel man-

agement; recruitment ot staff or volunteers, orientation and training, supervision, and performance appraisal.

RATIONALE

Because human resources are the most essential component of any successful prevention effort, prevention workers

must pay particular attention U) the various aspects of effective personnel management.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, participants should he able to;

1 . describe at least five methods of recruiting personnel.

2. identify the purpose of orientation and describe the areas that might he covered.

3. describe the three major components of supervision.

4. explain how the process of job appraisal might he undertaken.

TIME
Day Eleven A.M. - 1 1/2 hours

Day Eleven RM. - 3 1/2 hours

TOTAL - 5 hours

MATERIAL/EQUIPMENT

“Personnel Management’’, Monograph 3

Handout #24; “Learning Objectives; UnitC, Module 3”

Learning Activity #2 1 ; “Recruiting Personnel’’

Learning Activity #22; “Supervision”

Skills Assessment Form #2
Visual #20; “Supervision”

Overhead projector

Flipchart

Felt pen

FOLLOW-UP ASSIGNMENT

Read “Personnel Management”, Monograph 3

20 minutes

1 . Presentation on Personnel Management

• Welcome participants. Explain that the purpose of this module is to provide them with an understanding

of the major aspects of personnel management; recruitment of staff or volunteers, orientation and training

supervision, and performance appraisal.

Handout #24; “Learning Objectives; Unit C, Module 3”

• Distribute Handout #24 which outlines the learning objectives of this module. Read aloud each objective

• Ask participants why they think it would be important for prevention wc^rkers to learn about the various

aspects of personnel management. Point out that if more than one staff person or volunteer is required to
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DAY ELEVEN

Instructional Plan: A.M.

Table 26

HOUR TIME FORMAT MATERIALS

9:00-11:00 120 minutes See Module 2

11:00-11:20 20 minutes Presentation on

Personnel

Management

Handout #24

Flipchart

Felt pen

11:20-11:50 30 minutes Individual Learning

Activity on

Personnel

Recruitment

Learning Activity #2

1

Monograph 3

11:50-12:15 25 minutes Small Group

Discussion on

Orientation and

Training

Flipchart

Felt pen

12:15-12:30 15 minutes Presentation on

Training

Monograph 3

TOTAL 210 minutes

(3 1/2 hours)



DAY ELEVEN

Instructional Plan: P.M.

Table 27

HOUR TIME FORMAT MATERIALS

1:30-2:15 45 minutes Individual

Learninf^ Activity

on Supervision

Learning Activity #22

2:15-2:45 30 minutes Presentation on

Supervision

Monograph 3

2:45-3:00 15 minutes Break

3:00-4:30 90 minutes Dyads Practise Skills Assessment

Supervision Form #2

4:30-4:45 15 minutes Presentation on

Performance

Appraisal

Monograph 3

4:45-5:00 15 minutes Summary Visual #20

Presentation Overhead projector

5:00 Follow-up Assignment Monograph 3

TOTAL 210 minutes

(3 1/2 hours)



implement a prevention ettort, prevention workers will likely have the responsibility tor recruiting, train-

ing, supervising, and appraising performance of all the personnel involved in the effort.

Flipchart

Felt pen

• Explain to participants that before any information is presented about managing personnel, participants

will be asked to identify what they already know about managing personnel. Ask participants to think

about the director of their employing organization or their supervisor. What are the tasks that they must

carty out in relation to the personnel? Answers might include; hiring qualified staff people; assigning tasks;

monitoring work performance; training staff; managing benefits.

30 minutes

2. Individual Learning Activity on Personnel Recruitment

• Point out that the first aspect of personnel management to be considered is the recruitment of personnel.

Participants will have an opportunity to consider some of the possible methods of recruiting staff or volun-

teers to assist in a prevention effort.

Learning Activity #21; “Recruiting Personnel"

• Distribute Learning Activity #21 in which participants are asked to consider themselves as prevention

workers who will be heading tip a prevention project employing the competence development strategy.

They are going to have to recruit two individuals to teach problem-solving skills to public school students.

They should indicate on Learning Activity #21 the recruitment sources that they would tap to seek out

such individuals.

• Allow participants approximately 20 minutes for completion of this learning activity.

“Personnel Management”, Monograph 3

• Present the material on pages 21 and 22 of “Personnel Management”, Monograph 3 which discusses

various aspects of personnel recruitment.

25 minutes

3. Small Group Discussion on Orientation and Training

• Indicate that the next aspect of personnel management that will be considered is training and orientation.

• Divide participants into small groups (approximately three per group). Ask all participants to think about

paid or volunteer employment in which they recently have been engaged. They should consider, in particu-

lar, what type of orientation was provided when they assumed this position. Did it involve formal sessions

or informal discussion with supervisors and co-workers? Was it conducted in groups or on an individual

basis? What type of training was provided at the outset? What type of ongoing training was or is provided?

Are there in-house programs set up by the sponsoring agency or community programs organized by local

agencies, colleges or universities? What type of training do you think you may need but have not been able

to take? Why have you not been able to have this training; lack of time, funds, or expertise in this area?

These guidelines for discussion can he jotted down on a flipchart to help participants remember these ques-

tions.

• Ask each participant to jot down some brief notes (allow approximately 15 minutes) in response to these

questions. Each participant will then have approximately 5-7 minutes to share this information with the

other members of the group. Other members are free to comment or ask for clarification.

15 minutes

“Personnel Management”, Monograph 3
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4. Presentation on Training

• As a tollow'up to the discussions held on orientation and training, present the material on pages 22 and 23

of “Personnel Management”, Mcrnograph 3 about the orientation and training of workers.

LUNCH
45 minutes

5. Individual Learning Activity on Supervision

• Explain to participants that the third major aspect of personnel management to be considered is supervi-

sion. Indicate that before any material is presented about supervision, participants will first consider their

own experience with respect to supervision. This experience could be any paid or volunteer employment or

a student placement. Participants will be asked to work on an individual basis to complete Learning Activ-

ity #22, which encourages them to think about their own supervisory experiences and what supervisory

behaviours they found to be helpful.

Learning Activity #22: “Supervision"

• Distribute Learning Activity #22. Allow approximately 30 minutes for completion of this learning activ-

ity.

• Lead a discussion in which participants share their answers to the questions on the learning activity.

30 minutes

“Personnel Management”, Monograph 3

6. Presentation on Supervision

• Present the material on pages 23 to 25 of “Personnel Management”, Monograph 3 which discusses the

three major components of supervision: administrative supervision, educational supervision, and suppor-

tive supervision.

15 minutes

7. BREAK

90 minutes

8. Dyads Practise Supervision

• Explain that participants will now have an opportunity to simulate a supervisory session in which one

member of the dyad will play the role of the supervisor and the other will play the role of the prevention

worker. Ask participants to break up into dyads and to choose between themselves who will play the role of

the supervisor first. Before the actual supervisory session takes place, participants will have approximately

5 minutes to plan how they will play these roles. They should plan their simulation around the following

scenario. The prevention worker has been involved in a prevention effort in which drug information pre-

sentations are being made to grade 4 students in public schools throughout the city. To date, half of the des-

ignated classes have been reached and the project is proceeding on schedule. However, the teachers who

completed a questionnaite after the most recent presentation indicated that the delivery itself was good but

the level of the material appeared to be too advanced for the students. The teachers recommended that the

content he revised. The prevention worker is concerned about these results and is unsure how to proceed

at this point as none of the teachers in the five other schools that were visited to date had made this com-

ment. The prevention worker has mentioned this concern to the supervisor and has asked that this situa-

tion be discussed at the next supervisory session.

Skills Assessment Form #2
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• Indicate that after the simulation both memhers of the dyad will he asked to complete Skills Assessment

Form #2 about the performance of the supervisor. Distribute Skills Assessment Form #2 and read aloud.

Inquire as to whether there are any questions about the completion of this Form.

• Allow participants approximately 30 minutes for this simulation. After the supervisory session, allow

another 10 minutes for participants to complete and discuss Skills Assessment Form #2 about the effective-

ness of the supervisor’s performance.

• Ask participants to switch roles. Allow them 5 minutes to plan tor the following scenario. The prevention

worker has been asked by the management of a large corporation to develop a communication skills pro-

gram in the company. Management feels that if communication within the organization was improved,

workers would feel a greater sense of loyalty to the company. As a result, they may engage less frequently in

certain behaviours (such as the excessive use of alcohol) that are detrimental both to productivity and to

the image of the corporation. The prevention worker has just had a meeting with the management and

union, at which time management presented the proposal to the union. The union representatives were

skeptical about the program and were suspicious of company motives. They feared that management might

use these communication sessions as a way to find out about employees’ personal problems and use this

information to block promotions or transfers. The union representatives indicated that they would have to

call a general meeting of the membership to gain its approval before they could support the effort. Organiz-

ing a membership meeting takes about two to three weeks. The prevention worker is wondering what steps

he or she should take, if any, at this point. The worker is also concerned about the delay that this situation

will create. The prevention worker is also unsure about what to do over the next few weeks as he or she has

been assigned to work exclusively on this project.

Skills Assessment Form #2

• Allow 30 minutes for the supervisory session and a 10-minute follow-up discussion in which participants

should complete and discuss Skills Assessment Form #2 about the effectiveness of the supervision.

15 minutes

“Personnel Management’’, Monograph 3

9. Presentation on Performance Appraisal

• Indicate that the last aspect of personnel management to he considered is performance appraisal.

• Present the material on pages 25 and 26 of “Personnel Management’’, Monograph 3 about performance

appraisal.

15 minutes

10. Summary Presentation

• Summarize the key points with respect to personnel management.

1 . Before recruiting personnel to become involved in a preventive effort, the job for which the individual is

being sought should be analyzed. This involves identifying the job to be accomplished, determining the tasks,

duties, and responsibilities inherent in the job, and ascertaining the knowledge and skills that would be

required by the individual. A job description should he prepared on the basis of this analysis.

2. Recruitment methods include internal promotion, employee reference, applicant files, advertising,

employment agencies, and campus billboards. A job interview should then be held with potential candidates.

3. The selected candidate must proceed through a period of orientation. Its purpose is to provide the new

employee with information about the nature of the jcT, the history and objectives of the employing organiza-

tion, the rules and regulations guiding behaviours, the name of supervisors, and the roles of colleagues.

4. Training may he required before the individual assumes a position and at various points in time through-

out the preventive effort. Training options include seminars or training programs offered by the employing

organization; courses offered by local colleges and universities; individualized training.
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5. One of the most important aspects of personnel management is supervision. There are three major com-

ponents to the role of the supervisor: administrative supervision, educational supervision, and supportive

supervision.

Visual #20: “Supervision”, overhead projector

• Show Visual #20 which depicts these three components of the supervisory role.

6. joh appraisal can he defined as the objective assessment of the worker’s total functioning on the job over a

specified period of time. It has a number of purposes, the most important of which is to provide feedback to

workers about their performance. It serves as the basis for modifying behaviour toward more effective func-

tioning on the joh. Assessment also helps identify the areas in which training may be required.

• Inquire as to whether there are any questions about the material presented in this module.

1 1 . Follow-up Assignment

“Personnel Management” Monograph 3

Read “Personnel Management”, Monograph 3.
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Module 4: E\aluation

PURPOSE

The purpose rhis module is U) prox ide participants with an understandinjLt ot the process ot evaluation.

RATIONALE

Ex'aluation is essential in otder to i,letermine whether a program is heinu carried out ehectix’ely and ethciently.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

LIpon completion this module, participants should he able to;

1 . identity the three aspects ot a propram tipon which an evaluation may tocus;

2. explain what is meant by a ca.se desipn, a time series desipn, and a compari.stm proup desipn;

3. desipn an evaluation tisinp one ot the above methods;

4. de.scrihe at least three types ot evaluation instruments.

TIME
LTiy Tvelve A. M. — 3 1/2 hours

MATERIALS/EQUIPMENT

“Evalu.ition”, Monopraph 3

Handout #25: “Learninp Objectives: LInitC, Module 4”

Visual #2 1; “Evaluation hocus”

Visual #22; “Case Hesipn”

Visual #23; “Time Series Hesipn”

Visual #24; “Cdariparison Group Hesipn”

Overhead projector

Pnipram Evaluation Form

Three flipcharts

Three telt pens

Retreshments (optional)

FOLLOW-UP ASSIGNMENT

Read “Evaluation”, Monopraph 3.

30 minutes

Presentation on Evaluation

• Welcome participants. Explain that the purpose ot this module is to provide them with an understandinp

ot the process ot evaluaticm. Point out that despite the tact that this subject is heinp considered in the hnal

iikkIuIc ot this traininp prt)pram, its placement is, by no means, a reflection ot its importance. Evaluatitxn

is not a process that should he thoupht alxiut at the end ot a prevention ettort. Rather, planninp tor evaltia-

tion shtxuld hepin in the early developmental stapes ot a prevention ettort. Ideally, the monitorinp and evaP

nation ot an ettort should take place throuphout its duration as well as upon its completion.

hkindout #25; “Learninp Objectives: LInitC, Module 4”

• Histrihute Handout #25 which outlines the learninp objectives ot this module. Read aloud each objective.

• Ask participants to identify the purpose ot an evaluation. Inquire as to whether any ot them has ever been

directly oi‘ indirectly involved in desipninp or canq'inp out an evaluatit>n ot a prevention propram. A.sk
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them Ui describe this effort by identifying the steps that they took to develop and implement the evalua-

tion.

30 minutes

“Evaluation”, Monograph 3

2. Presentation on Evaluation

• Present the material on pages 28 to 31 of “Evaluation”, Monograph 3 about the major components upon

which an evaluation may focus.

Visual #21 : “Evaluation Focus”, overhead prt)jector

• Show Visual #21 which depicts these concepts.

15 minutes

3. BREAK

30 minLites

Monograph 3

4. Presentation on Research Design

• Present the material on pages 32 to 37 of “Evaluatit^n”, Momigraph 3, about three major types r)f research

design.

Visual #22: “C3ase Design”

Visual #2 h “Time Series IVsign”

Visual #24: “Group Comparison Design”, overhead projector

• Show Visuals #22, 23 and 24 which visually depict these designs.

60 minutes

Three flipcharts, three felt pens

5. Small Group Learning Activity on Evaluation Design

• Divide participants into three small groups by selecting names from a hat (random assignment). Each

group should he a.sked to consider a different evaluation design (i.e. group # 1 : case design, group # 2:

time series design, group #3: comparison group design). Each group is to design an evaluation plan to

assess the effectivene.ss of the training program. The small group is to consider the entire group of partici-

pants as the “experimental” group. The plan should include the following components:

- How can the effectiveness of this training program he assessed using the research design assigned to your

group?

- What is to he assessed (participants’ knowledge, skills, subjective feelings etc.)?

- How will these he assessed?

Each group can write down its plan on a flipchart. Alkiw groups approximately 45 minutes to develop their evalua-

tion plans.

• Lead a discu.ssion asking groups to share their plans.

5 minutes
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DAY TWELVE

Instructional Plan: A.M.

Table 28

HOUR TIME EORMAT MATERIALS

9:00-9:30 30 minutes Presentatum

(.)n Evaluation

Handout #25

9:30-10:00 30 minutes Presentation on

Evaluation Fckus

Monograph 3

Visual #2 1

Overhead projector

10:00-10:15 15 minutes Break

10:15-10:45 30 minutes Presentation on

Research Design

Monograph 3

Visuals #22 - 24

Overhead projector

10:45-11:45 60 minutes Small Group Learning

Activity on Evaluation

Design

3 Flipcharts

3 Felt pens

11:45-11:50 5 minutes Summary Presentation

11:50 Follow-up Assignment

11:50-12:30 40 minutes Feedback Session;

Wrap-up

Program Evaluation Form

Refreshments (optional)

TOTAL 210 minutes

(3 1/2 hours)





6. Summary Presentation

• Re\'iew the key points discussed in this module.

• Plans tor evaluatuin should he developed as .soon as a prevention propram is undertaken.

• There are three major qtiestions that are commonlv asked ahotit the pertormance ot a propram. These are:

— What was done and whyi’

— How well was it donei’

- Did it do any poiid.’

• An evaluator wantinp to find t)Ut what was done and why woukl look at the inputs to a pre\’ention pro-

pram. An evaluator wantinp to find out how well a prevention propram was carried out would look at the

outptits. .An ex’aluator wantinp to hnd out whether a propram did any pood would look at its ellects.

• Inputs reter to the personal and financial resources allocated to a particular propram. These inputs are used

to produce outputs. The output ot a propram is what is produced or delivered. The purpose ot these prod-

ucts or .services is to have an ettect upon a specific problem.

• An assessment ot propram inputs is reterred to as an cwaluation ot ettort. An assessment ot propram outputs

is reterred to as an e\'aluatK)n ot proce.ss (one measure ot which is etticiency). An asse.ssment ot propram

ettects is reterred to as an ex aluation ot ettecti\’eness.

• An e\'aluation ot ettectiveness is the nuist impcirtant evaluatii>n tocus. A research desipn is required to

determine how ettecrive a particular propram has been. Three major types ot re.search desipn are ca.se

desipns, time series desipns and comparison proup desipns.

• In a case desipn, the indn iduals involv'cd in a propram are rested atter the propram takes place. In a time

.series desipn, the same participants are tested at least twice - once hetore the propram and at least one

nmre rime atter the propram. The comparison proup desipn involves testinp the protips ot individuals

hetore a propram takes place. Only one proup is exposed, Imwever, to the propram. Both proups are rested

atter the propram to determine what chanpes took place.

• This testinp reterred to in the three desipns is conducted hy means of data collection techniques. The.se

techniques incltide pertormance tests, ratinp scales, observation, interviews and questionnaires.

• An evaluation report .should he prepared which addresses the concerns ot the audience and which clearly

presents the results and recommendarkms.

“Evaluation”, Moniipraph 3

7. Follow-up Assignment

• Read “Evaluatkin”, Monopraph 3

40 minutes

Propram Evaluation Eorm

8. Feedback Session: Wrap-Up

• Distrihtite the Propram Evaluation Eorm and allow participants approximately 20 minutes to complete this

torm.

• In the remaininp time, lead a di.scu.ssion a.skinp participants tor their comments as to what they teel they

have learned and what areas ot knowledpe and skill they will he able to empkiy in their own work situa-

tions.

Retreshments (optional)

• The instructor and participants may wish to wrap-up the traininp priipram with an intormal sociali:ation

.se.ssion.
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HANDOUTS

HANDOUT#!
OUTLINE OF PROGRAM CONTENT

UNIT A: ESSENTIAL CONCEPTS AND STRATEGIES

MiiJule 1: HLstoncal Perspectives

Module 2: Dru” Li^e; an overview

Module L Prevention

Module 4: Prevention Stratetties

Module 5; Contextual Factors

Module 6: Prewntion Issues

UNIT B: CHANGE AGENT SKILLS

Module 1 : The Change Process

Module 2: Volunteers

Module T Lisin” the Meslia

Module 4: Presentations

Module 5: Networkin”

Module 6: Meetings

Module 7: Lohhyin,”

Module 8: Community Mobilization

UNIT C: PROGRAM PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION

Module 1: Program Plannm”

Module 2: Prop'ram Management

Module 3: Personnel Management

Module 4: E\'aluation

HANDOUT #2

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: UNIT A, MODULE 1

LIpon completion ot this modtile, participants should he able to;

IL'lENTlFY the hve major perspectives on alcohol.

STATE how each perspective would explain alcohol-related problems.

STATE the solution(s) to these problems proposed by each perspective.

EXPLAIN how present-day policies and proprams on alcohol have been influenced by these perspectives.



HANDOUT #3

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: UNIT A, MODULE 2

Upon compietii)n this module, participants should he able to;

NAME several ways in which the use ot drugs has spread.

IDENTIFY at least hve major categories ot drug-related problems and provide an example ot each type.

1 IDENTIFY the three majtir types ot theory attempting to explain drug use and provide an example of each

type.

PROVIDE at least three examples ot tactors that are positively correlated with drug use and at least three

examples ot tactors that are negatively correlated with drug tise.

HANDOUT #4

CORRELATES OE DRUG USE

Research has established both positive and negative correlations ot drug abuse and attitudes and behaviours.'’ Some
exantples are:

1 . Drug abuse has been positively ceirrelated with:

• Knowledge ot drugs

• Attittkles towards use

• Intentions to use

• Use ot other drugs

• Impulsivity

• Alienation

• Excessive personal stress

• Sensation seeking

• Boredom

• Assertiveness

• Anti-social tendencies

• Rejection

• Reliance on peer group tor drug intormatkm

• Skepticism about school drtig education programs

• Skepticism about media prevention etforts

• Peer approval ot deviant behaviour

• Peer pro-drug attitudes and behaviours

• Parental use ot drugs or alcohc>l

Natkinal Instuutcon Abuse rrevenrum Brlcfinn BiK)k, Prevention Branch, Division ot Re.source Development, Rockville, MJ, 20b57,



• Parental medicatinn use

• Lack ot parental concern

• Parental permissi\’eness

• Childhood stress and trauma

• Absence ot a parent

• Famdy instability and disorganization

• Quality ot the relationship in the tamily

• 0\er and under-domination by parents

• Harsh physical punishment

• Rejection by parents

2. Hru” abuse has been netiatively correlated with;

• Selt-esteem

• Likinp ot school

• Grades and achie\ement

• Decision-makint;

• Selt-reliance

• Feelintts ot helonpint:

• Religious hel lets

• Optimism about the tuture

• Humanistic environment in the school

• Alternate education proprams tor drop-outs and underachievers

• Involvement ot community institutions in youth problems and proprams

• Clear, consistent child-rearinp practices

• Parent relipiosity

• Parental intolerance ot deviance

• Presence ot controls and reptilations in home

• Extended tamily

HANDOUT #5

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: UNIT A, MODULE 3

Upon completion ot this module, participants should he able to:

PROV1L3E at least hve examples ot preventive action that may he taken durinp the course ot everyday living.

STATE the three major tarpets ot preventive action.

IDENTIFY at least three components ot each ot these tarpets.

NAME and dehne the tour major types ot prevention stratepies in the drug held.

IDENTIFY which stratepy(ies) would have to he employed in order to change each ot the three major tarpets.



HANDOUT #6

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: UNIT A, MODULE 4

Upon completion ot this module, participants shotild he able U):

DESCRIBE the tour majt)r prevention stratefties.

PROVIDE at least tour examples of projtrams or ettorts at present taking; place within each ot these stratefties.

IDENTIEY the possible targets ot each stratetty.

DESCRIBE some ot the weaknesses or potential problems inherent in each strategy.

HANDOUT #7

ADS ON ALCOHOL



HANDOUT#?

There’ll neverbe
anotherVicePresident

likeRichard.
Never.
The President made that promise to

himself last Thursday afternoon, after

Richard blew an important new-business

presentation.

Richard isn’t incompetent. The villain

is his lunches, or rather the too-many drinks

he often has at lunch. Come afternoon, he’s

just not as sharp as he was in the morning.
Richard is playing dice with his health.

His old-fashioned business style is also

sabotaging his career. Today, with competition

so rough and stakes so high, even the most
generous company can’t be patient for long

with an employee whose effectiveness ends

at noon.
If you’re a friend, do Richard a favour

by reminding him of the good sense of

moderation.
You can bet the man eyeing his job

won’t help him.

$eaaram



HANDOUT #7

How to talk

aboutdrinkit^ &driving

to your teenagers

We all know going out is fun, and
no parent wants to take away those good
times. But these days, with teenagers in

and out of cars so much, it’s crucial that

they understand the dangers of drinking

and driving, and that they can avert

potential trouble by making the right

decisions.

First, set your son or daughter
straight on this often-misunderstood fact:

beer, wine and spirits— in excess, all three

are just as dangerous on the road.

A good way of avoiding trouble is to

plan ahead. Suggest that your teenagers

review their evening before going out. If

they see drinking involved, far better to

leave the car at home than to take chances
later behind the wheel.

Far better also to say no to a drink,

to refuse to drive, or to turn down a

lift with an impaired friend than to go
along with the crowd and maybe regret it.

You can support your teenagers and
give them confidence by letting them
know that if they ever need help you’ll go
for them, pay their cab or do whatever is

necessary to get them home safely.

Most important, be a good example.
Never drive if you’ve had even one drink
too many. Better still, don’t let it come
to that. Know your limit and stay within it.

to your parents

If you’re not of legal drinking age,

don’t touch a drop. But if you are, and you
drive, then you’re old enough to do your
part in reaching an agreement with your
parents on the subject.

Sure they worry. Because even if you
don’t drink, others in your group may.
The friend driving you home one night

may have had too much.
Show that you’re equally concerned.

Get serious. For instance, what have you
read lately about the dangers of drinking
and driving? Do you know how much
beer, wine or spirits your body can safely

handle before your judgment becomes
impaired? Do you know the law in your
province? And what happens if you break it?

Get the facts and discuss them calmly.

Then take the initiative and propose a few

family ground rules.

No driving if you’ve been drinking

beyond your limit. (We’ll send you a

valuable free chart on responsible limits

if you write us.) No riding with a friend

who’s been drinking. And convince your
parents if a situation ever turns dicey,

you won’t hesitate to phone for help.

Finally, remind your parents you’re
concerned for their safety, too, and that

the family rules on drinking and driving

apply to them, as well.

Seagram

PO Box 047, Stn H, Montreal, Quebec. H3G 2M8



HANDOUT #8

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: UNIT A, MODULE 5

Upim completicm this imidule, participants should he able to:

EXPLAIN why it is important tor prex’ention workers to have an understanding ot contextual factors.

NAME at least six areas which help explain the tunctioninp ot organizational .systems.

DESCRIBE how prevention wotkers mipht tmd out about how political decisions are made in any government

department.

EXPLAIN how .socioeconomic conditions within the local community, within the juri.sdiction, and within

the country as a whole mipht have an impact upon the prevention ettort.

HANDOUT # 9

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: UNIT A. MODULE 6

Upon completion ot this module, pai I ic ipants should he able to:

DESCRIBE at least two major ethical considerations in the held ot prevention.

IDENTIEY at least two dilemmas that they may tace in their work.

DEFINE what is meant by the term “counter-prevention”.

STATE what attitudes toward substances, toward people, and tow'ard work are helpful in this held.

ARTICTTATE their own mandate in the held ot prevention.

HANDOUT #10

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: UNIT B, MODULE 1

LJpon completion ot this module, participants should he able to:

EXPLAIN what is meant by “chanj^e”.

l''ESCRIBE the hve phases ot change pre.sented in the Lippitt model ot change.

IDENTIFY at least hve roles that a change apent mipht assume.

DESCRIBE at least two dilemmas that chanpe agents mipht tace and how these mif^ht he resolved.

HANDOUT #11

USING THE ElVE-PHASE MODEL

I DEVELOPING A NEED FOR CHANGE

• identityinf.^ activities tor adole.scents that at present exist in that community.

• speakinp with adole.scents in .schools, shopping centres, libraries to obtain their ideas about the need tor

new programs.

• consulting with parents repardinp their concerns and su”pestions.

• interviewing teachers, principals, su>re owners, police, librarians, coaches, to discu.ss the needs ot adoles-

cents in that community.



• investigating the programs available in other communities.

II ESTABLISHING A CHANGE RELATIONSHIP

• calling a meeting to talk about the need tor a new program.

• distributing flyers to adolescents in school to inform them all about the development of a new community

program.

• setting up a ta.sk force of adolescents to help in the planning.

• establishing an advi.sory committee of parents, teachers, and community workers to help in the planning

process.

• estahli,shing a working agreement regarding the roles of the task force, advisory committee, and prevention

worker.

III WORKING TOWARHC^HANtfE

• considering the range of options and selecting with the help of committees the most appropriate one (.say a

Saturday night coffee house).

• developing plans for what the selected program might entail.

• considering possible sites; visiting them and selecting one.

• identifying the essential components of the program; refreshments, maintenance, publicity.

• a.ssignmg responsibilities to particular individuals.

• determining budgetary recjuirements.

IV GENERALIZING; STABILIZING THE CHANGE

• establishing regular meetings of the task force to review how the program is going.

• establishing regular meetings of the advisory committee.

• holding meetings to inform parents about the program and responding to their concerns.

• working on problems that may arise; setting policies for the future (e.g. how to enforce a no-drug rule).

• .setting up accounting, maintenance, and publicity procedures.

V TERMINATING THE RELATlONSHir

• ensuring that policies for dealing with particular problems are established and clearly understood.

• encouraging task force to continue meeting to monitor and improve the program.

• encouraging advisdry group to remain involved (if task force members feel this is necessary).

• ensuring that the program is financially viable before lea\'ing (that it is self-supporting or that grants are

ensured for a certain period of time).

• developing a mechanism for in\’olving new students in the task force in order to ensure its viability.



HANDOUT #12

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: UNIT B. MODULE 2

Upon completittn ot this module, participants should he able to;

DESCRIBE at least three possible roles a \'olunteer mipht assume m a prevention etkirt.

IDENTIFY the major ct)mponents ot a job description.

PROVIDE several examples ot recruitment metht)ds.

[DESCRIBE the purpose ot the placement interc ievv.

IDENTIFY the maior areas ot ciintent that should he included in an orientation session.

HANDOUT #13

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: UNIT B. MODULE 3

Upiin completion ot this module, participants should he able to;

IDENTIFY at least tive ditterenr types ot media which may he employed tor a prevention ettort.

L>ESCR1BE the major publicity principles to which they should adhere in order to develop a ^ood working

relatKtnship with the media.

EXPLAIN lunv a preventiim worker miuht prepare for a radio or television interview.

WRITE a press release.

BEGIN to develop a media campaign.

HANDOUT #14

SAMPLE PRESS RELEASE

For release atter March 12, 1986.

The Alctihol and I'truf' Commission td Bayview County is sponsoring a dru^ education fair. The fair is a multi-

media exhibit containing pamphlets, posters, and slides about dru^s and their effects. A staff member will be on

hand to answer any questions from members ot the public. The fair will he held in Foyer B ot the Bayview Shoppinj,'

Mall. It opens on Monday, March 17 and will continue until Friday, March 22. The dru^ education fair is one of a

series ot events that are heiii” orp^anized to make the residents of Bayview County more aware of dru^ use and related

problems.

HANDOUT #15

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: UNIT B, MODULE 4

Upon completion ot this module, participants should he able to;

DESCRIBE the major staj^es involved in writing a report.

PREPARE an effective written presentatuin.

IDENTIFY the major stages mvidved in making an oral presentation.

MAKE an effective oral presentation.



HANDOUT #16

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: UNIT B, MODULE 5

Upon ct)mpletion ot rhis module, participants should he able to;

EXPLAIN what is meant by the term “networkinf^”.

EXPLAIN why networkint* is important to any prevention ehtitt.

IldENTlEY the individuals who comprise their iwn personal and professional networks.

NAME at least three ways in which to identity appropriate contacts tor a network.

DESCRIBE at least two ways in which netwcirks can he maintained.

HANDOUT #17

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: UNIT B, MODULE 6

Upon completion ot this module, participants shtiuld he able to:

ll'>ENTIEY the major factors which must be taken into consideration when planning a meeting.

ITSCRIBE the major steps involved in the planning process.

BECjIN planning a meeting.

EXPLAIN the importance of a well-planned apenda tor a commitree meeting.

IDENTIkY at least five major “rules of order” tctr commitree meetinjjjs.

HANDOUT #18

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: UNIT B, MODULE 7

Upon completion ot this module, participants shotild he able to:

EXPLAIN what is meant by “lohhyinp”.

DESCRIBE the three major lobby inp stratetjies.

IDENTIEY the difference between direct and indirect methods ot lohhyinp’.

HANDOUT #19

RULES FOR LOBBYING

PLAYERS

There are three prevention workers and two (or three) participants playinp the other roles. These roles are;

• alcohol industry representatives: the owner ot a local chain ot restaurants and the president of the larjjest

distillery in the country.

• members of the provincial legislative assembly; a hackhencher and the Minister ot Health.

• citizen priitip representatives: the president ot a parents’ association and the president of the local chapter

ot MADE) (Mothers Apainst Drunk Drivers).



• cominunicy intluentials; the president ot the Incal Chamber ot Cninmerce and a physician who is the presi-

dent nt the local medical association.

• social service apency representatives; a social worker specializing in the counselling ot alcoholics and a

youth worker trom the local youth services htireau.

• media representatives.

• observers.

COLOUR CODING

Participants’ hadpes are colour-coded according to the roles they are playinp. C'tutlined below are the colours that

have been assigned to the roles:

- prec’ention workers : preen

-alcohol indtistry representatives : red

- proc incial members ot parliament : yellow

-citizen proup repre.sentatives : blue

-community intluentials : oranpe

-social serc'ice apency representatives
:
purple

- media representati\'es : brown

-observers
;
pink

THE ISSUE

Because ot their concern about the increa.sed usape ot alcohol, prevention workers are .seekinp to curb the prevalence

ot “happy hours”.

STRATEGIC RESOURCES

Most proups ot players have a certain amount of stratepic resources allocated to them. These resources are power,

knowledpe, and political authority represented by red chips, blue chips, and yellow chips respectively. These

resources are distributed in the followinp way:

- prevention workers; 1 red chip (power); 5 blue chips (knowledpe)

- alcohol industry representatives; 10 red chips (power); 4 blue chips (knowledpe)

- provincial members ot parliament; 3 yellow chips (political authority)

- citizen group representatives; 5 red chips (power); 4 blue chips (knowledpe)

- community intluentials: 3 red chips (power); 2 blue chips (knowledpe)

- social service apency representatives; 1 red chip (power); 10 blue chips (knowledge)

- media representatives; none

- observers; ncme

THE GOAL

The goal ot this lobbying session is tor prevention workers to pain enough political authority (in the torm ot three

political atithority chips) so that politicians will he con\’inced ot the importance ot intixrducinp restrictions on the

availability ot alcohol. Prevention workers can obtain these three political authority chips in one or both ot two

ways. They can obtain a political authority chip directly trom politicians by convincing them ot the need tor legisla-

tive change. Politicians can i.ssue only one political authority point per meeting.

Prevention workers can also pain political authority points indirectlv. Every time prevention workers can put

together five knowledge chips ;ind three power chips, they are entitled to obtain a political authority chip. They must



acquire these chips by convincing others to support their objective ot curhinf^ the prevalence of “happy hours”. The
relevant others in the community can provide any combination of chips that they desire.

TEAM RULES

• Prevention workers may work toKc'ther or tin their own hut they should he m constant contact with each

other.

• An individual who is convinced by prevention workers of the need kir chantte cannot ttive away mtire than

halt of the knowledge chips or more than halt ot the power chips on his or her own.

• Groups which h^ive “thrown,” all their resources behind prevention wtirkers are considered to he part of the

coalition and should participate with prevention workers in plannintj: strategy tor turther action.

• Those opposed to the prevention etfort may torm their own lobbies to counter the prevention eftort or may

try to meet with politicians to persuade them not to support restrictions on “happy hours”.

HANDOUT #20

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: UNIT B, MODULE 8

Upon completion ot this module, participants should he able to:

EXPLAIN what is meant by community mobilization.

IDENTIFY the ditterence between a 'teottr^-iphic and a tunctional community.

DESCdxlBE at least three ways in which prevention workers can learn about and ^ain the trust ot a commu-

nity.

STATE how prevention workers mifzhr identity key actors in a community.

['•ESCRIBE how the major problems in a community mifthr he identified.

HANDOUT #21

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: UNIT C, MODULE 1

LJpon completion ot this module, participants should he able to:

ll'tENTlFY hve methods ot assessing needs.

NAME at least three tactors that mipht intluence the selection of a prevention strategy.

EXPLAIN how to .qo about settintz mials tor a prevention eftort.

DESCRIBE how a plan ot action tor a prevention proj>ram miqht he developed.

HANDOUT #22

CHECKLIST FOR OBJECTIVES''

When the objectives tor a prevention ettort have been set, they can he verified attainst the key points identified in this

checklist.

• Does the objective as stated help to solve the problem that has been identified.'

• Is the objective expressed in a clear, meaninKtul way.'

• L')oes the objective describe a measurable result?

• Is the objective realistic and practical, vet challenqiny'

tji.-mn,i; Active oji Ow-rdrinkint;: An Action Ciiiidc tor Cirotjps. Hc.ilth ;ind Wcllarc t .'anada, I
'-•8 3.



• Ls the target popLilatmn spccihcJ.’

• Ls the length ot time it will take to accompli.sh the ohjective specified?

• Is the ):teo,i>raphical area specified.'

HANDOUT #23

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: UNIT C, MODULE 2

Upon completion of this module, participants should he able to:

DEFINE what is meant by a workine aj^reement.

NAME at least four kinds of resources that may he required for a prevention effort.

STATE where these resources may he obtained.

DESC.'RIBE at least four actions that miMht he taken to stabilize a prevention effort.

HANDOUT #24

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: UNIT C, MODULE 3

Upon completion of this module, participants should he able to:

DESCRIBE at least h\'e methods of recruiting’ personnel.

ll'iENTlEY the purpose of orientation .ind describe the areas rh.it iiiipht he covercLl.

DESCRIBE the three major components of superc ision.

EXPEAIN and de.scrihe how the proce.ss of job apprais.il mi”ht he undertaken.

HANDOUT #25

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: UNIT C, MODULE 4

Upon completion of this module, participants should he able to:

IDENTIFY the three aspects of a propram upon which evaluation may focus.

EXPLAIN what is meant hy a case desipn, a time series desipn, <ind a comparison proup desipn.

DESIGN an evaluation tisinp one of the above methods.

DESCRIBE at least three types ot evaluation instruments.





Learning Activities





LEARN I Nc; ACTIVITIES

LEARNING ACTIVITY # I

ALCOHOL PERSPECTI\'ES

1 How wa^ alcohi)! \'iewL\l during colonial riine^..’ For whar purposes was it usesl.'

Whar did rhe colonial pcrspei. tiw consider to Iv the Laiise of alcohol prohleins.' W'hat

were the proposeLl solutions’

3 What were some of rhe ke\' forces which ushered in the temiieranLe mo\ uiiu-nr

4 I low slid rhe supp>orrers of temperaiwe \ iew akohoh^ What solutions dkl those

supporters propose in oialer to prevent alcohohreLited prohleins.’

5 How does rhe medical model define alcohol problems’ Whar is rhe corresponding

solution

6 Whar solutions dkl the socioculturalists propose with respect to redticinp alcohol-

relatckl problems.’

7 Whar is rhe major argument put forwaixl hv the disti ihution of consumption

perspective.’



8 What solutions are proposed to reduce the rates of alcohol-related damage?



LEARNING ACTIVITY // 2

CAUSES OF
ALCOHOL
PROBLEMS

SOLUTIONS

POLICY
IMPLICATIONS

PRESENT-DAY
EXAMPLES

ALCOHOL POLICY

COLONIAL TEMPERANCE MEDICAL
SOCIO

CULTURAL
DISTRIBUTION

OF
CONSUMPTION



LEARNING ACTIVITY # 2a

(

CAUSES OF
ALCOHOL
PROBLEMS

SOLUTIONS

POLICY
IMPLICATIONS

PRESENT-DAY
EXAMPLES

ANSWERS TO "ALCOHOL POLICY”

COLONIAL TEMPERANCE MEDICAL
SOCIO

CULTURAL
DISTRIBUTION

OF
CONSUMPTION

' personal

indiscretion

' individual

weakness

' easy

availability

' social

upheaval

' biological or

psychological

disposition

rendering certain

individuals

vulnerable

to alcohol

' lack of consensus

on drinking

behaviour

' levels of consumption

within a population;

levels of consumption

are closely linked with

availability

' public scolding

in church

sermons
' spending time

in stocks

' moral suasion

to reduce

consumption

' gradually changed

to prohibition

of the manufacture,

importation,

sale, and

use of

alcohol

- treatment

by trained

professionals

' support through

Alcoholics

Anonymous

' development of

consistent norms and

guidelines for

responsible drinking

and unacceptable

drinking

- restrictions on

availability in order to

reduce overall

consumption

('

' informal social

control by means

of public humiliation

to deter others

from displaying

similar

weaknesses

- legal measures

such as licensing

of saloons; local

option to vote

certain areas

"dry”

' development of

facilities for the

treatment of

alcoholics

' programs of early

identification

' education programs in

schools

' programs to encourage

public discussion on

drinking

' control measures such

as pricing and taxation,

limitations on numbers

of outlets, hours of

sale, importation

controls

' laws on public

drunkenness

' Narcotic

Control Act

' detoxification centres

- Employee Assistance

Programs

' "Dialogue

on

Drinking”

' laws on minimum
age of alcohol

consumption

1



LEARNING ACTIVITY #3

DRUG-RELATED PROBLEMS

Read the t.itiiation.s otitlined below. Each Jescrihe.s a ilitterenc drLi”'relaret.l problem. For each situation,

indicate on the iittached chart what type ot problem i.s described by this situation. In the seconi,! column,

try to identity at least three possible causes ot this sittiation. There is no “riitht" answer with respect to

causes.

Situation #1

Tvo Ih-year-old triends decided to organize a “pill party” one weekeiirl. Those ineiterl were instrucrc\l to

,”o rhrou”h their medicine cabinets at home and to brin” a tew ditterent pills to the party. It didn't matter

what kind ot pills they were. At the party itselt, all the pills were poured together into a hip pot. Each

Sliest was required to choose three and to take them “in one .shot”. Some “downed” them with alcohol.

Tvo ot the puests passer! out and one appeared to have conx'ulsions.

Situation #2

A ttroup ot the “boys” trom the ottice went tor a rlnnk on Frirlay atternoon atter work. They tokl stories anrl

drank beer tor several hours. When they tinally lett the bar, three ot them were \asibly intoxicated. They

“roup'hed up” the pa.ssinp pedestrians, one ot whom became very anpry. A street hpht broke out and the

pr)lice had to be called to intervene.

Situation #3

Government othcials concernerl about hijth health costs unriertook an investigation ot where health tunds

have been deployed over the past decade. In examinin.q the data collected, they tound that there had been

a sif^niticant increa.se in the rates ot death trom cirrhosis ot the liven They totind that the change trom

1248 deaths in 1965 to 2508 deaths in 1975 represented an increa.se ot 101% over that decade (Alcohol

Problems in Canada, 1976, p. 2. ) They knew that liver cirrhosis is attributable largely to heavy alcrTol

use.

Situation #4

The same ttrtuip ot othcials hiund that a si^nihcant amount of health dollars had been directed toward

treatinp the .symptoms ot alcriholic brain disorders including hallucinations, disorientation, and memoty

failure. In tact, the investigators discovered that in 1972 alone, alcoholic psychosis and alcoholism

accounted tor 9252 ( 17%) ot the hrst admissions and 8783 ( 17%) ot the readmi.ssions to psychiatric wards

and institutions in Canada (Alcohol Problems in Canada, 1976, p. 2.)

Situation #5

The Blakes in\'ited a few' friends over tor a dinner party. Robert Blake made sure that there w'as plenty ot

liquor on hand to serx’e the priests. He acted as the “perfect host” all eveninp by rehllinp everyone’s plass as

soon as the drink was hni.shed. One of the priests w'as pretty tipsy when he left but the Blakes thoupht that

he was prittinp on a bit of an act. They found out the next morninp that on his way home, he drove into

an old man wTo was crossinp the street. The man suffered a concussion and died.

Situation #6

A proup of teenape boys enjoy smokinp marijuana topether several times a week. When they tound that

this activity was pettinp to be expensive, they rliscussed how they could pet some money to support their

“habit”. For the next tew Saturday niphts, they broke into a tew' houses in the neiphborirhood and stole

cash, jewellery, and other small \alriable items which could he pawned.



Situation #7

Suzanne, a 22'year't)IJ wt)man, decided that she wanted to try something new. She had heard that you

could have a really tahulous “trip” on acid. She contacted an acquaintance who had once ottered her some

ot the drug. But the “trip” turned out to he nothing like she had expected. She had taken it alone and was

overwhelmed by the sotinds and v isions which seemed to bombard her. She ran down the stairs cd her

apartment, looking trantically k)r help. Suddenly, she tripped and tell down a tull flight ot stairs. She broke

her arm and her body was badly bruised.

Situation #8

In a Canadian study conducted in 1969, 115 children who had one or both parents as alcoholics were

interviewed. The children reported teeling rejected by their parents. They expre.ssed concerns about

parental tighting, quarrelling, and lack ot interest ot the non-alcoholic and/or alcoholic parent. Some wor-

ried about their own marriages and telt that their own tamily lives were inadec|uate (C/ork, 1969).



LEARNING ACTIVITY #3

Type of Problem Possible Causes

Situation # 1

Pill Party

Situation #2
Street brawl

Situation # 3

Death rates

(cirrhosis ot liver)

Situation #4
Alcoholic brain disorders

Situation #5
Impaired drivinj^

Situation #6
Petty thefts

Situation #7
Falls down stairs

Situation #8
Alcoholic parents



LEARNING ACTIVITY #3a

Situation

#1

Pill Party

#2
Street brawl

#3
Death rates

(cirrhosis ot liver)

#4
Alcoholic brain

disorders

#5
Impaired drivin^t

#6
Petty thefts

#7
Falls down stairs

#8
Alcoholic parents

SAMPLE COMPLETED WORKSHEET

Type of Problem

Acute health problem

Problem of demeanour

Chronic he.ilth problem; casualty

Acute and chronic health problems;

mental problems

Casualty

Problem of demeanour; casualty

Casualty

Mental problem

Possible Causes

1
.

peer pressure

2. toxic combinations
K.

3. lack of knowledu'e ot drutts’ effects

1 . individtials i^ltank too much

2. bartender serwd even thoutth they

were drunk

3. social norms encourattinp' the “TGIF

ritual”

1 . excessive consumption of alcohol

2. lack of knowledge re. effects of

excessive dtinkiny

3. increase in availability of alcohol

encouta^ed increase in consumption

1 . excessive consumption of alcohol

2. alcohol was toxic for those individuals

3. alcohol could have been used

inapproptiately (e.”. in combination

with other drills

)

1 . excessive consumption ot alcohol

2. social pre.ssute to drink

3. pairing' alcohol with another activity

resulting in a “hazardous

combination”

1 . lack of alternative activity in

community

2. peer pressure

3. poor decision-makinft with respect to

drup' use and theft

1 . inexperience with this drup

2. too much may have been taken

3. drug taken alone

1
.

parental modelling

2. low self-esteem

3 poor communication in the home



LEARNING ACTIVITY #4

CORRELATES OF DRUG USE

Make a list ot at least hve factors (in addition to the two examples provided in each column) that are posi-

tively correlated with dru” use and at least five (actors that are negatively correlated wdth drujj; use. These

tacU)rs may relate to the individual, to the family, to the peer ^roup, to the .sclunil, or to the community.

Positive Correlates

1. + excessive personal stress

2. + parental use of drutts or alcohol

3 .

4 .

5 .

6 .

7.

Ne”ative CJorrelates

1. - reliitious beliefs

2. - presence of extended family



LEARNING ACTIVITY #5

MEMORANDUM TO HONORARY MINISTERS'

TO;

FROM: THE GREAT TAPAGl

IWE;

RE; PREVENTION OE DRUG-RELATED PROBLEMS

Gon^ratulations. Yoli have been appointed Honorary Minister ot Prevention rd IViiit' Related Problems for

yoiir province or territciry. Yt)ii have been selected because ot your commitnient to prevention, yotir expertise

and experience in the area. The posituin is honorary at this time, but may bectime a lifetime one, depending

upon your initial plans tor prottramminq ideas. Yoli are asked to prepare a brief proposal designed to prevent

drup-related problems in your province or territory. The proposal outlining your key ideas should be guided by

the following considerations;

1 . Responsibility; You are responsible for preparation ot a program plan for the prevention of drLig-related

problems tor the whole jurisdiction. You may choose to concentrate yotir work in certain areas, as kmg as

you are able to justify your priorities.

2. Authority: You have ah.sokite authority to make all program-related decisions. There are no limitations

on human or financial re.sources.

b Expected Outcomes: The outcome expected is a broad, long-range strategies plan for the prevention of

drug-related problems in your juri.sdiction. You are free to Lise any proce.ss. You may choose to use a pro-

gram planning model anti consider the ptirpose, goals or problems. Ylili need document tinly the following

three areas in point form sLimmary on flipchart paper.

a. Major Strategies

These strategies wotild be major preventive activities yoti would recommend. There are no limitations on

resoLirces. Innovation and creativity will be highly valued in a.ssessing these strategies.

b. Target Areas

The target Lireas woLild he the key areas in which you plan to make the changes.

c. Expected Results

These would he the key changes that would he expected as a result of the above strategies being imple-

mented in the specified target areas.

4. Cone hiding Remarks.

It is expected that, with the help of yoLir able deputies, yoLi will prepare an LUitline in point form on flip-

chart paper of a prevention program for drug-related ptLihlems for yotir jtirisdiction. Creative and innova-

tive ideas are highly encotiraged.

5. Follow-Lip Plans. Yoli will he making a presentation of your plan (approximately 10 minutes) tti a panel

who will provide constrLictive c|uestioning and feedback.

The Great Honourable Tipagi

c.c. Deputy Honorary Minister of Prevention of Drug-Related Problems

IV'Leliipcd .ind used hy the Alberta Alcuhol and I'liue Addiction (Jomnii.cdon and the Alcoholi.Mii Fotindatiun ot Kfanitoha.



MENIORANDUM TO DEPUTY MINISTERS

TO:

FROM: The Great Tipa^i

LWE:

RE: PREVENTION OF DRUG-RELATED PROBLEMS

GonuratulatiDii;.. You have been appointed a LT'piity Flnninary Minister ot Prevention ot lYup- Related

Problems tor your province/territory. You have been selected because ot your specihc expertise in preven-

tion programming: >n the drut: held. Your tunction is to assist the Honorary Minister ot Prev'entitin ot IVu^-

Related Problems in the preparation ot a proposal tor prevention pro^:ramminp in your province/territory

(see ciipy ot letter enclosed).

L\“pendinp upon the quality ot the proposal, the Imnorary position may become a litetime one. 1 wish you

the best in your endeavours.

The Great Honourable Tipat:i

Enel.

c.c. Honorary Minister ot Prevention ot Drup-Related Problems



LEARNING ACTIVITY #6

REASONS FOR DRINKING

The purptise this learnin^^ activity is Ui explore various reasons and myths for drinking. Thntughout history

people have given various reasons tor drinking. These have ranged from curing colds to treating snakebite.

Most of these excuses are made to justity one’s drinking and have no medical foundation. Read the tolkiwing

poem. List the reasons given tor drinking. Place an “x” heside any reason you believe to he a myth (a thing

that cannot he proved scientifically). Discuss.

For old Billy Bledsoe ot West L iverpool

Alcohol worked like a charm;

In the simmer ot summer he drank to keep cool,

In winter he drank to keep warm.

A nip in the morning to open his eye;

A toddy at night tor his snooze;

His cure tor a cold was a dram ot old rye,

And tor fever he ordercxl some hooze.

With a wedding or hirth to commemorate.

Old wine warmed the cockles within;

And when he was sad or down in his fate

He drowned all his troubles in gin.

Reasons for Drinking (from poem) Myth Truth



LEARNING ACTIVITY #7

SKIT ON “BOOZE”'^

In this skit, two teenage ^irls become pntf’ressively intoxicated as they sneak drinks trom dad’s K)ttle td

vodka. Their tun continues until an tdder brother informs rliem that he and his friends drank the bottle cjf

vodka and replaced it with water some rime a^o.

(lights up on Jill sitting centre

Sally is off j^ettin” glasses)

Jill: Are you sure nobody’s ^oin” to come home?

Sally: (ottJ Yes, I told you my parents have f^one away until Sunday.

Jill: What about vour brother.'

Sally: He’s out with his pirltriend.

Jill: He mi”ht come home.

Sally: Not until at least 3 in the morning (enterinp’). Anyway he’s alripht, .so forpet it.

Jill: He won’t tell your dad.'

Sally: (exitinf^) He hadn’t better the nurd. I’ve p'ot a few fhinfi;s on him, don’t worry.

Jill: Oh ya... what.'

Sally: (ofO Well. Last time Mum and Dad were away he unhooked the speedometer to the car and drove

to Duluth.

Jill: You’re kiddinp.'

Sally: (enterinji; with bottle of Vodka) No. Then he hooked it up again.

Jill: Wow! what a far out thing to cio.

Sally: Ya and 1 know all about it.

They stare at bottle, (pause)

Jill: So this is it eh' (staring)

Sally: Ya. (staring)

Jill: It looks just like water.

Sally: (with an evil glint) Yeah 1 kmiw.

Jill: What do you mean'

Sally: (marking the bottle with tape) We can drink as much as we want and then we fill it tip again with

water.

Jill: Thar will never work. . . will it'

Sally: Sure. My old man doesn’t drink much anyway. This has been in the ctiphoard for years.

Jill: But what’ll happen if he finds out.'

Sally: He won’t find out 1 told ya.

(she pours drinks)

Jill: Do you just drink it like this.'

Kriim "Booze" a script by James l\. Sallows. Copyright Aleolrolisin and I'ni” Addiction Kesearcb Foundation, Tiironto, Canad.i BXSf,



Sally; Sure why nut?

Jill: 1 don’t know. 1 thought maybe you should mix it with coke or something.

Sally: Coke? You don’t know anything, do you?

Jill: (snithng) It doesn’t smell had.

Sally; No. "kiste it.

Jill: You taste it.

Sally: 1 already have.

Jill: Oh... What’s It like?

Sally: diiste it, will ya.

Jill: (She takes a cautious sip) Not had.

Sally: See.

Jill: It doesn’t taste like an\ ihing.

Sally: Exactly. Colourless, odourless, tasteless, and when you drink it, it leaves you senseless.

Jill: Where’d you get that?

Sally; My dad.

(Sally drinks a hetty heir ;md

Jill watches expectantly)

Sally: Good.

Jill: (drinks) Ya not had.

Sally: Here have some more, (she refills glasses) (they drink, pause) Feel anything yet?

Jill: I’m not sure. You?

Sally: (giggling) My nose tickles.

Jill: (giggling) Your nose tickles?

Sally: Ya. Have some more, (she pours)

Jill: This is good eh?

Sally: Ya. (they drink)

Jill: If my dad knew 1 was drinking Vodka. He’d kill me.

Sally; (a hit tipsy) Wodka... Roosian Wodka.

(Drunkenness should begin to appear)

J ill; You’re nuts.

Sallv; Hey let’s phone that guy on the football team.

Jill: Who, you mean Kevin Barnes?

Sally; (dreamily) Ya... Kevin Barnes.

Jill: Kevin Barnes. He’s 17.

Sally: So what, 1 don’t care if he is 40.

Jill: Oh wow! (giggling) Kevin Barnes. He won’t he home tonight...



Sally: How do \\)u know? (she srart.s to exit)

(pick up pace)

Jill: Wait... wait... letks haxe another drink.

Sally: Ya... another drinkie pooh, (laughter)

Jill: This stutt is delicious. I’m (eelinp really. . . weird.

Sally: Does your nose tickle yet? (laut^hter)

(they start to sin^ a popular son,”)

Sally: I’ll .yet the phone.

Jill: Ya, j^et the old phoneroonie. (lauj^hs)

Sally: (oh stape) Is this the one. . . on McKellar St. ?

Jill: Nooope.

Sally: Marion St. ?

Jill: Nooooope.

Sally: Al”oma?

Jill: Yeeeessss.

Sally: (enterin.e) M5'247‘-h Here I’ll dial.

Jill: You dial? LYin’t t^ive me that, it was yotir idea.

Sally; Okay, hut first one more drink.

(drunkenness well established)

Jill: (applauding') Yeah!

(she pours, they drink, intermittent hanter, sinking, etc.)

Gimme that phone?

Sally; 345G479.

Jill: 3.

.

4 . .5... what?

Sally: 2.. 4.. 7. 9.

Jill: It’s ringing... here.

Sally; Good evening sir. Is Kevin at home... what? ...oh ...oh ...sorry, (she hangs up) 345-2479' moron

Jill: That’s what 1 dialed. What was it?

Sally: The humane society.

(they laugh. We hear oh Tim’s voice) Reaction to Tim’s voice.

Tim; Okay! I’ll just he a minute.

Sally: Jesus. It’s my stupid luird brother.

Jill: Oh God! what’ll we do... I’m going to hide.

Sally: Jtist sit there and act normal, (they laugh momentarily then hiding the bottle beside them they sit

straight as pokers) - eyes front



Tt)m: (cR)Sbin^ U) hedr<,K)m) Hi, what\ up? (exitt>) (they do not move) (oft) Have you seen my pack Sally...

never mind I found it. (enters, stops, looks at them) What the hell are you two doiiift? (they are unable to

keep It... in they break up lauf^hintt, ad libbinpO What are yoti into?

Sally: (brazenly hrandishinp> the bottle) If you tell l'H)y I’ll tell akitit the car and the skin h(.)oks in the base-

ment and the. .

.

Kim: Hold on, 1 won't tell anybody. Where’d you pet this?

Sally: It’s dad’s. .

.

Tfim: Had’s?

Sally: Yes.

Tiim: The bottle that was in the ctiphoard?

Sally: Yes.

Tim: On the top shelf?

Sally: Yes... on the top shelf.

Tom: (slyly) Nice and smooth eh?

Both: Ya yood etc.

Tim: It OLiithr to he, it’s only water. (Girls ate paralytic with shock) (he sniffs) Yeah water. 1 killed that

bottle a month atto. You see if you steal the old man’s booze, just m;irk the level before you start and fill it

hack up afterwards. Good idea, eh? Well, see ya. (he exits)

(both are mortificxl)

Jill: (Wiltinyt) I’m so embarrassed.

(curtain)



I LEARNING ACTIVITY #8

EMPLOYING CONTROLS

John Doe, M. R

Legislative Buildings

Capital Hill

Dear Constituent:

Thank you tor having contacted me with respect to your concern about drugs in your community. 1, too, am
concerned about the prevalence ot drug-related problems in my constituency. 1 agree with you that alcohol

appears to he the major drug ot abuse.

In preparation tor otir meeting, 1 wotild request that you make at least six recommendations with respect to

curbing the availability ot alcohol in your neighbourhood. Plea.se make your recommendations as specific as

possible so that 1 can pass them along to my statt tor turther consideration.

As I mentioned to you, 1 am not able to make any changes with respect to increasing the penalties tor

impaired driving contained in the Criminal Code. 1 rheretore suggest that you limit your recommendations

to measures which would result in restrictions tipon the availability ot alcohol.

Naturally, the measures you are proposing are likely to encounter resistance trom various groups and organiza-

tions. Please try to provide me with an indication ot the negative reaction such measures may generate.

1 am looking torward to discussing these issues with you next week.

Sincerely,

J(,)hn Doe, M. P

Measures to Curb Alcohol Availability

1 .

2 .

3.

4.

5.

6 .

Potential Sources ot Resistance

2 .

3 .



LEARNING ACTIVITY #9

BARRIERS TO COMMUNICATION

BARRIERS HOW TO OVERCOME

Attitude not

accepting

Not expressing

feelings

Forbidden topics

Too busy to talk

Giving advice

Being angry

' t'lolinoski, D. and Paapi.-, V Kidh and IVups: Prevention, AleolioliMii Foundation ot Manitoba in conjunction with Health and Welfare Canada,

c



LEARNING ACTIVITY #10

PUMPKIN’S PROBLEM

Discuss as a group the following questions;

1. What is Pumpkin’s "problem”?

2. What actions does he take m an attempt to deal with his “problem”?

3. How is the “problem” tinally resolved?

4- What is the “monil” ot this story?

5. How woLild this story apply to a realdite situation?

6. How does such a story help improve children’s ability to make decisions and to leel good about them-

selves ?



)

(



Pumpkin’s problem

Pumpkin, Radish, Carrot

and Potato are playing hide

and seek. “I can see you,”

squeals Carrot with delight.

He runs over and touches

Pumpkin before he can run

away. “You’re ‘it’,” laughs

Potato.

“I don’t like this game,”

thinks Pumpkin.



“It’s all right for Potato. He
can hide in the ground.

Carrot is thin enough to hide

behind trees, but I’m just too (3

big to hide. So I’m ‘it’ all the

time. That’s not fair.’’

“You’re ‘it’,’’ Carrot reminds

him.

“I don’t want to play

anymore,’’ says Pumpkin,

starting to cry.

“See if we care. Clunky.

You’re no good anyway,’’

says Radish.

C



»

Pumpkin goes away feeling very unhappy. “Pumpkin is a clunky,” they all shout after him.

“Clunky, Clunky!”

“I’m going to make myself very small. Then I’ll be able to play hide and seek and they

won’t laugh at me anymore,” he decides.



The next day, he says to himself, “Exercise, that’s what I'll do instead.” Pumpkin touches

his toes a hundred times without bending his knees and runs all over the Garden. When he

looks in the mirror, he sees that he hasn’t changed a bit. “I feel good and healthy,’’ says

Pumpkin, “but I’m still big.”



He packs his bag and leaves.

It is lonely at the edge of the Garden. It makes Pumpkin feel even worse. “I can’t help it if

I'm big,” he says over and over again.



“That’s very strange,” “But you’re beautifully thin,”

says Asparagus. “They laugh says Pumpkin, admiring her.

at me because I’m tall and “You’re marvelously big,”

thin.” Asparagus replies.

They both laugh.

“How silly we’ve been,” says Asparagus. “You’re big and I’m thin. We’re different, (
that s all. Let’s not pay any attention if anyone teases us.”



Pumpkin and Asparagus

dance together. They look a

pretty sight. “Come on,”

says Pumpkin. “Let’s go

back together.” Off they go.

“Hey, here comes Clunky Pumpkin with Skinny Asparagus,” teases Radish.

If I were you,” says Pumpkin, “I’d worry about that dumb nose you have.”

But, Pumpkin,” says Asparagus. “That’s like them telling you you’re clunky.”

“Yes, you’re right,” says

Pumpkin. “Sorry, Radish. I

shouldn’t have said that.”

Radish pretends he doesn’t

care, but later he runs to look

in the mirror anyway.



LEARNING ACTIVITY #11

ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN

PROPOSED MODIEICATIONS

WORKPLACE

1,

COMMUNITY

!.

EDUCATIONAL INSTITU-
TION

1.

2. 2, 2.

L L 3.



LEARNING ACTIVITY #12

ORGANIZATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

Consider rhe organization in which you are at present empkiyed or ha\'e been employed in the last two years.

Try to answer (in point torm) the tollowinjj questions with respect to that organization.

1 . What is (are) the major purpose(s) ot the rirganization? (e.g. to provide treatment tr) alcoholics; to

educate the public with respect to alcohol; to conduct research on the effects ot drug use).

2. What are some ot the primary tasks that the organization must carry out in order to achieve this

(these) purpose(s)? Try to name at least tour (e.g. set up an intake system; develop a drug education curric-

ulum).

3. How long has this organization existed)

4- Have there been major changes in the activities carried out by the organization since its inception) It

yes, in what way)

5. What is the source ot this organization’s tunds)

6. Try to draw rhe structure ot this organization and locate yourself within this structure. Try to go at least

two positions higher than yourself. In addition, indicate tho.se who are considered to he your co-workers

(i.e. they have the same title, job description, supervisor, or work in the same unit).

7. Ti whom does your supervisor or boss report)

8. Is there a hoard of directors) It yes, what are their major functions) It so, how are policies developed

and by whom

)

9. Who is primarily responsible tor rhe development ot policy in this organization)

10. What are the major external forces influencing this organization) (citizen groups, expert committees,

government departments).



LEARNING ACTIVITY #13

THE ALCOHOLISM QUESTIONNAIRE'

1

.

A person who often drinks to the point of drunkenness is

almost always an alcoholic.

2.

People who become alcoholics are usually lacking in will

power.

3.

Most alcoholics have no desire to stop drinking.

4.

The average alcoholic is usually unemployed.

5.

A person can inherit a weakness for alcohol.

6.

The alcoholic is helpless to control the amount of alcohol

he drinks.

7.

Alcoholics usually have severe emotional difficulties.

8.

Alcoholism is best described as a habit rather than an

illness.

9.

The alcoholic drinks excessively mainly because he enjoys

drinking.

10.

An alcoholic can get into as much trouble by drinking

beer as by drinking liquor.

Disagree Agree

M.ikus, ,M,in M. “TIk- Aliciliulisni Qucsrmnn.iirc: .ALlniiiiistr.irion, ScDrint; and Interpictatluii,” Tiircinto, AddiLtion RcsL'.trch FoiindatKin.



LEARNING ACTIVITY #13

(continued)

THE ALCOHOLISM QUESTIONNAIRE'

Disagree Agree
11.

A person who frequently stays intoxicated tor several days

at a time is unquestionably an alcoholic.
12.

The alcoholic is seldom helped by any sort of medical or

psychological treatment.

13.

The alcoholic has only himself to blame for his problems.

14.

Alcoholics, on the average, have a poorer education than

other people.

15.

Alcoholics seldom harm anybody but themselves.

16.

Hardly any alcoholics could drink less even if they wanted

to.

1 7

.

The most sensible way to deal with alcoholics is to compel

them to go somewhere for treatment.

18.

The alcoholic is a morally weak person.

19.

An alcoholic’s basic troubles were with him long before

he had a problem with alcohol.

20.

Once a person becomes an alcoholic, he can never learn to

drink moderately again.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7



LEARNING ACTIVITY

(continued)

THE ALCOHOLISM QUESTIONNAIRE'

2 1

.

The harm done by alcoholics is generally over-estimated.22.

Very few alcoholics come from families in which both

parents were abstainers.

23.

Even if an alcoholic has a sincere desire to stop drinking,

he cannot possibly do so without help from others.

24.

Nobody who drinks is immune from alcoholism.

25.

Even if a heavy drinker is able to stop drinking for several

weeks at a time, he may still be an alcoholic.

26.

Alcoholism is a sign of character weakness.

27.

Alcoholism never comes about very suddenly.

28.

Unhappy marriages and other unpleasant family situations

often lead to alcoholism.

29.

Alcoholism is not a disease.

30.

Most alcoholics could not be rehabilitated even if more

help were available to them.

Disagree Agree

1 2 3 4 5 6 7



LEARNING ACTIVITY #13

(continued)

THE ALCOHOLISM QUESTIONNAIRE'

31.

Alcoholics are seldom found in important positions in

business.
32.

Preferring to drink alone rather than with friends is a sign

of alcoholism.

33.

Alcoholics are usually in good physical health.

34.

The alcoholic is basically a spineless person who has

found an easy way out of his problems.

35.

Some people who drink heavily, but only on weekends,

are alcoholics.

36.

An alcoholic usually has something in his past which is

driving him to drink.

37.

Most alcoholics are completely unconcerned about their

problem.

38.

With proper treatment, some alcoholics can learn to take

the occasional social drink without getting into trouble.

39.

Most alcoholics are either drunk or drinking every day.

Disagree Agree

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

40 . A person usually has very little warning before he

becomes an alcoholic.



LEARNING ACTIVITY #I3a

SCORING THE ALCOHOLISM QUESTIONNAIRE

Factor Defining Items

1.

Emotional 7,19,28,36

difficulties

2.

Loss of control 6,16,27,32

3.

Prognosis of 9,12,30,37

recovery

4.

The alcoholic as 1,11,25,35

a steady drinker

5. Alcoholism and 2,18,26,34

character defect

6. Social status of 4,14,22,31

the alcoholic

7. Alcoholism as an 8,13,29,38

illness

8. Harmless 3,15,21,33

voluntary

indulgence

9. Addiction 10,20,24,40

liability

10. Additional 5,17,23,39

Interpretation

A high score indicates the belief

that emotional difficulties or

psycological problems are an

important contihuting factor in

the development of alcoholism

High

Experts’ Position

A high score indicates the belief

taht the alcoholic is unable to

control his drinking behaviour.

High

A high score indicates the belief

that most alcoholics do not, and

cannot be helped to, recover

from alcoholism.

Low

A high score indicates the belief

that periodic excessive drinkers

can he alcoholics. A low score

indicates the belief that a person

must he a chronic excessive

drinker in order to he classified as

an alcoholic.

High

A high score indicates the belief

that the alcoholic is a weak-

willed person.

Low

A high score indicates the belief

that alcohics come from the

lower socio-economic strata of

society.

Low

A high score indicates the belief

that alcoholism is not an illness.

Low

A high score indicates the belief

that the alcoholic is a harmless

heavy drinker whose drinking is

motivated only by his fondness

for alcohol.

Low

A high score indicates the belief

that alcohol is a highly addicting

substance.

High

Items



LEARNING ACTIVITY #14

MANDATE

Answer these questions to the best ot your ability. It you are unsure about a particular answer, you should

indicate in point form how you would go about finding out the answer.

1. Your mandate in the held ot prevention allows you to employ which ot the following prevention strate-

gies?

Influence

Control

Competence Development

Environmental Design

2. Your mandate in the held of prevention allows you to work with which ot the following target groups?

parents

workers

teachers

elementary school students

high school students

university students

general practitioners

nurses

pharmacists

others

(specify)

3.

Your mandate in the held of prevention allows you to work in which of the following settings?

schools

workplaces

community

other organizations (specify)

4. Do you have a written mandate? If so, how is it stated?

5. What is the mandate of your organization in the held of prevention? (If different from your personal

mandate in prevention.

)

6. If it were necessary to expand or modify your mandate in the held of prevention, what actions would

have to be taken to effect such a change (e.g. obtain permission from a supervisor and/or make a presenta-

tion to the hoard of directors and/or lobby for a legislative change) ?



LEARNING ACTIVITY #15

CHANGE AGENT ROLES

Below each of the change agent roles, provide an example of the activities that this role might entail.

1. GUIDE

2. ENABLER

3. EXPERT

4. CATALYST (EXPEDITER)

5. IMPLEMENTER

6. RESEARCHER

7. BROKER

8. ADVOCATE



LEARNING ACTIVITY # 16

VOLUNTEER JOB DESCRIPTION

TITLE (if applicable):

GENERAL AREA OF RESPONSIBILITY:

SPECIFIC TASKS:

QUALIFICATIONS (if applicable):

SUPERVISOR:

Try to identify at least hve places where volunteers to fill this position might be recruited.

1 .

2 .

3 .

4 .

5 .



LEARNING ACTIVITY #17

Cll

NETWORKS



LEARNING ACTIVITY //1

7

)

NETWORKS



LEARNING ACTIVITY #18

PLANNING MEETINGS

1 . Objective(s) ot the meeting;

2. Qintent of the meetinjj;:

3. How ct)ntent will he presented to or considered by audience:

4- Guest speakers/proLip leaders required; Who will contact them

5. Possible meeting locations; Who will investittate?

6. Prtiposed seating arrangements:

7. Publicity plans; Who is responsible?

8. Possible tol low-up actions: Who will carry these out?

9. Refreshments:



LEARNING ACTIVITY #19

COMMUNITY ASSESSMENT

Answer these questions about the f^er)graphic ctnnmunity in which yt)u live (town, municipal area, suburb) to

the best ot your ability. It you are unable to answer a partictilar question, indicate where you mipht po or

whom you mipht contact to obtain the information.

1. What is the approximate population ot this community .MOOO ;
1000-5000

;
5000- 10 000

;

10 000-15 000 -,15 000

2. Has your community j^rown rapidly in the past hve years.^ Remained the .samei’ Decreased in

size?

3. What sources mi”ht he tapped to ^et more information about this community (e.^. libraries, public

records, neighbourhood associations).^

4- What are the peottniphic boundaries ot your community? (Try to name north, south, east, and west

boundaries.

)

5. What is the major economic basis ot your community? (It this is primarily a stiburban area, name sev-

eral crt the major employers to which residents may commute.

)

6. Are rhe majoriry ot dwellinj^s owner or rental occupied?

7. List .some ot the estahli.shments which employ local people to perform service tor the community (e.f'.

stores, schools, municipal recreation departments).

8. What special advantap;es does your community present-.shoppintt, schools, transportation, parks, low

property taxes?

9. What key problems require attention in your community? e.g. traffic congestion, industrial pollution,

inadequate park and play space, poorly planned real estate developments, inadequate school facilities.

10. How can members of the community participate in making decisions in any of the above areas? Is

there an organization widely representative of citizens whose principal function is planning?

11. T) what extent are rhe following types ot personnel available in the local schools-guidance counsellor,

school physician, public health nurse, special needs resource teachers?

12. In which ot the following ways does the school function as a community centre?

• organizes adult education programs

• makes classrooms/gym available to civic groups for religious/physical education/social purposes

• presents forums, concerts

• other

13. Is there a parent-teacher association? It so, what have been its principal activities in the past two

years?

14. Is there a neighbourhood library? What services does it provide?

• makes library rooms available

• lends films/records

• sponsors lectures

• organizes exhibits

• holds a story hour tor children

• provides space tor play groups

1 5. What acti\'ities are available in the public recreation program? (e.g. swimming, dance, fitness, music

appreciation, arts and crafts).



16. List the organizatK)ns in your cnmmunity in the k)lknvin^’ areas. For each organization state how you

might get information about this organization.

• service clubs

• political party organizations

• athletic teams

• community health grotips

• social groups

• housing associations

1 7. Which organizations (public or private) engage in which of the following types of health education in

yoiit community i* (sponsors lectures, distributes pamphlets, organizes displays, shows films)

18. In what types of health education do the local schools engage.^ (nutrition, drugs, physical education)

19. What are the formal channels of communication in this community.^ Name several informal channels

of communication;

20. What local newspapers serve your community?

2 I . What radio and television stations are the most popular in your community?

22. Are there any special or annual events, communications, or festivals which bring members of the

community together?



LEARNING ACTIVITY #20

OBTAINING RESOURCES

Identify at least three types of resources that would he required for a prevention program which will employ

the mass media to inform the public about the hazards of excessive alcohol use. State as well why such a

resource is required and where the resource may he sought or obtained.

RESOURCE WHY NEEDED WHERE OBTAINED



LEARNING ACTIVITY #21 rr

RECRUITING PERSONNEL

Imagine that you are a prevention worker. You are coordinating a competence development effort which

involves teaching decision-making skills to public school students. Your budget allows you to hire two staff

persons to teach these skills. Identify at least five possible ways in which you might go about recruiting these

individuals.

1 .

2 .

3.

4.

5.

((



LEARNING ACTIVITY #22

SUPERVISION

Select one particular supervisory experience in which you were or are involved as a paid employee, volunteer,

or student and answer the following questions in relation to this experience.

1. How often did you (do you) meet with your supervisor?

2. What issues or areas of practice were (are) discussed?

3. How did you (do you) prepare for these sessions?

4. How did your (does your) supervisor prepare for this session?

5. What supervisory behaviours did you (do you) find most helpful?

6. What aspects of supervision did you (do you) dislike?

7. Comment about how effectively your supervisor:

• helped (helps) set guidelines for your work:

• taught (teaches) new knowledge:

• taught (teaches) new skills:

• provided (provides) support, praise, encouragement:

8. What recommendations would you make to your supervisor for improving his or her helpfulness?

9. How often and by what means were you (are you) evaluated?

10. Did your supervisor ever conduct a formal performance appraisal? If yes, describe the instrument used

and how the appraisal was carried out (e.g. Were objectives set? Did the supervisor only fill in a form or

did both supervisor and worker complete a form?)
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Visuals
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Person Drug



PREVENTION STRATEGIES

INFLUENCE

CONTROL

COMPETENCE
DEVELOPMENT

CONTROL INFLUENCE
ENVIRONMENTAL

DESIGN

CONTROL

COMPETENCE
DEVELOPMENT



A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
FOR PREVENTIVE ACTION ^

Person Drug

PRICINGKNOWLEDGE

COMPOSITIONATTITUDES

INTENTIONS LABELLING

SKILLS PACKAGING

EnvironmentADVERTISING
PROMOTION

LEGAL
SANCTIONS

INSTITUTIONSAVAILABILITY

PHYSICAL
CONTEXT

KEY
INFLUENCERS

SOCIOCULTURAL
CONTEXT

CONTROL INFLUENCE ENVIRONMENTAL
DESIGN

INFLUENCE

CONTROLCONTROL

COMPETENCE
DEVELOPMENT

DRUG
RELATED
PROBLEMS

COMPETENCE
DEVELOPMENT

(

Developed by the Task Group on prevention training in the drug field for the National Planning Committee, a Working Group of

the Sub-Committee on Alcohol and Other Drug Problems.



FIVE PHASES OF CHANGE



ENGAGING VOLUNTEERS IN

PREVENTION

Volunteer

Needs
Organizational

Needs



USING THE MEDIAV



PREPARING A REPORT

REVISION

.CHANGING



PREPARING A VERBAL
PRESENTATION

<> PLANNING

A GATHERING^ INFORMATION

6 PREPARING AN^ OUTLINE

A DEVELOPING^ PARAGRAPHS

<> PRACTISING



MAINTAINING NETWORKS



MOBILIZING A COMMUNITY

KEY ACTORS

FORM ORGANIZATION

IDENTIFY
CONCERNS

1 .

ENSURE
COMMUNICATIONS

LEADERS



3GRAM

PLANNING
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PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
MANAGER

t

SAT SUN MON TUES WED THU FRI

1 2 3 4 6 7

8 9 11 L 13 14

15 16 17 18 X 20 21

22 23 24 25 28

29 30 31

TIME MANAGEMENT



SUPERVISION

SAT SUN MON TUES WED THU FRI

1 2 3 4
1

^ 6 7

8 9X 11 \l2 13 14

15 16 17 18 \ 20 21

22 23 24 25 26 28

29 30 31



EVALUATION FOCUS

PROGRAM EVALUATION

I 1

INPUTS ^ EFFORT

1 1

OUTPUTS PROCESS

i 1

EFFECTS -> EFFECTIVENESS

What was

done?

How well

was It

accomplished?

Did it

work?



CASE DESIGN

GROUP # 1 : EXPERIMENTAL GROUP

PROGRAM
GIVEN

TESTED
AFTER THE PROGRAM



TIME SERIES DESIGN

GROUP # 1;

TESTED PRIOR
TOTHE PROGRAM

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP

PROGRAM
GIVEN

TESTED AFTER
THE PROGRAM

OPTIONAL

TESTED AFTER
THE PROGRAM

FOR THE
SECOND TIME



COMPARISON GROUP DESIGN

GROUP # 1 : EXPERIMENTAL GROUP

TO THE PROGRAM

PROGRAM
GIVEN

TESTED AFTER
THE PROGRAM

GROUP # 2 : CONTROL/COMPARISON GROUP

NO
^ PROGRAM ——

GIVEN

TESTED PRIOR
TO THE PROGRAM

TESTED AFTER
THE PROGRAM



EVALUATION

• Skills Assessment Forms

• Quiz on Unit “A”

• Program Evaluation Form
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Skills Assessment Forms





SKILLS ASSESSMENT FORM #1

To be used in Unit B, Module 4 “Presentations”.

Indicate whether the participant carried out the following actions by placing a tick ( )

under the “yes” or “no” column.

Yes No

1 . Were there no more than four or hve major points made during the

presentation?

2. Did each major point made have supporting documentation?

3. Was there an introduction, a “body”, and a conclusion?

4. Were visual aids used? If so, did they add to the presentation?



SKILLS ASSESSMENT FORM #2

To be used in Unit C, Module 3 “Personnel Management”.

Indicate whether the participant carried out the following actions by placing a tick ( )

under the “yes” or “no” column.

Yes No

1 . Did the supervisor clearly outline the tasks(s) to he carried out hy the

prevention worker?

2. Were clear time guidelines set for the accomplishment of the tasks(s) ?

3. Did the supervisor ask for or provide suggestions as to how the task(s)

could he accomplished?

4- Did the supervisor provide reinforcement or support tor the work that

had already been done?
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QUIZ ON UNIT A

(5 points)

(5 points)

(3 points)

(4 points)

1 . Identity the hve major perspectives on alcohol that are discussed in the literature.

2. State one possible solution to alcohol-related problems that would he proposed by this

perspective.

3. What are the three major types of theory that attempt to explain the causes of drug-

related problems?

4. Identify at least four types of drug-related problems.

{ 1
point) 5. What is meant hy a “positive correlate” of drug use?



(2 points) 6. Name at least two positive correlates of drug use.

(3 points)

(8 points)

(8 points)

7. What are the three major targets of preventive action?

8. Name at least two components of the first target, two components of the second target,

and four components of the third target.

9. What are the four major prevention strategies? Identify at least one target of each strat

egy-

( 1
point) 10. Can more than one strategy he employed at the same time? Provide an example.



QUIZ ON UNIT A

ANSWERS

1. • colonial

• temperance

• medical

• sociocultural

• distribution ot consumption

2. • punish the individual

• ban the sale ot alcohol

• treat the alcoholic individual

• teach appropriate drinking behaviours

• reduce the availability of alcohol

3. • biological

• psychological

• social

4. • chronic condition

• acute health problem

• social functioning

• casualty (e.g. accident)

• mental health problem

• behavioural problem

5. A positive correlate of drug use is a factor that has been found to occur frequently in association with

drug use.

6. Examples of positive correlates are:

• parental disinterest, neglect, harsh discipline* peer pressure* easy access* desire to experiment,

boredom

7. * person

* drug

* environment

8. * knowledge

* attitudes

* intentions

* skills

* labelling

* composition

* packaging

* pricing

9. * influence

(See Visual 10 for other answers)

* control

* competence development

* environmental design

* advertising/promotion

* availability

* physical context

* legal sanctions

* sociocultural context

* institutions

* key influencers

* knowledge

* availability

* skills

* institutions

10.

* Yes. Raising the minimum drinking age (the control strategy) might he combined with an educa-

tional program which would attempt to explain to the public why this change was necessary (the

influence strategy).
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Program Evaluation Form





PROGRAM EVALUATION FORM

UNIT:

1

.

The Unit as a whole was . . .

stimulating 543210 boring

crisp and captivating 543210 long and tedious

informative 543210 uninformative

time well spent 543210 a waste of time

a) Tc) me, the most worthwhile aspect of this Unit was. . .

b) The most frustrating aspect of this Unit was. . .

2.

The information was presented in a manner that was. . .

clear and concise 5 4 3 2 1 0 confusing/unclear

1 would have treated the following topics differently (state how):

3.

In terms of my job, the information provided in this Unit was. . .

highly relevant 5 4 3 2 1 0 irrelevant

1 would have concentrated more on the following topics;

4.

The visuals used in this Unit were. . .

too simplistic 5 4 3 2 1 0 too complex

clarifying 5 4 3 2 1 0 confusing

relevant 5 4 3 2 1 0 irrelevant

a) 1 particularly liked the following visuals. . .



b) I thought that the tollowing visuals should he changed or deleted. . .

5. The learning activities were. . .

too easy 5 4 3 2 1 0 too difficult

interesting 5 4 3 2 1 0 tedious

too many 5 4 3 2 1 0 too few

worthwhile 5 4 3 2 1 0 a waste of time

a) The following learning activities were the most useful:

h) In my opinion, the following learning activities should he changed or deleted. . .

6. The discussion groups were. . .

well structured 543210 poorly structured

too large 543210 too small

stimulating 543210 boring

well run 543210 poorly run

a) 1 think that it would have been better if the groups:

7. 1 will he able to apply the following areas of knowledge and skill to my own work situation:



8. Other comments;




